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1874071 EASY EMBELLISHMENTS FOR CREATIVE SEWING. Ed. by Barbaret Weiland. Jazz up your sewing with decorative details and wonderful embellishments with over two dozen projects to choose from. Techniques include applique, beading, embroidery, felting, painting, patchwork, piping, stencilling, and more. Well illus. 176 pages. House of White Birches. 8x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.95 $2.95

7581432 KNITS FOR YOU AND YOUR HOME. By Debbie Bliss. Offers an enticing collection of over 30 indigent designs for knits to wear. Includes instructions for projects to knit cozy homewares and accessories, alongside casual and stylish garments. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Trafalgar Square. Pub. at $26.95 $2.95

2721716 ELEGANT WIRE JEWELRY: 20 Easy Projects. By Kathy Frey. Discover how easy it is to craft beautiful jewelry from wire. By coating, wrapping, hammering, looping, and changing the color of wire, it’s possible to make a variety of designs. Features instructions for a Breezy Autumn Pendant, Silver Tendril Earrings, and more. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. Lark. 8/30x10. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $3.95

7589409 THE ESSENTIAL A-LINE: Make 17 Flirty Skirts from 1 Basic Pattern. By Jona Giammalva. Find infinite creativity and inspiration in one simple pattern guaranteed to flatter any figure. The featured full-size pattern can be adapted to fit sizes 0 to 20. Easy construction and a no-waistband silhouette make it a cinch to sew a skirt in an afternoon. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Stash. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $3.95

5750784 50 PINCUSHIONS TO KNIT & CROCHET. By Cat Thomas. Offers a wonderful collection of patterns for pincushions of all shapes and sizes, from traditional shapes to elegant florals to colorful fruits. Each pattern comes with clear instructions, ideas for assembling, suggestions for yarn and color choices, and more. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $3.95

1872788 NEXT STEPS IN CROSS STITCH. By Angela Bazzley. Instructions and counted charts for 20 inventive cross stitch designs, each encompassing a different technique, projects include a kingfisher worked with blended and metallic threads, delphiniums of pastel silk ribbons, and an exotic beaded elephant. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Merrihurst. 8½x11¼. Import. Pub. at $16.95 $2.95

5659310 QUILT SHOP TOUR: Better Homes and Gardens. Ed. by Beverly Rivers. Highlights 22 exceptional owner-operated quilt shops around the country, telling you a little bit about the shop and its owner as well as providing contact information. Accompanying each shop is a project that relates the owner’s enthusiasm for quilting. Illus. in color. 160 pages. Meredith. 8½x11¼. Import. Pub. at $25.95 $2.95

5749115 BEAUTIFUL PAPER CUTTING: 30 Creative Projects for Cards, Gifts, Decor, and Jewelry. By Lark Crafts. This fun craft is easy to learn and requires only a few inexpensive supplies. Here, a group of paper designers shows you how to make a mix of appealing projects for celebrations, gift giving, home decoration, and jewelry. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Lark. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $3.95

5756928 THE ART OF THE HANDBAG: Crazy Beautiful Bags. By Claire Anthony. Features a gallery of wearable works of art, from bejeweled minaudieres and crystal-studded Pop Art bags to sculptural bags and “paintings with thread.” Whether you like your handbags drop-dead gorgeous or outrageously witty, sleekly modern or charmingly retro, these pieces will have you enraptured. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Race Point. 9x11¼. Pub. at $25.00 $3.95

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipments is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SWEET TREATS: 12 Delectable Quilts from 2 Easy Blocks</td>
<td>Sandy Bonsib</td>
<td>3679722</td>
<td>Martingale</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIECED POINTS &amp; STARS, VOL. 2: A Collection of 19 Radiant Projects for All Skill Levels</td>
<td>Alex Anderson et al.</td>
<td>7582382</td>
<td>Kansas City Star</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PORTABLE PATCHWORK: Who Says You Can’t Take It with You?</td>
<td>Donna Lynn Thomas</td>
<td>5703279</td>
<td>Martingale</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECEPTIVELY SIMPLE STRIP-PIECED QUILTS</td>
<td>By Debra Kralov</td>
<td>3679407</td>
<td>Martingale</td>
<td>$25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATCHWORK PROJECTS INSPIRED BY A PASSION FOR QUILTING</td>
<td>Rebecca Silbaugh</td>
<td>5703453</td>
<td>Martingale</td>
<td>$27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAND QUILTED WITH LOVE: More than 20 Sewing Projects—Quilts, Stockings, Decorations &amp; More</td>
<td>Anna Murphy</td>
<td>2664569</td>
<td>Martingale</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMISH CRIB QUILTS FROM THE MIDWEST: The Sara Miller Collection</td>
<td>Janneek Smucker et al.</td>
<td>3683532</td>
<td>Martingale</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAPER PIECING PERFECT POINTS: 13 Fabulous Quilt Patterns</td>
<td>Debby Kratov</td>
<td>3684078</td>
<td>Martingale</td>
<td>$25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quarterback, curve, or inset in the entire book.</td>
<td>By Alethea Ballard</td>
<td>7582242</td>
<td>Martingale</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEAMINGLY SCRAPPY: Get the Look You Love with Fat Quarters and Precuts</td>
<td>By Rebecca Silbaugh</td>
<td>5703453</td>
<td>Martingale</td>
<td>$27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAND QUILTED WITH LOVE: Patchwork Projects Inspired by a Passion for Quilting</td>
<td>Barbara Smith &amp; B. Smith</td>
<td>3679841</td>
<td>Martingale</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEAMINGLY SCRAPPY: Get the Look You Love with Fat Quarters and Precuts</td>
<td>By Rebecca Silbaugh</td>
<td>5703453</td>
<td>Martingale</td>
<td>$27.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Current titles are marked with a ★*
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5820138 LIZZIE’S LEGACY: More Quilts from a Pioneer Woman’s Journal. By Betsy Chutchian. The award-winning quilter makes us into intimate-grandma-narrators as Lizzie’s life unfolds through her journal, written between 1857 and 1882. Included are 14 projects inspired by Lizzie’s writing that illustrate every endearing facet of pioneer life. Fully illus. in color. Kansas City Star. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $4.95

7608454 LIVELY LITTLE FOLK-ART QUILTS: 20 Traditional Projects to Piece & Applique. By Gwen Marston. Offers traditional applique and quilting methods that are easy and fun, and features a new collection of little quilts you can make in a snap. All measurements 1½”. Includes 16 classic applique quilts. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $2.95

5771382 DANCING WITH THREAD: Your Guide to Free-Motion Quilting. By Ann Fahl. Offers quilting techniques that give you the freedom to create the perfect design. Fahl shows you how to add movement, personality, and texture to your quilts; how to create designs using your own doodles as patterns; how to use troubleshooting guides to solve free-motion quilting problems; and more. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Martingale. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $3.95

Limited Quantity 5956338 50 QUILTS FROM QUILTMAKER. Ed. by June Dudley. Collected here are 50 of Quiltmaker magazine’s favorite quilts that showcase just what you can do with one or two spectacular blocks! Includes a CD-ROM with PDF templates and quilting motifs. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Fons & Porter. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 $5.95

2683873 SCRAP QUILTING WITH ALEX ANDERSON. Ed. by Liz Anesiolski. Offers complete instructions for six one-block scrap quilts, plus a bonus sampler. Anderson’s lovely designs are accompanied by an inspiring gallery of 11 contemporary and antique scrap quilts. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

5745551 SHE CAME FROM KANSAS: A Sampler Quilt Celebrating Remarkable Kansas Women. By S. Humphreys & S. Horton. Includes instructions to make up this commemorative sampler quilt. Includes a history lesson for each of these 12 fascinating women and step by step instructions for each of the blocks. Directions for finishing your sampler with a pieced border are also included. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Kansas City Star. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $4.95

5893457 HARD TIMES, SPLENDID QUILTS. By Carolyn Cullinan McCormick. Now you can recreate a splendid, precise Depression-era quilt accurately at any size with this unique grid system—just connect the dots! No complex calculations are needed to get beautiful, complex-looking designs. Illus. in color. 112 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $4.95

5860350 MACHINE QUILTING WITH ALEX ANDERSON: 7 Exercises, Projects & Full-Size Quilting Patterns. Machine quilting is in vogue, and Alex shows you how to machine projects teach you everything from easy straight-line quilting to stippling to more complex motifs. Includes quilting patterns. Fully illus. in color. 56 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $3.95

3672952 FAST, FAT QUARTER BABY QUILTS WITH M’LISS RAE HAWLEY: Making Darling Doll, Infant, & Toddler Quilts. Ed. by C. Bix & K. Wilson. Make the perfect baby gift! Projects include eight snuggly cotton and flannel quilts for infants and toddlers, plus a bonus layered and three adorable doll quilts to make from leftovers. Well illus. in color. 88 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 $3.95

4608420 SLASH YOUR STASH: Scrap Quilts from McCaill’s Quick Quilts! By Nancy Mahoney. Dazzle your friends with a kaleidoscope quilting machine! Each spark ling paper-pieced quilt pattern is selected for their variety of styles, skill levels, techniques, and sizes. Choose from 16 attractive pieced and appliqued designs from the pages of McCaill’s Quilting; gather inspiration from expert designers; and play with a variety of scraps to give your projects depth and individually. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Martingale. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

2710978 FAVORITE QUILTS FROM McCULLING’S QUILTING. Ed. by Mary V. Green. Here in one valuable volume are 20 popular patterns from both McCaill’s Quilting and McCaill’s Quick Quilts! magazines. Designs are fast and easy, perfect for stitching from your stash—not special fabric collections required! Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Martingale. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

5965524 THE FARMER’S WIFE 1930S SAMPLER QUILT. By Laurie Anderson. In the 1930s The Farmer’s Wife offered inspiration and positivity in the “Letters from Our Farm Women” column. This volume shares 99 of these letters from the magazine, and a traditional quilt block inspired by each one. Includes a CD-ROM with easy to print full-sized templates and printable quilt construction diagrams. Illus. in color. 272 pages. Fons & Porter. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $38.95 $6.95


5816629 PIECING THE PAST: Vintage Quilts Recreated by Kansas Troubles. By Lynne Hagmeier. Features patterns and directions for eleven pieced quilts and several projects including pillows, pincushions, and a vertical column of 11 squares. Kansas Troubles Quilting (KTQ) along with recollections of her family’s Kansas history. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Kansas City Star. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $4.95

581961X ACROSS THE WIDE MISSOURI: A Quilting Reflection Life on the Frontier. By E. McSinns & J. Fatten. Stories of intrepid women who ventured into the frontier serve as the inspiration for the quick and easy quilting blocks and projects presented here. Whether you make the featured quilt or your favorite block, you’ll be reminded of the incredible spirit of these America’s pioneer women. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. Kansas City Star. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $4.95

727129X LOBSTER FEVER: Innovative Designs for Traditional Quilts. By Evelyn Sloppy. Choose from eleven projects that mix traditional Log Cabin blocks with baskets, heart, star, and lace blocks in a new and exciting way. The designs are geared to make your design possibilities with several different Log Cabin blocks, such as Off-Center Log Cabin, Courthouse Steps, and Courthouse Steps with Cornerstones, illus. in color. 96 pages. Martingale. 8¼x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95
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5816858. STAR QUILTS: The Legendary Kansas City Star Patterns. Ed. by Monroe Dodd et al. From 1926 to 1961, The Kansas City Star published more than 100 quilt patterns. Star editors have selected a set of these internationally known patterns and paired them with easy to follow rotary cutting instructions and new color recipes for beginners and experts alike. Fully illus. in color. 167 pages. Kansas City Star. 9x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

5705473. THE QUILTING ARTS BOOK: Techniques and Inspiration for Creating One-of-a-Kind Quilts. By Patricia Bolton. Learn the basics of art quilting in this valuable resource that incorporates topics from the essentials of materials and pattern design and inspiration for creating unique art quilts. Includes embellishments, mixed-media methods, surface design, stitching ideas, quilt assembly, and more. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95.


5745578. STARS!: A Study of 19th Century Star Quilts by the American Quilt Study Group. Ed. by Deb Rowden. A collection of fascinating quilts created by members of the American Quilt Study Group challenged to create quilts inspired by 19th-century quilts that included stars. Patterns are included for ten of the thirty-nine study quilts. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95.


5946821. SUPER QUICK COLORFUL QUILTS. Ed. by Rosemary Wilkinson. Great for beginners and perfect for quilters in a hurry, here are twenty new quick pattern quilts in a kaleidoscope of colors. All quilts are made with simple shapes, easy piecing, and fast finishing techniques. Well illus. in color. 142 pages. Good Books. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95.

5839493. IN DESIGN FOR THE CREATIVE QUILTER: Exercises Take you from Still Life to Art Quilt. By Katie Pasquini Masopust. Take your quilts from concept to execution with these outstanding designs. Discover ten different techniques to create art quilts by interpreting still life arrangements using a variety of art supplies. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. C&T. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95.

5816866. STORIES IN STITCHES: Quilts from the Cass County Quilt Documentation Project. Ed. by Jennifer Dick et al. A community in Western Missouri joined together to document more than 100 quilted treasures for future generations to learn from. The stories these quilts tell reveals the larger story of their community and the times in which they were made. Includes six projects with patterns, inspired by these quilts. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95.

5764974. MORE ELM CREEK QUILTS: 30+ Traditional Blocks. By Jan D'Addario. Inspired by the Elm Creek novels, these are eleven traditional quilts for all skill levels, featuring more than 30 traditional blocks. Project instructions complete with patterns for each quilt, plus a chapter on quilting basics. Illus. in color. 96 pages. C&T. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95.


5819970. FLORA BOTANICA: Quilts from the Spencer Museum of Art. Exhibition catalog. The honorary curator for the Spencer Museum of Art, Brackman chose carefully from the museum’s exquisite quilt collection for this gallery volume. Ranging from the late 18th century to the recent past, these pieces bring to the page a stunning 2008 exhibit. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95.

5745411. BORDERLAND IN BUTTERNUT & BLUE. By Barbara Brackman. Offering a new perspective on the Civil War, thirteen blocks, each dedicated to the life of a person whose life was touched by the conflict on the Kansas/Missouri border, are included with complete step by step instructions. Fully illus. in color. 124 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95.


5789994  FANCIFUL STITCHES, COLORFUL QUILTS. By Laura Wasilowski. Take your art quilts to the next level by hand quilting and embellishing in one step. Also, make an assortment of whimsical houses with full-size templates and learn how to make wavy bindings. Presents 11 fun and easy projects. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

5806342  ANNA’S QUILT: A Classic Design for Modern Quilters. By Donna di Natali. Discovering her Aunt Anna’s quilt in a book led the author on a hunt for the quilt’s origin, and the enduring freshness of the 1930s quilt design led her to recreating the quilt. Using modern templates and materials, she offers five projects using the timeless rose applique found in the quilt. Includes templates and instructions for the quilt and projects. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Kansas City Star. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 $4.95

5967376  PRIZED QUILTS: The Omaha World-Herald Quilt Contest. By Donna di Natali. Presented here are 12 projects spanning results of the Omaha World-Herald Quilt Contest encouraged readers to make quilts from patterns published in the paper and then to enter them to be exhibited and judged at local department stores. Ten of those timeless designs are reprinted for today’s quilter. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Kansas City Star. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $3.95

5716090  MAKE + LOVE QUILTS: Scrap Quilts for the 21st Century. By Mary Katherine Fons. This stunning collection of 12 scrap quilts is specifically sized to fit larger beds. Constructed for in color. 96 pages. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Kansas City Star. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $3.95

5909521  THE QUILTS OF GEE’S BEND. By Susan Goldman Rubin. In the rural community of Gee’s Bend, Alabama, African American women have been making quilts for generations. Rubin gives us a look at this close-knit community and explores the history of an extraordinary group of women and their unique art. Fully illus., most in color. 56 pages. Abrams. 10x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

589347X  A RUSSIAN JOURNEY IN QUILTS: The Story of Nicholas and Nina Filatoff. By Tricia Lynn Maloney. Each of the 15 quilt projects included are taken from period designs, and commemorate their incredible journey from the traditions of their home land through the intensity of WWI, and upheaval of the Bolshevik Revolution. Projects include 11 wall hangings, three table runners and a large quilt. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Kansas City Star. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $4.95

5535020  SMALL QUILTS & SUCH. By Martha Pullen et al. Quilters will love these 20 beautiful projects, including six quilts, eight wall hangings, four pillows, a placemat, and a potholder. Includes a full-size pattern pull-out page to make quilting easier than ever. Illus., mostly in color. 94 pages. Martha Pullen. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

5963370  BY THE BLOCK: 18 Surprisingly Simple Quilts. By Siobhan Rogers. Shows the time-poor quilter how to make sophisticated, complex-looking quilts that are based on easy-to-use block designs. Beautiful examples feature modern fabric choices and clever design, but all use standard quilting techniques that are in virtually every quilter’s skill. Well illus. in color. 136 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

5895359  THE QUILTER’S PALETTE: A Workbook of Color & Pattern Ideas & Effects. By Kathy Doherty. Begin with the basic color, pattern, and texture, this fantastic resource brings over 150 fabrics together in 52 different palettes and shows you how to achieve attractive, well-balanced patchwork creations. Includes eight full-color palettes, as well as 50 illustrations of the patterns. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Creative Publishing Int’. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $3.95

5984445  THE LINCOLN MUSEUM QUILT: A Reproduction for Abe’s Frontier Family. By B. Trowbridge & D. R. Holm. The quilter needed to make the Lincoln quilt with this informative guide. This quilt was created especially for the cabin exhibit at the Abraham Lincoln Museum in Springfield, Illinois. Includes complete instructions along with a little history of the quilts on the frontier. Fully illus. in color. Kansas Star. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

3679195  DESERT VISIONS: Rhapsody Quilts. By Ricky Tim. Answer the desert’s call with Ricky Tim’s magical new Rhapsody quilt design, Desert and the Wind. It’s an easy to make with the full-sized freezer paper pattern, plus 9 bonus quilt “sketches” and 36 of Ricky’s applique designs to mix and match. Well illus., mostly in color. 16 pages. Kansas City Star. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $2.95

3635358  STRIPES & SQUARES BLOCK SAMPLER QUILT. By Laura Wasilowski. Take your art design, but all use standard quiltng techniques, and make your own one-of-a-kind creations. Color photos. 36 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95


5895323  POLKA DOT CHRISTMAS. By Harvey & S. Boobar. Polka dots for Christmas? Why not! Each festive quilt or other holiday project is splashed with polka dots for a contemporary twist to the traditional holiday style. Step by step instructions for each project and directions for making fanciful finishing edges for the quilts. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. All American Crafts. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $3.95

1886541  LISTEN TO YOUR QUILT: Select the Perfect Quilting Every Time—4 Simple Steps. By Barbara Persing. Master your quilt design skills with a variety of free-motion and continuous-line techniques and materials, she offers four more projects. Then make your own one of a kind creations. Color photos. 224 pages. Creative Publishing Int’. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

5879586  PHENOMENAL FAT QUARTER QUILTS: New Projects with Tips to Inspire & Enhance Your Quiltmaking. By M Liss Rae Hawley. Transform those fat quarters into fast, fabulous quilts with project planning result. Features 8 fun quilt projects from M Liss’s newest designs, along with her best tips for making quilt. Well illus. in color. 72 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

458547X  UNCOMMONLY CORDUROY: Quilt Patterns, Bag Patterns, and More. By Stephanie Dunphy. Versatile and easy to use, corduroy is hot, and these designs show you what to do with it. Try corduroy for making fanciful finishing edges for the quilts. Features 8 fun quilt projects from M Liss’s newest designs, along with her best tips for making quilt. Well illus. in color. 106 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $3.95
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**5899913 MASTERS ART QUILTS, VOL. 2.** Ed. by Ray Hemachandra. This beautiful and expansive survey of art quilts presents major works from forty leading contemporary international quilting masters, with introductions of their work by curator Martha Sielman. Fullyillus. in color. 414 pages. Lark. 9x8. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $7.95

**5887274 COLORFUL: Unlock the Secrets of Fabric Selection for Dynamic Quilts.** By Pam Goblet. Here Pam shows you how to use colorful fabrics to do your quilting basics, you’ll have your house covered in colorful quilting in no time. Follows in color. 64 pages. C&T. 8¾x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $6.95

**5897779 KAFFE FASSETT’S BOLD BLOOMS: Quilts and Other Works Celebrating Flowers.** With Liza Prior Lucy. Fassett shares a behind-the-scenes look at his fascinating creative process, shedding light on how to create the vibrant color palettes, bold floral designs, and paintings for which he is celebrated. Includes eighteen projects for quilts, and seven needlepoint projects, all designed for beginning to advanced stitchers. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Abrams. 8¾x11. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00. $27.95

**6027907 QUILT IT WITH LOVE: The Project Linus Story.** By M. Balaguer & D. Babbitt. With moving letters and over 20 beautiful projects, this unique book tells an unforgettable story about quilting from the heart and sending love in a handmade hug. From the humble beginnings in Rowland, NC, to the wide array of techniques and styles are represented. Well illus., in color. 128 pages. Lark. 8¾x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $5.95

**5934876 SWEET INSPIRATIONS.** By Pam Mannion. Instructions for an elaborate and detailed quilt in a folk-art/primitive style, with many elements of traditional quilts transformed into a country collage of homespun images. Also features designs for a seasonally-themed wall hangings. Fully illus., in color. 62 pages. Kansas City Star. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $6.95

**5803280 A BAG OF SCRAPS: Quilts and the Garment District.** By Dana Bolyard. Invites quilters of all skill levels to use these improvisational methods to create 12 stunning quilts. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95. $6.95

**5670150 WOOLY HONK: Fauna and Flora.** By Judy Martin, Judy Gula, Amanda Jane, and Margie Wildhack. A unique wool appliqué project book. Projects include a woolly Pincushion and a charming Catnip, with a Tuxedo hat to add to the charm. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Lark. 8¾x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

**5943752 A LITTLE PORCH TIME: Quilts with a Touch of Southern Hospitality.** By Lynn H. Hagood. Presents a large quilt and four smaller projects. In Flower Bucket, she has applied a leaky watering can that now holds flowers. Carolina Confessions is a charming wallhanging, inspired by the story of the Fair Game is a reminder of an adventure with her granddaughter, and Auntie Bean’s garden quilt for an elaborate and detailed quilt in a folk-art/primitive style, with many elements of traditional quilts transformed into a country collage of homespun images. Also features designs for a seasonally-themed wall hangings. Fully illus., in color. 62 pages. Kansas City Star. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $6.95

**5943884 TAPE INSPIRATIONS: Modern Quilts Inspired by Japanese Taupes.** By Kylie Irvine. Be inspired by the soft gentle colors of Japanese Taupes and Kylie Irvine’s charming designs. The colors give a soothing comfort to these modern quilts while the native patterns make a fantastic quilt. Includes twelve quilts, cushion covers, table runners, tote bags, and more. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¾x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95

**5943615 COMFORT AND DEVOTION: A Quilting Tribute to Nurses of the Civil War.** By S. Maxwell & D. Smith. Inspired by the corresponding dedications, stories, and letters of four of the most famous nurses—Sarah Emma Edmonds, Clara Barton and eight other Civil War nurses, quilt designers Sarah Maxwell and Delores Smith of Homestead Hearth— this book tells the stories of eight quilts that nurses made during the Civil War, and women. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¾x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95. $9.95

**4597087 FOUR CENTURIES OF QUILTS: The Colonial Williamsburg Collection.** By L. Baumgarten & K.S. Ivey. Fascinating essays by two noted scholars along with over three hundred full-color photographs of quilts, including examples of the earliest made in India and the Mediterranean for export to the West and dating to the late eighteenth-century, to twentieth-century America, many made by Amish and African American quilters. A superb reference for anyone interested in quilts and culture. 355 pages. Yale. 9x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $75.00. $54.95

**5934531 CONFEDERATES IN THE CORNFIELD: Civil War Quilts from Davis County, Iowa.** By Edie McGinnis. During the Civil War not all the border raids took place between Kansas and Missouri. Lt. Jim Jackson and his band of bushwhackers made a foray into Iowa and wreaked havoc on Davis County. Added to the great story of the raid is the pattern for The Bird in a Cherry Tree Quilt, an exquisite collection of eight quilts and one patriotic pillow that illustrate the realities of these extraordinary women. Well illus. in color. 48 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¾x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95

**5891709 A BAG OF SCRAPHS: Quilts and the Garment District.** By Judy Martin, Judy Gula, Amanda Jane, and Margie Wildhack. A unique wool appliqué project book. Projects include a woolly Pincushion and a charming Catnip, with a Tuxedo hat to add to the charm. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Lark. 8¾x11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $8.95

**5943614 CELEBRATE THE SEASONS: 4 Holiday Quilts—Easy Fusible Applique.** By Cherry Guidry. Instruction booklet and full-size patterns for spring, summer, fall, and winter projects from one distinctive layout. Small-scale quilts for the busy holiday season. Easy fusible applique with full-size patterns and clear layout diagrams. Well illus. in color. 15 pages. C&T. 8¾x12. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $6.95

**5943018 JEWEL-INSPIRED QUILT: A Treasures of the Natural World.** By Martha Sielman. Art quilts inspired by the natural world, from flowers lending a sense of whimsy. Make quilts, cushion covers, sewing cases, and more. Fully illus. in color. 62 pages. Kansas City Star. 8½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95. $9.95

**5943210 A TREASURY OF Mennonite QUILTS.** By Rachel & Kenneth Pellman. Displays an extraordinary collection of 149 dazzling quilts from the Mennonite and Amish communities across North America. These quilts are monuments of beauty and include many stories and old photos of the owners or makers. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Good Books. 8¾x11. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95. $5.95

**5943772 A TREASURY OF AMISH QUILTS.** By Rachel & Kenneth Pellman. Features beautiful photographs of a rich collection of jewel-like quilts from the Mennonite and Amish communities across North America. Each quilt is accompanied by information about the maker, year, location, as well as sizes and materials used. 128 pages. Good Books. 8¾x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95. $4.95


**5947175 QUILT PORTFOLIO—THE NATURAL WORLD: Profiles of Major Artists, Galleries of Inspiring Works.** By Martha Sielman. Art quilts inspired by the natural world, from flowers and water to birds, animals, and insects. Showcases the work of more than 70 artists, while a more in-depth look is given to 19 featured artists through full color photographs of their quilts and observations about their backgrounds and signature techniques. 192 pages. Lark. 8¾x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

**5947717 CONFEDERATES IN THE CORNFIELD: Civil War Quilts from Davis County, Iowa.** By Edie McGinnis. During the Civil War not all the border raids took place between Kansas and Missouri. Lt. Jim Jackson and his band of bushwhackers made a foray into Iowa and wreaked havoc on Davis County. Added to the great story of the raid is the pattern for The Bird in a Cherry Tree Quilt, an exquisite red and green appliqué project as well as the story and pattern of a quilt made for a wounded Iowa soldier. You’ll even discover how to make a Civil War Housewife! Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¾x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $8.95

**5947709 A BAG OF SCRAPHS: Quilts and the Garment District.** By Judy Martin, Judy Gula, Amanda Jane, and Margie Wildhack. A unique wool appliqué project book. Projects include a woolly Pincushion and a charming Catnip, with a Tuxedo hat to add to the charm. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¾x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $4.95

**5943210 A TREASURY OF Mennonite QUILTS.** By Rachel & Kenneth Pellman. Displays an extraordinary collection of 149 dazzling quilts from the Mennonite and Amish communities across North America. These quilts are monuments of beauty and include many stories and old photos of the owners or makers. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Good Books. 8¾x11. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95. $9.95
4610032 QUICK QUILTS WITH RULERS. By Pam & Nicky Lintott. The best-selling authors turn their attention to quilting with rulers, offering 18 stunning quilt designs made using one of three rulers for quick and easy patchwork. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. David & Charles. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

5790662 AMISH QUILTS: Crafting an American Icon. By Janneken Smucker. Whether considered as art, craft, or commodity, Amish quilts reveal intersections of consumerism, connoisseurship, religion and commerce, nostalgia and aesthetics. This in-depth study examines all of these aspects, revealing how bed coverings transformed their practical use to become more than just functional objects. Hopkins. 9x11/4. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95

PRICE CUT to $6.95

4612485 PATCHWORK 200 QUESTIONS & ANSWERS. By Jake Finch. Whether you’re new to patchwork or an old hand, everyone has questions, be it your first quilt or the hundredth. Just keep this handy guide by and you’ll always have the answer you need. Covers a wide range of patchwork topics. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Chartwell. 8x11/4. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

4582292 FAT QUAVERS: Small Fabrics, More Than 50 Big Ideas. With this creative collection, you can transform an 18" x 22" piece of fabric into a variety of wonderful things. Use it for a bowl cover. Take over two coordinating squares and make a patchwork frame. From bags and blankets to quilts and curtains, you’ll be amazed how far they go. Fully illus. in color. 174 pages. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95


375217X VINTAGE TABLECLOTH QUILTS: Kitchen Kitch to Bedroom Chic. By R. Sheltie & L. Aneloski. Use this unique quilting approach to preserve personal memories or create new family heirlooms. Parcel out a single tablecloth for multiple projects, or combine pieces of different cloths into one stunning quilt. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. C&T. 8x11¾. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

$2.95

4965685 QUILT PANELS IN BLACK & WHITE: Easy Techniques for Using Fabric Panels. By Kay M. Capdeville. Kay is here to show you how to start with something that’s already fantastic on its own—a gorgeous panel or a larger quilt—and make it even better with a little quilting and finishing. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Krause. 8x11/4. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

3683524 250 NEW CONTINUOUS-LINE QUILTING DESIGNS: For Hand, Machine & Longarm Quilters. By Laura Lee Fritz. Bring your quilts to life with these continuous-line designs. Mix and match unique images to tell a story and personalize your quilts with people, animals, nature, sports, holidays, and more. 80 pages. C&T. 8x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

PRICE CUT to $3.95

5734649 JELLY ROLL SCRAPS: 20 to Make. By Carolyn Forster. Includes twenty gorgeous projects for using up those odd scraps of Jelly Roll that you didn’t think you needed. With simple quilting, patchwork and stitching, these fun, quick and easy to make gifts and accessories will use up all your left-over fabric scraps. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Search. 8x11/4. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

PRICE CUT to $2.95

5781981 LITTLE QUILTS & GIFTS FROM JELLY ROLL SCRAPS. By Carolyn Forster. Choose from thirty gorgeous little quilts and gifts, all made from Jelly Roll scraps. All the essential techniques are covered, including basic cutting, piecing, and straight-line quilting and binding. The clear instructions make this an ideal guide for beginners, while the range of skills and techniques showcased will also inspire experienced quilters. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. 8x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

479187X COXCOMB VARIATIONS. By Anita Shackelford. Discover the variety of quilts that can be created from one set of templates. The author challenged 12 people to create quilts based on a magnificent 19th-century Coxcomb appliquéd quilt. You can create the quilts shown or come up with a new design. Well illus. in color. 60 pages. AQG. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

$2.95
582006 FRIENDSHIPS IN BLOOM: Round Robin Quilts. By M. Nelson & R. Nelson-Zelt. While on vacation in Moide, Norway, quilter Marjorie Nelson met quilter Villadsen. Having a friendship that would ultimately yield a round robin quilting exchange between two countries. Here, they guide you in developing your own round robinquilting, including 20 "quilting recipes" and over 50 patterns. Well illus. in color. 184 pages. Kansas City Star. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $27.50

5880355 THE QUILTER’S APPLIQUE WORKSHOP: Timeless Techniques for Modern Designs. By Kevin Kostab. Teaches you how to create applique, both as an embellishment and as the focus of projects. Three comprehensive sections explore basic applique approaches of raw-edge, Prepared-edge, and Needle-turn, and 12 home decor projects like bed quilts, wall quilts, and pillows will help improve your new skills. Includes fold-out patterns. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Interweave. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99

PRICE CUT to $4.95

5819725 BALTIMORE ALBUM OF ROSES. By Rita Verroca. Celebrate the beautiful Baltimore Album style with nine innovative designs. Includes a complete description of the process of making an applique quilt, including information on the different types of applique stitches, and a discussion about a variety of techniques, this book is ideal for all skill levels. Create place mats, napkins, a crib sheet and accessories, and a round robin quilting exchange between two countries. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Kansas City Star. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

9529387 HOW A MODERN HOME: Quilts & More for Every Room. By Melissa Lunden. This beginner-friendly instructions and a range of techniques, this book is ideal for all skill levels. Create place mats, place mats, napkins, a crib sheet and accessories, and a round robin quilting exchange between two countries. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Kansas City Star. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

PRICE CUT to $7.95


PRICE CUT to $3.95

5461018 CURVES TO QUILT: 14 Projects. Ed. by Kay Whitley Sullivan. Curves can make a design soar, but they can also be intimidating. No matter what your level of experience, this collection will help you master that challenge, bringing pizzazz to a wide range of projects with everything from simple circles to vines, sunflowers and more. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Leisure Arts. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95


5461008 THE PAPER-PIECED HOME: Quilting a Household One Block at a Time. By Penny Layman. Using easy to follow instructions for basic paper piecing and techniques to take your blocks to the next level, create 40 different blocks that celebrate the home. Using the blocks, create pillows, a gardening apron, hot pads, a baby quilt and a room quilt in color. Leisure Arts. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99

PRICE CUT to $3.95


PRICE CUT to $4.95


PRICE CUT to $4.95

5745497 HORN OF PLENTY: For a New Century. By Kathy Delaney. Discover a new twist on an old favorite. The patterns for the Horn of Plenty blocks have been taken straight from the archives of The Kansas City Star newspaper and reprinted in their original form. The author then redrafted the patterns and dressed them up with new techniques for you to try. Includes complete instructions and patterns. Illus. in color. 184 pages. Kansas City Star. 9x11. Leisure Arts. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99

PRICE CUT to $4.95

5745490 BEYOND THE BASICS: A Potpourri of Quilting Techniques. By Kathy Delaney. You’ve mastered quilting basics, then you’re ready for the new projects included here. Step by step instructions will guide you through the process to complete these eleven beautiful quilts. Includes Feathered Star, Prairie Star, Mariners’ Compass and more. Fully illus. in color. 90 pages. Kansas City Star. 9x11. Leisure Arts. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99

PRICE CUT to $4.95

4610474 ROOM BY ROOM QUILTS. By Barbara Chernichows. Adorn every room in your home with the gorgeous quilt creations in this collection. Projects include a table runner for the family room; a colorful quilt for a girl’s bedroom; pillows for the master bedroom; and more. Includes full size fold-out patterns. Well illus. in color. 64 pages. Leisure Arts. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

PRICE CUT to $2.95

5789833 CIRCLE PIZAZZ: 12 Vibrant Quilt Projects, Easy Curves—Endless Possibilities. By Judy Sinnes. Learn the easy way to piece these three different circle blocks, then mix and match them into curvaceous quilts of your own. A no-waste method to turn the leftover fabric into bonus quilts with appliqued circles or rounded borders. Includes complete instructions for twelve dramatic circle pizzazz quilts in a variety of sizes. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. C&T. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95


PRICE CUT to $3.95


5816564 MODERN BEE: 13 Quilts to Make with Friends. By Susan Conner. Thirteen quilts to spark your creativity, build your skills, and connect you to a group of friends. Each quilt is comprised of 12-1/2 inch blocks, creating 40 different blocks that celebrate the home. Using the blocks, create pillows, a gardening apron, hot pads, a baby quilt and a room quilt in color. Leisure Arts. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95

PRICE CUT to $2.95

4589721 THREAD MAGIC GARDEN: Create Enchanted Quilts with Thread Painting & Intuitive Applique. By Ellis Anne Cox. Turn your love of flowers’ simple shapes—petals, stems, leaves, and shapes—into flowers’ simple shapes—petals, stems, leaves, and shapes—florals filled with opulent quilts and flower photos to inspire your creativity. Illus. in color. 112 pages. Leisure Arts. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $28.95

4565266 DIAMOND TRADITIONS: 11 Multicapped Quilts, Easy Piecing, Fat-Quarter Friendly. By Dianne Elkins. Get acquainted with the fat-quarter, the useful and easy-to-cut block that is essential for the modern quilter. Includes 11 different quilts, each including yardage and cutting charts, separated into four different sizes: throw, twin, full/queen, and king. Features easy blocks like Flying Geese, Square in a Square, and Diamond in a Diamond. Filled with opulent quilts and flower photos to inspire your creativity. Illus. in color. 124 pages. Leisure Arts. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

PRICE CUT to $7.95

4628990 MARK MAKING: Fresh Inspiration for Quilt and Fiber Artists. By Helen Parrott. Known for her strongly graphic and landscape inspired textile art, Parrott demonstrates how marks can be used in textile work and explains the crossover between stitch and drawing. An inspiring guide that is essential for the modern quilter. Illus. in color. 124 pages. Leisure Arts. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $28.95

PRICE CUT to $2.95


PRICE CUT to $2.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/983
**Lucky Spool.** Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95

**5453756 MODERN QUILT PERSPECTIVES: 12 Patterns for Meaningful Quilts.** By Thomas Knauer. Twelve engaging, usable quilt projects lead you on an exploration of quilting, an art and the idea of why you quilt. Whether incorporating everyday items or using symbolic color and prints to convey your message, giving your quilting meaning is easier than you think. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. David & Charles. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $24.95

**5863085 STITCHED TOGETHER: Fresh Projects and Ideas for Group Quilting.** By Jill Finley. Packed with fun and creative ways to quilt together with projects for every skill level, and designed for a wide range of group activities—like fabric exchange, block exchange and team work. Full of Finley’s style as she takes you on her family’s quilting retreat, and learn about a great way to build relationships. Features 13 quilt projects with templates. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Kansas City Star. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95

**3697659 A QUILTING LIFE: Creating a Handmade Home—19 Projects.** By Sherrill Corbett. Take home the style of today’s favorite fabrics! Giving a modern look to classics like stars, hexagons, snowballs, and Dresden Plates, these quick and easy designs include pillows, tote bags, table runners, and larger quilts. Illus. in color. 80 pages. C&T. 8¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**5879765 SUNDAY MORNING QUILTS: 16 Modern Scrap Projects.** By A.J. Nyberg & C. Arkison. Celebrate great fabric by using every scrap! Here you’ll find 16 bold and scrappy quilted projects that include piecing, applique, and color coordination into something totally unique and original creations. Includes tips for effectively cutting, storing, and organizing your scraps. Illus. in color. 143 pages. Stash. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**5821924 COUNTRY STYLE QUILTING: 14 Patchwork Quilts and Gifts.** By Lynette Anderson. These elegant designs feature country and wildlife motifs with lots of hand embroidery and stitching as well as traditional patchwork and quilting techniques. From stabilizable projects for stitching “on the go” to full size bed quilts and wall hangings, there are 14 patchwork projects for you to enjoy. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. David & Charles. 8¼x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $24.95

**5818973 DREAMY QUILTS: 14 Timeless Projects to Welcome You Home.** By Lydia Loretta Nelson. Offers 14 easy patchwork and quilting projects including low-volume quilts, pillows, and a pet bed, each boasting timeless decor to personalize your living space with character and charm. Illus. in color. 112 pages. Stash. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**4628482 SIMPLY CREATIVE QUILTS.** By Maya Chaimovitch. Combine fun fabrics and interesting elements in these 15 quilted projects to create home accents that fit your distinct style. Includes vibrant and creative ideas like the Along & Across Golden Age Pillow Covers, Memory Lane Pillow Cover; and much more. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Leisure Arts. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Public. at $4.95


**4569113 AMERICAN HOMESTEAD QUILTS: Projects inspired by Iconic House Styles: Pennsylvania Dutch & Saltbox & Craftsman & Farmhouse.** By Ellen Murphy. Nine traditional pieced quilts, celebrating American architecture, come in a variety of sizes and color palettes. Classic styled quilts are perfect for building your sewing confidence. Begin with simple squares and work your way up to more challenging patterns. Well illus. in color. 64 pages. C&T. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

**4636082 INTENTIONAL PIECING: From Fussy Cutting to Foundation Piecing.** By Amy Friend. From fussy cutting to a simple triangle block, this technique guides you from technique to an original collection of over 20 quilted projects perfect for smart townhouses and country cottages, shabby beach huts and even the odd windmill. Includes step by step instructions for techniques for freehand machine embroidery. Well illus., most in color. 128 pages. David & Charles. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

**5753236 THE FARMER’S WIFE SAMPLER QUILT: Letters from 1920s Farm Wives and the 111 Blocks They Designed.** By Lydia Loretta Nelson. Offers 14 easy patchwork and quilting projects including low-volume quilts, pillows, and a pet bed, each boasting timeless decor to personalize your living space with character and charm. Illus. in color. 112 pages. Stash. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**5357920 PILLOW PIZAZZ: Add a Touch of Style to Any Room.** Ed. by Carolyn S. Vagts. Styles and sews an exciting new collection of pillow projects for quick and easy decorating. Featuring the focus of this pillow-themed craft collection, Encompassing several different styles and techniques that are appropriate for any quilting skill level, these 12 designs are detailed through precise instructions. Well illus. in color. 56 pages. Annie’s. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Price cut to $3.95

**5849780 A YEAR OF COZY COMFORTS: Quilts and Projects for Every Season.** By Dawn Heese. Celebrate the four seasons with the casual charm of quilts and home accents of designer Dawn Heese. She provides patterns for every skill level, these 12 designs are detailed through precise instructions. Well illus. in color. 64 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95

**457740X FRESH PINEAPPLE POSSIBILITIES: 11 Quilt Blocks, Exciting Variations—Classic, American Homestead, & More.** By Ghrist & Low. Play with color, layout, patterns, and quilting design to create your own perfect Pineapple. Familiarize yourself with the basic processes with step by step instructions and design 2 small quilts. Also contains a section of block patterns, with yardage for each, plus instructions for drafting your own. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. C&T. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95


**- SOLD OUT -**
3684288 THE TWELVE KNITS OF CHRISTMAS. By Fiona Goble. Celebrate the classic Christmas countdown with these joyful and adorable holiday characters. Each pattern represents one of the twelve days of Christmas, from the Twelve Drummers Drumming all the way down to a Partridge in a Pear Tree! Well illus. in color. 64 pages. Andrea McMeel. 8¾x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $2.95

5944856 OUTRAGEOUSLY ADORABLE DOG KNITS. By Jill Bulgan et al. With clearly explained step by step instructions and inspiring and hilarious photographs, these knits provide a wholesome start for the beginner knitter and how-to advice for novice knitters and precocious purlers alike. Projects include a chic shawl, a solid colored sweater, a braid of roses sweater, a layered sweater, and many more. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Race Point. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

5898295 30 MIN-KNITS: What Can You Knit in Half an Hour or Less? By Carol Meland. Think you’re too busy to knit anything? Think again! Here you’ll find 60 amazing knitting projects that you really can fit into your spare time. Includes full techniques guide, plus bite-sized projects like a catnip mouse, linen pillow, picture frames, fingerless gloves, and more. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Baron’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

5869234 KNITTING AROUND THE WORLD: A Multistranded History of a Time-Honored Tradition. By Susan M. Strawn. Here is the history of knitting in America with all its many-stranded, multicolored glory. Knitter and scholar Susan Strawn unravels the story behind favorite techniques and styles such as Fair Isle, Peruvian Ch’ullas, Swedish Bohus, Norwegian Setesdal, and more. Fully illus. in color. 264 pages. Voyager. 9¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95

5759009 CABLE SHAWLETTES: Six Original Patterns to Knit. By Jean Moss. One of the main reasons designers offer a selection of six original cabled and ribbed shawlette patterns, including the Green at Heart Collar; Drift Cowl; Twine Cowl; Bess Ruff; Polperro Cape; and Grace Cowl. Well illus. in color. 32 pages. Taunton. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $2.95

5795722 SHAWLETTES: Threads Selects. By Jean Moss. Includes six original patterns with easy to follow instructions for a Kardinall, Bronte, Mantilla, Madame Alfred Shawlette and an Arabesque Scarf and Wave boa. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. Taunton. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $2.95

3683545 KNITTING AMERICA: A Glorious Heritage from Warm Socks to High Art. By Susan M. Strawn. Here is the history of knitting in America told with all its many-stranded, multicolored glory. Knitter and scholar Susan Strawn unravels knitting history from pilgrims to pioneers, immigrants to native peoples, through war and peace. Includes twenty historical knitting patterns. Well illus. many color. 208 pages. Voyageur. 9x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

4060515 SOCK YARN ONE-SKIN WONDERS. Ed. by Judith Durant. Affordable, sturdy, and available in endless colorful variations, sock yarn inspires creativity and passion among knitters. Contains more than 100 patterns that use your sock-yarn single skeins in fresh and exciting projects. Well illus., mostly color. 287 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

4540026 201 KNITTING MOTIFS, BLOCKS, PROJECTS & IDEAS. By Nikki Trench. This comprehensive directory of classic and contemporary knitting blocks, featuring traditional patterns, original motifs, the alphabet and numbers, and new twists on classic stitches includes plenty of projects showing how to use the blocks. Illus. in color. 176 pages. CICO Books. 8¾x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $3.95


3864199 SCARVES AND SHAWLS FOR YARN LOVERS, REVISED: Knitting with Simple Patterns and Amazing Yarns. By Carri Hammert. Knit stunningly beautiful scarves and shawls from wonderful yarns, such as ribbon, boucle, super bulky, multi-fiber, and smooth. Discover how changing yarn with the same pattern creates a dramatically different scarf. Includes a knitting class, allowing anyone to tackle these projects. Color photos. 112 pages. Creative Publishing Intl. 7x10. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $4.95

5797114 SASHA KAGAN’S CLASSIC COLLECTION. By Terri Purcell. Iconic knitwear designer Sasha Kagan treats readers to a retrospective of her work from the past four decades in this beautiful collection of women’s knitwear updated and rewoven in contemporary yarns, these 20 sweaters, wraps, and jackets are just as wearable today as they were when they were created. Well illus., most in color. 160 pages. Taunton. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

5943613 NEW VINTAGE LACE: Knits Inspired by the Past. By Andrea Jurgrau. Offers a collection of 18 charted projects that Jurgrau has altered and adapted into wearable accessories suited to modern styles and tastes. She shows you many particulars of lace knitting—explaining special stitches, how to read both charts and your own knitting, different ways of adding beads, and more. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Interweave. 8¾x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

4560256 GLOVES. By Susette Palmer. Ideal for those knitters who get quivering hands when attempting gloves, this is a fun and useful book. A full chapter on finger-warmers transforms an essential item into an object of desire and will make you want to throw out your “make-do” mittens. Features 30 easy to follow patterns. Color photos. 156 pages. Guild of Master Craftsman. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

5941062 KNIT WEAR LOVE. By Amy Herzog. Learn how to choose patterns that suit your shape and style and then customize them so the results are exactly what you want. Include mix and match patterns in 12 sized sets of garments for the new generation whose couture made easy. Illus. in color. 192 pages. Stewart, Tabori & Chang. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $3.95

5947294 KNIT RED: Stitching for Women’s Heart Health. By Laura Zander.Join thirty knitting superstars in the fight against heart disease. Features thirty stunning projects with instructions, to knit in gorgeous red yarns; facts and resources about heart disease, and powerful stories from survivors. Well illus. in color. 130 pages. Sixth imprint. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $3.95


5821878 THE BEST OF JANE AUSTEN KNITS. Ed. by Amy Clarke Moore. Enter the world of Jane Austen through timeless knitting patterns inspired by the places and characters in her beloved novels. The gorgeously evocative pieces include cardigans, knitted shawls, bags, and other accessories along with complete directions for each project. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $7.95

4549860 SCARVES. Ed. by Judith Durant. Packed with colorful designs that are fun and fast to knit, all with detailed instructions explaining everything you need to know. Suitable for knitters of all abilities, they include unique, attractive projects like the Honeycomb Hug, Silver Shimmers, Tangaroa Cowl; and more. 156 pages. Guild of Master Craftsman. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

575870X FINGER KNITTING: Fast, Easy & Fun Scarves and Accessories to Make. By Mary Beth Temple. Finger knitting is the amazingly simple process of knitting with only your fingers, instead of with traditional knitting needles. All you need are your own two hands and some yarn! Here are easy, fast, and fun projects, from jewelry and accessories to home fashions. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95
Knitting

5945860  MORE MONSTER KNITS FOR LITTLE MONSTERS. By Nuriya Khegay. Features more than 20 super-cute animal-themed hats and mittens. Well illus. Includes coverall hats and practical puffer design that ensures your little one won't tug it off as well as a chapter on the basics of knitting. Animals include Chimp, Monkey, Zany Zebra, and more. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $3.95

5758047  MONSTER KNITS FOR LITTLE MONSTERS. By Nuriya Khegay. Offers 20 super-cute animal-themed hats, mittens, and boodie sets to suit all knitting levels, from beginner to advanced, and in a range of sizes from newborns to three years old. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $2.95

5947944  A KNOT SQUARE, CREATE A CUDDLY CREATURE: From Flat to Fabulous—A Step-by-Step Guide. By Nicky Epstein. Knit a menagerie of more than 35 cuddly three-dimensional critters, each constructed from a simple knitted square. Knitters of every skill level will be delighted by the range of techniques, yarns, and creative embellishments used in this unique collection of projects. Fully illus. in color. 239 pages. Trafalgar Square. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95

5423121  KNITTING BLOCK by BLOCK. By Nicky Epstein. Features 150 original block patterns, from simple textures to embellished pictorials, laces to colorwork, double knitting, and more. Includes over ten projects made from blocks, plus detailed guidance for creating exciting new projects out of block knitting. Color photos & diagrams. 240 pages. Interweave. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

5489511  KNITTED LACE: A Collection of Favorite Designs from Interweave. By Anne Morrow. This collection of lace projects represents the most beautiful, delicate, and sought-after pieces featured in Interweave’s publications. With 25 knitted lace designs, from eyelet scarves to fun socks and elegant toppers, it offers both contemporary and traditional patterns that knitters will want to frame in color. 160 pages. Interweave. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

5937329  TOPSY-TURVY KNITTED DOLLS: 10 Fun Reversible Toys to Make. By Sarah Keen. Have double the fun with two dolls in one! These adorable knitted projects are based on popular fairy tales and nursery rhymes. Topsy-Turvy Dolls are easy to knit and fun to play with, and you’ll be amazed to discover the hidden characters. Each project has an accessory or extra dolls to knit. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8½x10. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

5458005  KNITTED FAIRY TALES: Recreate the Famous Stories with Knitted Toys. By Sarah Keen. Be spellbound by this magical collection of fun and fantastical characters to knit. Fifteen easy to follow knitting patterns include Cinderella, Puss in Boots and Hansel and Gretel. Also includes a colorful gallery showcasing each fairy tale. Fully illus. in color. 175 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

5938452  KNITTING SHORT ROWS: Techniques for Great Shapes & Angles. By Anna Epstein. Use short rows to create perfectly shaped knitted pieces with depth and dimension. Includes easy-to-follow instructions and techniques for creating curved edges, shaping, and adding interest to your projects. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Interweave. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.90 $17.95

5948134  KNIT YOUR OWN PET. By S. Muir & J. Osborne. Designed for knitters of all levels, this collection includes a lesson for beginners or for knitters who want to refresh their course. Along with knitting patterns, the authors offer tips and advice on sewing up the animals. Try making a hamster, a rabbit or a cat! Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

5759692  PET PROJECTS TO KNIT: Threads Selects. By S. Muir & J. Osborne. Provides a dozen patterns to knit for nearly every type of pet, a cat mouse mat; a rabbit toilet; a hamster bed; and Parakeet Blanket are just some of the fun projects. Includes step by step instructions for each one. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Taunton. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $2.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 5957060  KNIT YOUR OWN DOG. Dachshund. By S. Muir & J. Osborne. A knitted dachshund is the perfect dog, there’s no feeding, barking, walking or vet bills, and he’ll live forever. Includes beginner’s knitting lesson, easy-to-follow pattern for the dachshund, high quality yarn, a pair of U.S. 2(2½mm) knitting needles, a sewing needle, stuffing, and pipe cleaners for the dog legs and tail. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95

184573X  KNITS FROM AN ENGLISH VINTAGE ADVENTURE. By Louisa Harding. One of England’s favorite knitwear designers presents a collection of vintage accessories evoking the timeless chic of the modern Englishwoman. Includes unique accessories from lace collars and caps to knitted hats and gloves, fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Hamlyn. Import.

595424X  CATS IN HATS: 30 Great Patterns to Knit & Crochet. By Sara Thomas. Design a knitted hat with your feline in this delightful new guide of knitting and crochet patterns. Complete with written patterns and charts. Illus. in color. 112 pages. Sixth&Spring.

6489296  ADVENTURES IN MOCCHI-MOCI LAND. By Anna Hrachovec. With the included 25 quick patterns and illustrated instructions, you can knit up a collection of miniature sweet treats, a joyful set of sea creatures, or a whimsical carnival scene to bring your creatures to life. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Clarkston Potter. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

5779561  YARNTECH—A KNITTER’S GUIDE TO SPINNING: Building Exactly the Yarn You Want. By Jillian Moreno. Learn how to plan and build the ideal handspun yarn for your project! After providing inspiration and in-depth instruction on spinning, Moreno shows you how to showcase your yarn with 12 original patterns for mittens, socks, shawls, sweaters, and even a necklace. Well illus. in color. 239 pages. Sixth&Spring. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

5924819  KNITTING DETAILS: Start to Finish. By Ulla Engquist. Learn how to plan out projects before beginning them, how to cast-on and bind-off, edgings and finishing strategies, and discover tips and tricks to help fix small mistakes during finishing. Features clear illustrations and sample swatches. An essential resource for all levels of knitters. 144 pages. Trafalgar Square. 8½x10. Hardcover. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95


5814979  60 QUICK KNITS FOR LITTLE KIDS. By Cascade Yarns. Offers dozens of original, adorable designs for the little ones in your life, each made with brilliant colors and whimsical motifs sure to be beloved by kids and knitters alike. Created especially for Cascade’s Pacific line of easy-care yarns. 176 pages. Sixth&Spring. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

645873X  VINTAGE VOYAGE: Knit Sweaters of the 1920s & 1930s. By S. Muir & J. Osborne. Provides a dozen patterns for sweaters as worn by Hollywood’s greatest stars. Expertly curated designs include 35 of the magazine’s most popular and iconic garments, designed by top knitwear designers and employing a variety of exciting techniques. Well illus. in color. 152 pages. Sixth&Spring. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $14.95
**580548** HIP KNITTING. By Astor Tsang. Guides the beginning knitter through well-explained knitting concepts before sharing stitched-and-patterns. You’ll build your knitting knowledge and confidence and then tackle six projects that include a hat, scarf, and shrug. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  
$9.95

**5905249** DYEING TO SPIN & KNIT: Techniques & Tips to Make Custom Hand-Dyed Yarns. By Felicia Lo. Complete with detailed photographs from the author’s own dyeing studio, this guide offers a master class in preparing hand-dyed yarns and fibers. Includes ten patterns that use hand-dyed and handspun yarns and fibers in knitting projects which feature shawls, socks, scarves, and more. Fully illus. in color. 140 pages. Taunton. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  
$12.99

$6.55

**5756625** FAIR ISLE HATS, SCARVES, MITTENS & GLOVES. By Kathleen Taylor. These clear, detailed instructions make knitting approachable for all skill levels. Stock up your cold weather wardrobe with these amazing hats, scarves, mittens and gloves created by Taylor, the knitwear designer. Color photos. 32 pages. Taunton. 8¾x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95  
$6.55

**5713755** MITTENS & HATS FOR YARN LOVERS: Detailed Techniques for Knitting the Round. By Cori Hammert. Cardy leads beginning knitters through the basic steps for knitting beautiful mittens and hats in the round. As a valuable bonus, the basic patterns for all sizes are worked out in the full range of gauges, so you can knit lots of hats and mittens with lots of different yarns. 160 pages. Creative Publishing Intl. 7¼x10. Spiral bound. Pub. at $24.95  
$19.95

**6445071** CLOSETLY KNITTED: Handmade Gifts for the Ones You Love. By Hannah Fettig. This collection of more than 30 patterns is filled with thoughtful knitted gifts, from luxurious scarves and totally wearable sweaters to cozy socks and even a knitted heart pin: projects to fit all the special people in your life, and each is rated with a handy three-star guide. Color photos. 143 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  
$19.95

**7603649** HAIKU KNITS: 25 Serenely Beautiful Patterns Inspired by Japanese Design. By Tanya Alpert. Haiku, the graceful and evocative form of Japanese poetry, celebrates nature in all its beauty. This appreciation for the beauty expressed in the texture of a felted skirt, the rhythm of a chain of twisted cables, or the casual elegance of an asymmetrical sweater. Illus. in color. 144 pages, Watson-Guptill. 8¼x11. Pub. at $29.99  
$22.95

**357556X** CRAFT TREE EASY KNITTED HATS. Compiled by Amy Palmer. Enjoy knitting hats for everyone in the family with these 15 quick to knit patterns, including Whittier Hat, 76-Stitches Hat, Roll-Brim Hat, Tweed Beret, Finch Hat, Pom-Pom Hat, Earlap Hats, and more. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Interweave. Pub. at $12.99  
$9.95

**3611647** LACE ONE-SKEIN WONDERS: 101 Projects Celebrating the Possibilities of Lace. Ed. by Judith Durant. Knit your single skein of wool or yarn into beautiful lace projects that range from light and airy to cozy and warm. You’ll adore the breezy elegance that lace bring to scarves, baby blankets, socks, hats, and more. Well illus. in color. 304 pages. Stewart. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95  
$12.99

**4609727** THE ART OF SEAMLESS KNITTING. By S. Merchant-Dest & F. Goberstein. Take your knowledge of top-down, bottom-up, and seamless knitting to a higher level as you knit lace and choose color patterns to circular knitting and shaping techniques. Includes 11 classic, beautiful projects suitable for all ages. Well illus. in color. 184 pages. Interweave. 8¾x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  
$10.99

**461027X** DONNA KOOLER’S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF KNITTING. Text by Sheila Carda. Complete, authoritative guide to the history, technique, and variety of patterns every knitting enthusiast will treasure. Materials, basic techniques, symbols, and abbreviations are clearly written and illustrated, and make learning knitting a fun and easy experience. Color illus. & photos. 240 pages. Leisure Arts. 8¾x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  
$18.95

**3564282** KNIT YOUR OWN MOUSTACHE: Create 20 Knit and Crochet Disguises. By Vicky Eames. Knit your way to a new secret identity with these cute, fun, and hilariously knit knitting patterns: knitted woolly beards, wigs, moustaches, and more, you too can become a dapper dandy, a pirate, or even a rabbit. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Collins & Brown. Import. Pub at $12.95  
$9.95

**4310942** THE KNITTER’S GUIDE TO COMBINING YARNS: 300 Foolproof Pairings. By Kathleen Nichols & Nick Greco. The ultimate resource for fashion yarns with more than 300 garter and stockinette color pairings, and learn to combine the 10 basic yarns, from cotton to wool and mohair to wool. Discover harmony and learn how to choose coordinate colors for each season with eight projects, two for each season. Fully illus. in color. 140 pages. C&T. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95  
$19.95

**2098670** SWEDISH KNITS: Classic and Modern Designs in the Scandinavian Tradition. By Giancarlo Pecornergo & E. Wincent. By taking a pattern and using a different stitch, adding colors, textures, a lace edge, or other alternatives, you can personalize any pattern. Written by two Swedes to share their techniques, this guide explains how to create an infinite number of garments by fusing a variety of patterns. Color photos. 192 pages. Skywalker. Paperbound. Pub. at $37.95  
$25.95

**5718406** WARM DAYS, COOL KNITS: Lighter Designs for Every Season. By Corrina Ferguson. Knitting is not just for cold and snowy climates! In this gorgeous collection of knitted garments and accessories, an up and coming designer shares 12 projects appropriate for each southern season, from lightweight pieces to the hi story, technique, and variety of patterns for men and women to wear. Fully illus. in color. 134 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  
$18.95

**4821712** SWEATERS TO KNIT FOR BABY: Complete Instructions for 5 Projects. Wrap your little one in cozy warmth with these adorable sweater knitting projects. Includes full instructions for a Lofoten Island Sweater; Far Isle Sweater; Aran Sweater; Baby Kimono, and Blueberry Forest Sweater. Well illus. in color. 32 pages. Creative Publishing Intl. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  
$9.95

**5759653** FELTED SCARVES, HATS & MITTENS: Favorite Patterns to Knit in Felt. By Kathleen Taylor. The prolific knitwear designer and author presents eight easy and original patterns to knit, felt, and share with friends, including His & Hers Alpaca Hat & Scarf Sets; Patchwork Intarsia Mittens; a Bobble Hat; Scallops Hat; and a Bobble Bucket Hat & Scarf Set. Well illus. in color. 32 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $37.95  
$27.95

$7.95

**3664856** KNITTED AMIGURUMI SEA CREATURES: Complete Instructions for 6 Projects. By Hansi Singh. Six colorful knitted projects re-create some of the ocean’s most exciting creatures as a collection of cute and quirky knitted figures: a hermit crab, an octopus, a jellyfish, an angelfish, and a starfish. Illus. in color. 31 pages. Creative Publishing Intl. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95  
$7.95

**4541405** THE KNITTED SLIPPER BOOK. By Katie Starzman. This eclectic collection of 30 colorful, cozy, knitted, and knitted-and-felted designs is meant to satisfy the slipper style of everyone in your family. Starzman provides detailed knitting instructions and techniques for creating moccasins, mukluks, clogs, ballet flats, booties, and more. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Stewart, Tabori & Chang. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  
$17.95
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- **5747422** BIG KNITS HOLLYWOOD STYLE: Fantasy-Inspired Chunky Knits. By Linda Zemba Burbanche. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $7.95


- **5728673** NEW HEIGHTS IN LACE KNITTING. By Andrea Jorgara. Fully illus., in most colors. 143 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $16.95

- **356293X** THE KNIT PARADE. By Rebecca Rysma. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Collins & Brown. 8x8. Import. Pub. at $17.95. $13.95

- **5804728** 100 COLORFUL RUFFLE STITCHES TO CROCHET. By Leonie Morgan. Learn how to make and use ruffle stitches in all kinds of fascinating ways. With 100 designs to choose from, using color and texture to create stunning zig-zags, ruffles, and waves, there is plenty here to spark your creativity! Well illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

- **540626X** STITCH ‘N BITCH CROCHET: The Happy Hooker. By Debbie Stoller. Provides stitch by-stitch instructions so clear that anyone can learn to crochet—even a knitter! With 40 fresh, original designs in all levels of difficulty for beginner, intermediate, and advanced crocheters. Fully illus. in color. 60 pages. Over 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $7.95

- **5955345** COLORFUL CROCHET LACE. By Mary Jane Hall. Presents a stunning collection of 22 chic and wearable lace garments and accessories. With clear instructions, detailed stitch diagrams, and gorgeous photography, this volume makes it easy and fun to create exquisite crochet fashions. Illus. in color. 161 pages. Paperbound. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $16.95

- **5781186** CLEVER CROCHETED ACCESSORIES: 25 Quick Weekend Projects. Ed. by Brett Bara. From colorful socks, warm mitts, and airy shawls to beautiful brooches, charming handbags, and even a stunning cocktail ring, these projects are not only fun and easy to make, they’re travel-friendly enough to make anywhere. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Interweave. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. $16.95

- **5956994** CROCHETING ON THE EDGE: Ribs & Bobbles, Ruffles, Fringes, Frills & Scalps. By Nicky Epstein. Features over 20 decorative borders for innovative embellishments to your own projects. In addition the nine projects presented include a ribbed jacket, a striped shoulderette, a versatile blanket, and more. Illus. in color. 200 pages. Nicky Epstein. 11¼x8¼. Pub. at $29.95. $4.95

- **363020X** VINTAGE CROCHET FOR YOUR HOME: Best-Loved Patterns for Afghans, Rugs and More from 1920-1959. By Coats & Clark. Bring the look of the 1920s to 1950s into your home with 30 fabulous designs from the Coats & Clark archives. From potholders and dishcloths to rugs and afghans, each design has the charm of the past brought into the present by using today’s terms, yarns, and threads. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Krause. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. $5.95

- **6744590** VOGUE KNITTING CROCHETED BABY BLANKETS: On the Go! Ed. by Kristina Sigler. Crocheting a baby blanket is a wonderful, personal way to commemorate a birth. This book features a treasury of baby blanket designs in all levels of difficulty for beginner, intermediate, and advanced crocheters. Fully illus. in color. 101 pages. Sixth & Spring. 5¼x7. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

**Crochet**

- **2708230** VICKIE HOWELL’S POP GOES CROCHET! 36 Projects inspired by Icons of Popular Culture. Ed. by Nathalie Morin. Translates the unique personalities of influential rebels, rockers, starlets, and fashionistas of the past 60 years into 36 fabulous projects. The clothing, bags, jewelry, and accessories range in style from clean and classic to frilly and funky. Color photos. 144 pages. Lark. 9x9. Pub. at $22.95. $14.95

- **4566181** QUICK & SIMPLE CROCHET HATS: 8 Designs from Up-and-Coming Designers! Ed. by Lauren Caserta. Learn to stitch your own colorful caps, cloches and more with this collection of lovely patterns from independent crochet designers. Perfect for any skill level, it includes simple technique guides for creating eye-catching stitches. Well illus. in color. 35 pages. David & Charles. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99. $9.95


- **5953435** CROCHET DESIGNS: 25 Must-Have Items to Make. By Tess Dawson. If you enjoy crocheting or fancy learning how, then you’ll love this book, which is packed with fresh, modern designs for all occasions. Includes instructions for scarves, shrugs, swans, capotes, ponchos, hats, bags, and mittens. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $9.95

- **4548965** CROCHET DESIGNS: 25 Must-Have Items to Make. By Tess Dawson. If you enjoy crocheting or fancy learning how, then you’ll love this book, which is packed with fresh, modern designs for all occasions. Includes instructions for scarves, shrugs, swans, capotes, ponchos, hats, bags, and mittens. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $16.95. $9.95

- **5804728** 100 COLORFUL RUFFLE STITCHES TO CROCHET. By Leonie Morgan. Learn how to make and use ruffle stitches in all kinds of fascinating ways. With 100 designs to choose from, using color and texture to create stunning zig-zags, ruffles, and waves, there is plenty here to spark your creativity! Well illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

- **5804728** 100 COLORFUL RUFFLE STITCHES TO CROCHET. By Leonie Morgan. Learn how to make and use ruffle stitches in all kinds of fascinating ways. With 100 designs to choose from, using color and texture to create stunning zig-zags, ruffles, and waves, there is plenty here to spark your creativity! Well illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

**Limited Quantity** 5953400 COLD WEATHER CROCHET: 21 Cozy Garments, Accessories, and Afghans to Keep You Warm. By Marlarna Bird. If you’re looking for small crochet accessories to make, you will find plenty to capture the imagination—hats, gloves, and cow’s galore! Those seeking to sink their hooks into bigger projects will be happy to find cheerful Afghan patterns along with a gorgeous lacy wrap. Includes 21 crochet patterns. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95. $13.95


- **5953435** CROCHET DESIGNS: 25 Must-Have Items to Make. By Tess Dawson. If you enjoy crocheting or fancy learning how, then you’ll love this book, which is packed with fresh, modern designs for all occasions. Includes instructions for scarves, shrugs, swans, capotes, ponchos, hats, bags, and mittens. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $9.95

- **266772X** CROCHET FOR THE KITCHEN. By Tove Fevang. Inside, you’ll find step by step instructions for fabulous pattern ideas featuring both traditional and modern looks to suit all tastes and kitchen styles. Designs include stripes, flowers, patchwork, lace, bobbles, ruffles, and fans. Easy and modern, it includes 119 pages. Trafalgar Square. 8x10¼. Pub. at $22.95. $16.95

- **5804728** 100 COLORFUL RUFFLE STITCHES TO CROCHET. By Leonie Morgan. Learn how to make and use ruffle stitches in all kinds of fascinating ways. With 100 designs to choose from, using color and texture to create stunning zig-zags, ruffles, and waves, there is plenty here to spark your creativity! Well illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

- **5804728** 100 COLORFUL RUFFLE STITCHES TO CROCHET. By Leonie Morgan. Learn how to make and use ruffle stitches in all kinds of fascinating ways. With 100 designs to choose from, using color and texture to create stunning zig-zags, ruffles, and waves, there is plenty here to spark your creativity! Well illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95
**CALAMITY-FREE CROCHET: Troubleshooting Tips**

By Charlotte Hirst. Offers a collection of crochet designs that prove small is beautiful. These easy to follow patterns, plus a basic techniques chapter will provide you with all you need to know about crochet. Try designs such as Fuzzy Sheep, Little Ladybugs, and Little Littles. Well illus. in color. 182 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

* $5.95

**5913220 TOP-DOWN CROCHET SWEATERS: Fabulous Patterns with Perfect Fit**

By Dora Ohrenstein. Making a garment from the top down lets you fit as you go and adjust the length as necessary. In this first of its kind, Ohrenstein presents patterns sure to flatter all body shapes and sizes. From elegant to casual, these contemporary options are for every season and occasion. Well illus. in color. 170 pages. Storey. $8.95/10%

Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**593350 THE CROCHETER'S SKILL-BUILDING WORKSHOP**

By Dora Ohrenstein. Presents patterns for more than 75 swatches, each one designed to delve into the nitty-gritty of crochet. You'll gain a solid understanding of counting stitches, changing tension, working in the round, and increasing and decreasing in complicated patterns. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Storey. $8.95/10%

Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**5920603 ANGRY BIRDS AMIGURUMI AND MORE.**

Ed. by Julia Kalina. Includes instructions for crocheting the entire Angry Birds movie game! And you really can use them to play the game. Includes patterns for Angry Birds caps, a purse, or a tablet case featuring your favorite characters. Fully illus. in color. 95 pages. Walter Foster. $19.95/10%

Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

**2686898 COOL CROCHETED HATS: 40 Contemporary Designs.**

By Linda Kopp. Features fabulous hats to crochet for every outfit, season, and occasion. There is a Jazz Beret, a Peruvian Stocking Cap, a Chenille Chapka, and an interesting top hat for your man. Stitches and techniques are included. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Lark. $8.95/10% Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**5930170 SPARKLING CROCHET: Make Amigurumi Animals with Yarn That Glitters.**

By Mitsuki Hoshi. This is your guide to creating your own super cute amigurumi characters. Crafters of all levels will learn to make dogs, birds, bugs, bears, and more. Created with bright, glittery yarn, these lovable animals can be brought to life in a new and more creative way. Illus. in color. 99 pages. HarperDesign. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

$4.95

**585378X THE CROCHETER'S COMPANION, REVISED.**

By Nancy Brown. This handy pocket-sized reference will lie flat for easy use. Provides the essential information that crocheters need to have at their fingertips, from thread and hook charts to basic and advanced stitches, and beyond. Illus. 131 pages. Interweave. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.95

$4.95

**5956358 CROCHET MASTERS CLASS: Lessons and Projects from Today's Top Crocheters.** By J. Leinhauser & R. Weiss. Presents 18 crochet projects created by some of the world’s best crochet designers and instructors. Each chapter focuses on a different technique, inviting you to dip in, experiment, and then apply your new-found skills to create a custom piece designed by these crochet luminaries. 192 pages. Clayton Potter. $8.95/10%

Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

$7.95

**3683265 BASIC CROCHET STITCHES: The Harmony Guides.** Ed. by Erka Knight. Features an inspirational collection of 250 stitches, from a simple crochet ridge to the more complicated. This would be an invaluable addition to any crocheter's library. Illus. in color. 272 pages. Interweave. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

$7.95

**4576516 CROCHETED SCOODIES! 20 Gorgeous Hooded Scarves and Cowls to Crochet.** By Jo M. Thiemeyer. A “scodie” is what you get when you combine a scarf and a hoodie. Filled with twenty designs with step by step instructions, a how-to guide, and a stitch key to get you started, these will have youcrocheting your own “scodie” in no time! Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Search. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

$13.95

**453817X CALAMITY-FREE CROCHET: Troubleshooting Tips and Advice for the Savvy Needleworker.** By Catherine Hirst. Contains over 1000 stitches and patterns with a comprehensive, quick-reference guide for both new and advanced crocheters. Hirst gives easy to follow advice on tools and material; troubleshooting tips; step by step crocheting techniques; and more. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

$4.95

**7534825 TEENY TINY CROCHET: 35 Adorably Small Projects.** By Catherine Hirst. Offers a collection of crochet designs that prove small is beautiful. These easy to follow patterns, plus a basic techniques chapter will provide you with all you need to know about crochet. Try designs such as Fuzzy Sheep, Little Ladybugs, and Little Littles. Well illus. in color. 182 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

* $5.95

**5930561 EVERY WHICH WAY CROCHET BORDERS: 139 Patterns for Customized Edgings.** By Edie Eckman. These 139 inventive crochet borders offer the perfect finishing touch for all your crocheting projects. Written directions, diagrams, and a photo of each completed border ensure that you’ll have everything you need to succeed with your stitches. Includes tips on choosing appropriate yarns plus instructions on how to attach these borders to crocheted, knit, or woven pieces. 216 pages. Storey. $18.95/10%

Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**3644693 CHRISTMAS CROCHET FOR HEARTH, HOME & TREE.** By Edie Eckman. Discover the fun of crocheting with these 18 projects for contemporary stockings, adorable ornaments for tree or tabletop, and other seasonal decorations for the home, including a unique advent calendar and a garland. Includes technique tutorial and pattern charts. Well illus. in color. 184 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

$9.95

**2771012 BEYOND-THE-SQUARE CROCHET MOTIFS: 144 Circles, Hexagons, Triangles, Squares, and Other Unexpected Shapes.** By Edie Eckman. All the things you love about granny squares are also true of crocheted circles, triangles, hexagons, and stars. Motifs of any shape are fun, creative, and a perfect way to use up small bits of yarn. The 144 motifs presented here will go wherever your imagination leads. Well illus. in color. 202 pages. Storey. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.95

$11.95

**6358632 CROCHETED WILD ANIMALS: A Collection of Woolly Friends to Make from Scratch.** By Vanessa Mooncie. Presents an amazing collection of wild animals that will spread smiles and draw cheers. Mooncie offers 14 crochet patterns that bring herds of wild animals right to your doorstep. Follow the easy crochet instructions to create animals such as a frog, fox, giraffe, cat, and others. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Taunton. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

$13.95

**359758X CROCHETED SEA CREATURES: A Collection of Marine Mates to Make.** By Vanessa Mooncie. You'll love these fabulous sea creatures designed with a special magic - Choose from shark, angler fish, seahorse, hermit crab, lobster, starfish, nautilus, jellyfish, sea urchin, puffer fish, whale and octopus! Well illus. in color. 196 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.95

$13.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/983 - 21 -
**5964441** 101 CROCHET SQUARES. By Jean Leinhauser. Unlike most crochet patterns, these specify no gauge, no suggested hook size and yarn amounts. That being said, each square can be worked with your choice of yarn, from bulky to crochet cotton, making for a collection of versatile and attractive squares perfect for countless projects. Well illus. in color. 99 pages. Annie's, 8½x10½. Pub. at $11.95

**4616456** MANDALAS TO CROCHET: 30 Great Patterns. By Haalter Linssen. The meditative artistry of mandalas meets the delightful discovery of crochet with this colorful project collection. Filled cover to cover with large format charts, full instructions, and seven inspirational projects. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin's. Pap. Pub. at $16.95

**4631781** VINTAGE MODERN CROCHET: Classic Crochet Lace Techniques for Contemporary Style. By Robyn Chachula. Take part in one of the hottest trends in crochet with this elegant collection. Each chapter features an introduction to one of five classic crochet lace techniques, reinvented in beautiful and compelling ways then applied to projects like shawls, pullovers and more. delightful discovery of crochet with this colorful project collection. Filled cover to cover with large format charts, full instructions, and seven inspirational projects. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin's. Pap. Pub. at $16.95


**4609980** MOLLIE MAKES CROCHET. Includes a selection of more than 20 contemporary projects from an international range of crochet experts. Some are quick and easy, others more time- and labor intensive. Complete step by step instructions guide you through each project, including blankets and afghans, scarves, embellishments and more. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Interweave. Pap. Pub. at $19.95

**4528824** TAPESTRY BEAD CROCHET: Projects & Techniques. By Ann Benson. Adding beads to crochet can give a project the sophisticated, luscious look evocative of tapestry. Here Benson will teach you key tapestry bead crochet techniques and give you 16 projects to put them into practice. Includes a Learn-to-Slip-Bag, a Ring Pillow, a Lotus Purse and more. Includes an instructional DVD. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Lark. Pap. Pub. at $22.95

**5859220** SIMPLY CROCHET: 22 Stylish Designs for Every Day. By Robyn Chachula. Packed with valuable designer advice and practical, step-by-step instructions, this is the book every crochet lover wants that yarn stash to go further. Inside you’ll find 22 cleverly designed one- or five-ball projects, Illus. in color. 160 pages. Interweave. Pap. Pub. at $22.95

**460993X** GO CROCHET! SKILL BUILDER: 30 Crochet-in-a-Day Projects to Take You from Beginner to Expert. By Eileen Gormley. Go from crochet beginner to expert in only thirty days with 30 small projects tailored to expand your crochet repertoire. In addition to basic stitches, you’ll also learn intermediate and advanced techniques. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Krause. Pap. Pub. at $22.99

**464591X** MORE CROCHETED PRAYER SHAWLS: 10 Patterns to Make and Share. By J.S. (Jegs), V.A., Colle-Galz, Embrace. Create and celebrate life with these uplifting prayer shawl creations. The beautiful projects include: Three Granny Square Shawl; Gossmizer Blossoms Shawl; Tranquil Diamonds Shawl; Lattic Shawl; Trinity Bapet Shawl; On The Time Shawl; Leaf Shawl; and more. Well illus. in color. 32 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Pap. Pub. at $9.95

**5702991** CROCHET LACE INNOVATIONS: 20 Dazzling Designs. By Doris Chan. These 20 inspired designs show you how to make stylish garments and accessories using the time honored techniques of Broomstick Lace, Hairpin Lace, and Tunisian Crochet, as well as three different kinds of “exploded” lace. Illus. in color. 143 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pap. Pub. at $21.99

**5791537** A GRANNY SQUARE CHRISTMAS. By Lisa Gentry. What could be merrier than combining Christmas with the traditional granny square motif? Includes 15 jolly designs for the home and gifts. Along with a stitch guide, it features complete step by step instructions, which include a tree skirt, a Christmas stocking and family mitts. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Annie's, 8½x10½. Pap. Pub. at $7.95

**2675540** FASHION CROCHET: 30 Crochet Projects Inspired by the Runway. By Claire Monteagudo. Beautifully illustrated with fashion-forward feel, this guide contains numerous crochet how-to projects for a range of accessories and clothing inspired by runway trends. Create a Poolside Dress, a Hairpin Lace Top, a Chain Shoulder Bag, Flower Corsages, Crochet Bangles; and much more. 176 pages. Carlton. Import. Pap. Pub. at $19.95

**4540247** FIRST CROCHET: Simple Projects for Crocheters. By Lesley Stanfield. This is the perfect book for the true novice; it includes a workshop section which covers everything from basic stitches to finishing. It's a beautiful, easy crochet project book that will create a range of desirable gifts, clothes, and items for the home. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Collins & Brown. Pap. Pub. at $12.95


**3672182** CRAFT TREE CROCHETED AMIGURUMI. Compiled by Amy Palmer. From a pair of discoque monkeys to a harelquin giraffe, learn how to crochet twelve adorable amigurumi characters! Color photos. 32 pages. Interweave. 8½x10¼. Pap. Pub. at $12.99

**5833961** MANDALAS & DOILIES TO CROCHET: Delightful Designs to Brighten Your Life. By Marie-Line Andre. Working in the round is fast, fun and easy to master, and the possibilities are endless. Discover just what you can do with these gorgeous doily and mandala projects, from an eye-catching Summertime Flower to a comforting Indian Garden Cushion or an irisrely cozy Desert Carpet, Illus., some color. 96 pages. Trafalgar Square. Pap. Pub. at $18.95

**5763218** CROCHET COWLS: 15 Bold & Beautiful Designs. By Sharon Hennessey. Crochet Cowl patterns, including accessories, and great cowl designs can be crocheted by even a relative beginner. Showcasing bold colors and high-contrast graphic designs, this guide provides instructions for 15 cowls using traditional and Tunisian techniques. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. Stackpole. 8½x11. Pap. Pub. at $17.95

**4610652** CONTINUOUS CROCHET: Create Seamless Sweaters, Shrugs, Shawls, and More with Minimal Finishing! By Kristin Omdahl. Blending basic crochet stitches with join as you go techniques, these elegant, seamless garments and accessories are both eye-catching and easy to make. With Kristin’s guidance, you’ll learn to manipulate crochet motifs into unique creations that are as style-conscious as they are figure-flattering. 20 Illus. in color. 136 pages. Interweave. Pap. Pub. at $22.99
2776280  SEW MANY DRESSES, SEW LITTLE TIME: The Ultimate Dressmaking Guide. By Tanya Whelan. If you love to wear fitted dresses, you'll never need another sewing pattern again. Whelan's simple interchangeable templates empower you to mix and match your tops and skirts, and to alter them with sleeves and necklines for over 200 unique possibilities. Includes full-size pull-out patterns. 208 pages. Clarkson Potter. 8 1/4x11¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $32.95 $19.95

594385X  STITCH 'N SWAP: 25 Handmade Projects to Sew, Give & Receive. Compiled by Jake Finch. Sew, Give, and Receive. These are the basic tenets of the hottest sewing community activity—the Swap! Featuring ideas for organizing and running your own virtual or in-person swap, and instructions for 25 inspiring projects, all of which can be adapted to your taste, style, or skill level. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Stash. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

5881040  PRECIOUS BABY DAYGOWNS: Round Yoke Collection. By Louise Baird et al. Dressing babies for every occasion—from simple to sophisticated—has never been easier or more fun. Offers understandable instructions for a bounty of adorable and elegant projects, including day-gowns, booties, accessories, and more. Includes pull-out patterns. Well illus. 120 pages. Martha Pullen. 8 1/8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $35.95 $19.95

5880909  THE PERFECT APRON: 35 Fun and Flirty Designs for You to Make. By Rob Merrett. Use a whole range of gorgeous fabrics to make the perfect apron: candy stripes, polka dots, polka dots, and more many more. Each apron has a unique look to suit every taste and style, from country chic to cocktail glamour. Color photos. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

6489370  CHRISTENING GOWNS: The Best of Sew Beautiful. Ed. by Kathy Barnard et al. Five of Sew Beautiful’s most exquisite gowns are featured with full-size patterns, templates, and illustrated instructions. Also includes patterns and instructions for a garment bag, slips, and many other accessories, plus a breathtaking pictorial showcasing several of the best christening gowns. 144 pages. Martha Pullen. 8 1/8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95

5900018  RECYCLED CHIC: 30 Simple Ways to Recycle, Renew, and Reinvint Your Pre-Loved Fashions. By Amanda McMjtchill. Features 30 simple and accessible projects for everyone from streetwear to couture. McMjtchill will arm you with the techniques, inspiration, and confidence to revitalize your existing clothes and accessories, or alter vintage fashions and fabrics to suit your individual taste. Fully illus. in color. 168 pages. Lar Parkard. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

5877237  BAGS: The Modern Classics. By Sue Kim. From chic wristlets to functional carryalls (and everything in between) each chapter begins with a classic pattern based on a simple silhouette then using step by step instructions, Merrett teaches you how to embellish with ideas from fun and funky to sweet and sassy. Includes full-size patterns for a sundress and puffed-sleeve dress in sizes 2-6 and pinafore in size 12-18 & 24 months. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Martha Pullen. 8 1/8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95


5879111  THE VINTAGE PATTERN SELECTOR. By Jo Bamfield. A sewer’s guide to choosing and using 24 beautifully reconstructed vintage patterns, providing practical advice and techniques you need to adapt patterns to your personal taste. Includes a CD-ROM with printable patterns, making this a one-stop guide for adding vintage style to your contemporary outfits. Illus. in color. 192 pages. Barron’s. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

5879169  MAKING GEORGIAN & REGENCY COSTUMES FOR WOMEN. By Lindy Hale. A practical guide to creating authentic-looking Georgian and Regency styles for women. Filled with practical projects ranging from grand gowns to simple day dresses and petticoats. The book includes 15 projects, includes a CD-ROM with more than 200 exclusive images, and includes 100 exclusive images. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Stash. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $24.99

5965012  POT HOLDERS FOR ALL SEASONS. By Chris Malone. Contains a wide variety of quilted pot holders for any time of the year. Select one of 20 creative designs, from the adorable Lamb Chops to the heartwarming Home Sweet Home, pull out your scrap basket, and get started with the stitching fun! Includes full-size pot holders. Color photos. 8 1/4x10 1/4. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

4549473  THE PARTY DRESS: How to Make the Perfect One for You. By Simon Henry. How do you make a party dress that fits perfectly, suits your shape and makes you look like a million dollars—which is the party dress you love yourself? Henry will lead you through the process, offering step by step instructions for four fabulous dresses, plus simple but stunning embellishments. Includes 24 projects. Color photos. 112 pages. Guild of Master Craftsman. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95


5899111  SEWING WITH WHIMSY. By Kari Mecca. A fanciful treat of children’s sewing and embellishing. Each chapter begins with a classic pattern based on a simple silhouette then using step by step instructions, Mecca teaches you how to embellish with ideas from fun and funky to sweet and sassy. Includes full-size patterns for a sundress and puffed-sleeve dress in sizes 2-6 and pinafore in size 12-18 & 24 months. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Martha Pullen. 8 1/8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

5894376  THE TUNIC BIBLE. By Tanya Whelan. If you love to wear fitted tops and skirts, and to alter them with sleeves and neck plackets and collars; and advice on shopping for fabric and trims, guided by a gallery of inspiring tunics. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. C&T. 8¼x11¾. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

5859182  PATCHWORK, PLEASE! By Ayumi Takahashi. Offers a colorful bounty of playful and practical patchwork projects for the homed and the people who live in it. Known for her distinctive interchangeable combination of patterned fabrics and her quirk interpretations of vintage style, Takahashi brings this signature approach to 19 sewing projects. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Interweave. 8 1/8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $9.95

5859180  PATCHWORK, PLEASE! By Ayumi Takahashi. Offers a colorful bounty of playful and practical patchwork projects for the homed and the people who live in it. Known for her distinctive interchangeable combination of patterned fabrics and her quirk interpretations of vintage style, Takahashi brings this signature approach to 19 sewing projects. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Interweave. 8 1/8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $9.95

5834767  THE TUNIC BIBLE. By S. Gunn & J. Starr. The only tunic pattern you’ll ever need. Features a multi-length graded pattern in sizes XS to XXXL and expert construction tips; interchangeable sleeves, neck plackets and collars; and advice on shopping for fabric and trims, guided by a gallery of inspiring tunics. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. C&T. 8 1/8x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95
MAKING VICTORIAN COSTUMES FOR WOMEN. By Heather Audin. A practical guide to creating authentic looking Victorian styles for women. Includes general advice on recreating historic dress, information on tools and equipment, a guide to transferring pattern pieces; step by step instructions for the seven main projects, and lastly to construct the patterns for them. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Crowood. 8¼x11¼. Paperback Import. Pub. at $49.95

PRICE CUT to $39.95

579692X MAKING EDWARDIAN COSTUMES FOR WOMEN. By Suzanne Rowland. Features eleven detailed projects, each including a detailed description of the original garment and step by step instructions for completions. Sewn patterns are included with the projects with a list of materials and equipment and tools needed. Projects include undergarments, a two-part walking dress, a day dress, an evening gown and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Crowood. 8¼x11¼. Paperback Import. Pub. at $49.95

PRICE CUT to $39.95

597164 AMY BUTLER'S STYLE STITCHES. With easy step by step directions, a comprehensive techniques section, and patterns, Butler provides everything you need to stitch up one-of-a-kind handpurses, purses, totes, and more. Well illus. in color. 184 pages. Chroniclle. Spiralbound. Pub. at $29.95

$12.95

5964954 OLIVER + S BUILD-A-BLOCK DRESS: A Sewing Pattern Alteration Guide. By Liesl Gibson. The foundational designer of Oliver + S patterns shows you how to alter the elements of a pattern to make exactly the dress you have in mind. Starting with the included Building Block Dress pattern (girls sizes 6m-12), you can make thousands of dresses using Gibson’s accessible and inspiring instructions. In color. 152 pages. Oliver + S + Liesl + Co. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

$19.95


$24.95

3608999 ABBAGYLE SEW: 20 Simple Sewing Projects. By E. Curtis & E. Farrell. Inspired by the beautiful Devon countryside where they live, the authors of a pile of beautiful prepossession crafts books, bring items for the home in a style that is fresh, feminine, and unmistakably English. All twenty projects are provided on a useful fold-out sheet. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. All American Crafts. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

$4.95

2705244 PILLOWS: Designer Sewing Techniques. By Christopher Nien. Create artistic designer pillows the fast and easy way: discover the unique design ideas for pillows that involves no seams to match and no fussy cutting. Features 15 fabulous projects, with nine using the easy punching technique. Well illus. in color. 66 pages. Krause. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99

$2.95

4609186 THE DRESSMAKING TECHNIQUE BIBLE. By Lorna Knight. Contains all the guidance you need to create beautiful clothes, whether you are following a pattern, adding embellishments or starting from scratch. Features step by step instructions for a wide range of dressmaking techniques, from basic patterns to couture designs. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Charles. Spiralbound. Pub. at $27.99

$6.95

573469X KITCHEN STITCHES. Compiled by Karen M. Burns. Brighten your kitchen and dining area with delightful projects from a host of talented designers. Create everything from aprons to table runners, throw pillows, sets of coasters, placemats and more. For sewists of all skill levels, it includes quilting, applique and embroidery. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99

$6.95

4628195 THE HOME SEWER’S GUIDE TO PRACTICAL STITCHES. By Nicole Vasbinder. An ideal workshop companion for sewers at all levels, this comprehensive reference consolidates all the most useful practical information for every kind of sewing project. It offers step by step techniques for 60 machine and hand stitches, plus lots of practical tips and expert advice. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Apple. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

$14.95

5718023 THE BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO DRESSMAKING. By Wendy Ward. Make your own clothes with designs and full-sized patterns compiled especially for beginners. Includes step by step instructions for all the key techniques you’ll need to make six stylish garments: a shift dress, everyday T-shirt, maxi dress, fishtail skirt, wide-legged trousers, and zip front jacket. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. David & Charles. 8½x10¾. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $27.99

$8.95

3943190 SEWING WITH LOVE. By Marsha Greenberg. An inspiring collection of 100 designs for 18-inch dolls—from dresses to pants, jumpers, blouses, and shoes—each created from vintage handkerchiefs, tablecloths, tea towels, pillowcases, and more. Includes nine pull-out patterns and sewing instructions so you can create your own. Fully illus. in color. 163 pages. Running Press. Paperback. Pub. at $23.00

$15.95

5723302 PRACTICAL SEW & MEND: Essential Mending Know-How. By Joan Gordon. Everyone can learn the sewing basics. Sections cover buttons and closures, seams, hems, instant fixes and nifty repairs so that even the complete novice can revive their existing wardrobe and save money too. Well illus. in color. 120 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10¼. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

5718317 SEW QUICK, SEW CUTE. By Fiona Goble. From plush toys and colorful totes to baby blankets and fun decorations, you will be amazed by what you can make in a weekend or less. Includes step by step illustrations, easy to understand instructions, and patterns for each project. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

3630013 BEST OF STITCH: Beautiful Bedrooms. Selected by Amber Eden. Brings together a colorful, sensory feast of favorite and fresh projects that are easy on the eyes. Learn new skills and find creative ways to make your sleeping quarters a showplace for handmade items. Included are twenty projects for home decor and wearable accessories, plus dozens more. Includes patterns and instructions for both right- and left-handers. Morton. 8¼x10¼. Paperback Import. Pub. at $26.99

$29.95

4595912 THREAD & BOBBIN: 21 Simple Sewing Projects. By A. Newman & K. Witte. Decorate your home, create one of a kind accessories, and make last minute party gifts—all filled with 21 projects. Detailed instructions and patterns are included for aprons, totes, note card holders and more. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. All American Crafts. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95
**5822165 STITCH STYLE COUNTRY COLLECTION.** By Margaret Rowan. Create the country look in your own home with these stylish country inspired home projects. Choose from eight designs, including a cozy lap quilt to snuggle under, a simple bolster to keep out the cold and a gorgeous floor cushion to sink into from the front of the fire. In color. Workman. 9¼x8¾. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**7598387 HANDBSEWN: The Essential Techniques for Tailoring and Embellishment.** By Margaret Rowan. Discover heritage handsewing techniques that add beautiful or couture-like finishing touches with this must-have reference of hand-finishing techniques and tips that will turn any sewing project into something outstanding. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Interweave. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $37.95

**SOLD OUT**

**5830478 FAMOUS FROCKS: The Little Black Dress.** By Dolin Bliss O’Shea. With a primer on sewing techniques, full-size patterns, sizing adjustments, and creative variations, this guide to the Little Black Dress brings vintage fashion to your closet. O’Shea pulls inspiration from famous LBDS worn by famous women and offers patterns reinterpreted versions that are perfectly chic for today. Well illus., in color. 128 pages. C&T. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**5710340 SEW HAPPY: Stitch Yourself Stylish with 25 Step-by-Step Projects.** By Karin Ziegler. Make and customize your own clothes with the help of this guide. Twenty-five step by step projects and full patterns for blouses, skirts, leggings, and dresses, as well as tips and advice, will help you give your wardrobe a makeover. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**$7.95**

**5845705 MERCHANT & MILLS WORKBOOK: A Collection of Versatile Sewing Patterns for Homemade Wardrobe.** Offering a year round collection of independent garment. This series of projects ranges from the simple to the complex, these sumptuous sewing projects will teach you the technical skills and modern techniques along the way. Comprised of both luscious florals and neat vintage prints, the included projects are sophisticated enough for the most elegant home and simple enough for sewers of every skill level. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. C&T. 8x10. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $31.95

**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**3631953 MEASURE, CUT, SEW: Pattern-Free Projects Using Simple Shapes.** By Susan Washim. Focused on the fundamentals, this collection of 15 projects showcases how your own imagination will become the limit to what you can make. These fat-quarter friendly projects are made using measurements and instructions—no patterns or templates needed. Projects include: Farmhouse Dish Towels; Pojagi-Inspired Scarf; Scrunchy Squishy Blocks; a Tipped Linen Jacket; an Urban Duffle; and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. C&T. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**5475396 BABY BOUTIQUE: 16 Handmade Projects—Shoes, Hats, Bags & More.** By Sue Kim. Welcome a new baby with exquisite keepsakes. Includes 16 handcrafted heirlooms for little ones: booties; bibs; blankets; diaper bags; and more. Comprehensive instructions for a range of beginner-friendly projects. Many projects are fat-quarter friendly. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. C&T. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95

**$9.95**

**5469253 SEW IT! Make 17 Projects with Yummy Precut Fabric—Jelly Rolls, Layer Cakes, Charm Packs & Fat Quarters.** By Alison Nicoll. Seventeen easy projects teach you the fundamentals of sewing basics, and using precut fabric will get you started right away. Projects include a Flower Pincushion, a Wall Centerpiece; and more. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**3645034 SOFT FURNISHINGS: Professional Results.** By Wendy Shorter. Offering step by step instructions for nine detailed projects, this volume shows you how to make curtains, blinds, scatter cushions, bed valances, and everything in between. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**$11.95**

**5372738 FUN with FAT QUARTERS.** By Wendy Gardiner. Put your stash of fabulous fat quarters with these 15 gorgeous projects to accessorize your home or give as gifts. Choose from doormats or drawstring bags, tablemats, aprons or pillows, and more. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Search. 8¼x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**


**$19.95**


**$14.95**

**2663228 THE MAGIC PATTERN BOOK: Sew 6 Patterns into 36 Different Styles! By Amy Barickman. Well illus. in color. 310 pages. Workman. 9¾x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**$19.95**

**4590163 SCRAP HAPPY SEWING.** By Kim Kruizh. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. David & Charles. 8¼x10½. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $22.95

**$17.95**


**$19.95**


**$9.95**


**$9.95**

**3601676 WILD THINGS TO SEW AND WEAR.** By Molly Goodall. 128 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

**$16.95**


**$13.95**

**5574434 SEW MODERN BABY: 19 Projects to Sew from Cuddly Sleepers to Stimulating Toys.** By Angela Yosten. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Stash. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95

**$19.95**

**4512515 SEWING PATTERNS 200 QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.** By Sophie English. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Chartwell. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.95

**$12.95**

**3569935 PILLOW POP: 25 Quick-Sew Projects to Brighten Your Space.** Compiled by Heather Boes. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. C&T. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

**$9.95**

**5799295 THE LIBERTY BOOK OF HOME SEWING.** Text by Lucinda Ganderton. Twenty-five irresistible and easy-to-make projects let you bring a touch of Liberty into your home. Ranging from pretty aprons to handy pincushions, full-size quilts, plush cushions and more, the included projects are sophisticated enough for the most elegant home and simple enough for sewers of every skill level. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Chronicle. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.50

**PRICE CUT to $6.95**

**128 pages. Stash. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95**

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**


**$4.95**

**5830479 HOME SWEET HOME: 12 Imaginative Sewing Projects to Accessorize Your Home or Give as Gifts.** By Wendy C. Creel & R. Soder. Special handmadetouches make every party a hit, from birthdays and bridal showers to picnics and tea parties. Includes dozens of sewing and no-sew projects for all skill levels such as a Luau Tablecloth; a Cherry Blossom Lap Pillow; a Vanilla Sugar Cookies; Santa’s Centerpiece, and more. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. C&T. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95

**$9.95**

**5822162 STITCH STYLISH COUNTRY CLOTHING.** By Margaret Rowan. Create the country look in your own home with these stylish country inspired home projects. Choose from eight designs, including a cozy lap quilt to snuggle under, a simple bolster to keep out the cold and a gorgeous floor cushion to sink into from the front of the fire. In color. Workman. 9¼x8¾. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/983
**EMBROIDERY & NEEDLEPOINT**

**3647775** VINTAGE STITCHING TREASURY: More Than 400 Authentic Embroidery Designs. By Melinda Barta. Inside you’ll find a treasure chest of authentic embroidery patterns from classic magazines and needlework catalogs of days gone by. From birds and bunnies to flowers and fruit, hundreds of rich, colorful designs are provided by project instructions and stitching advice. Fully illus., 224 pages. Design Originals. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $13.95

**367911X** ASIAN-INSPIRED MACHINE EMBROIDERY. By Joan Elliott. Contains 35+ designs in a wide range of motifs that will transform simple stitching projects into adorably embroidered toys, accessories, and home decor items—all in a lovely, quirky Penguin & Fish style. With these simple sewing and stitching techniques, you’ll have all the instruction you need to create 25 more delightful projects. Well illus., in color. 128 pages. David & Charles. 7¼x10. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $14.95

**59134Z2** MOLLIE MAKES EMBROIDERY: Adorable Stitched Projects Plus Tips & Tricks. By Mollie Makes. Well illus., in color. Covers how to work from charted stitch designs as well as following free-form or “doodle” stitching. Features tutorials on crewel work, ribbon embroidery, bargello, cross stitch, and even machine embroidery. Includes 15 fun and contemporary projects that demonstrate the different ways in which the techniques can be used. Fully illus., in color. 159 pages. Interweave. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95


**5928125** A-Z OF WOOL EMBROIDERY: The Ultimate Resource for Beginners and Experienced Embroiderers. By Carol Andrews. A valuable resource for the wool embroiderer containing a wealth of stitch guidelines, and embroidery patterns and motifs to follow ranging from delicate flowers to intricate forest animal designs. Includes detailed charts and step-by-step photographs that support the reader through the process—from great beginnings to happy endings. Features over 60 key wool embroidery stitches to master. 127 pages. Search. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**578492X** MASTERING THE ART OF EMBROIDERY: Tutorials, Techniques, and Modern Applications. By Sophie Long. This comprehensive guide covers everything you need to learn to master embroidery and make gorgeous, personalized creations in the process. Features step by step tutorials for all the essential techniques, plus a section on digital and free-motion machine embroidery. Well illus., in color. 288 pages. Chronicle. Spiralbound. Pub. at $27.50 $19.95

**7595816** BETH RUSSELL’S TRADITIONAL NEEDLEPOINT. Photos by John Greenwood. Classic needlepoint designs based on the work of William Morris and the Arts and Crafts Movement. Projects include rugs, cushions, wall hangings, chair seats and tablecloths, and all have full-color charts, step-by-step instructions. 128 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $5.95


Sally Milner. 8¼x11¼. Import. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/983
**Embroidery & Needlepoint**

**5838770** PATCHWORK EMBROIDERY: 21 Projects Plus Over 100 New Embroidery Motifs. By Aimee Ray. A group of talented creators present patchwork sewing projects—from a Queen Bee Mini Quilt to a Feather Arrow Backpack—that feature specially designed embroidery embellishments. Then, bring that unique character to your own projects with Ray’s gallery of original embroidery motifs. Well illus. in color. 169 pages. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $12.95

**464297** DOODLE STITCHING TRANSFER PACK: 300+ Embroidery Patterns. By Aimee Ray. Filled with over 300 of Aimee Ray’s most popular line motifs in seven categories, including Animals, Alphabets, Flowers, and Holidays. These motifs are printed on reusable iron-on paper for easy application to your fabrics. Pick and choose your own colors and stitches. Lark. 10½ x 8½. Spiralbound. Pub. at $17.95. $12.95

**5867231** BOHO EMBROIDERY: Modern Projects from Traditional Stitches. By Nicole Vogelsinger. Unleash your love for color and texture in this mingling of embroidery and textile art projects. Nichole teaches you how to create 16 stunning embroidery stitches, then sets you free to wander down your own creative path with an assortment of colorful, chic creations. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

**Lucky Spool.** Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**SOLD OUT**

**5761810** AN EMBROIDERED CHRISTMAS. By Cheryl Faller. Counted thread, cross-stitch, crewel, blackwork, whitework—stockings to ornaments, a sampler and a wine bag, to a Christmas star, Noel banner, and more. All the instructions you need to successfully complete the projects are included, as well as a full-color guide. Fully illus. in color. 84 pages. Stackpole. 8½ x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99. $17.95


**Needlework Projects & Reference**

**4385522** FASHION SWEATSHIRTS. By Lorine Mason. Beautifully demonstrates dozens of ways to turn sweatshirts into gloriously embellished swing jackets, beaded tops, stylish velvet collar and cuffed coats, and much more. Techniques for every step, including making collars, are included. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Krause. 8¼ x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99. $17.95

**5943787** NATURE’S OFFERINGS: Primitive Projects Inspired by the Four Seasons. By Maggie Bonannini. Distinct designs for items to grace your home for every season. Make a Winter’s Garden Bed Cover, a Spring Table Runner, a Summer Sweet Pea Sash, and a Fall Cornucopia Pillow—your kitchen! With super-easy ideas for sewing, patchwork, applique, crochet, and needlework, it will delight stitchers at all levels of skill and experience. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Sixth&Spring. Spiralbound. Pub. at $27.95. $21.99

**357962** NANCY’S FAVORITE 101 NOTIONS: Sew, Quilt and Embroider with Ease. By Nancy Zieman. Covers the standards as well as some one-task wonders that can make the difference between a frustrating failure and a wonderful work of art. Nancy describes each tool and details the various uses. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Krause. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99. $17.95

**5949475** MEGA MINI CROSS STITCH: 900 Super Awesome Cross Stitch Motifs. By Yoko Nakao. This delightful collection of designs presents hundreds of motifs that can be stitched onto anything from badges and handkerchiefs to T-shirts and bags. Arranged by themes like fashion, pet shop, leisure activities and more, each of these cross stitch creations includes a how-to section and step-by-step instructions. 96 pages. Pavilion. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

**7587007** DESIGNER CROSS STITCH PROJECTS: Over 100 Colorful and Contemporary Patterns. By the eds. of CrossStitcher. Offers more than 100 vibrant designs, inspired by current fashion and interior trends but still rooted in a classic easy-to-follow style. Easy step by step guides show how to make professional looking gifts and accessories, including fun, quirky ideas to knock up in a weekend; fabulous gifts; and stunning large-scale projects. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼ x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95. $19.95

**7589026** IRRESISTIBLE GIFTS TO CROSS STITCH. By the eds. of CrossStitcher. Inside you’ll find 255 amazing gift and card patterns for each and every special occasion, from Mother’s Day to the arrival of a new baby, Christmas to any special ocassion. With a mix of simple and Esther-stravaganza. With projects suitable for all skill levels and simple step by step instructions, you’ll be ready for anything. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½ x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**5849551** A JOURNEY WITH SIBBEL: An 18th-Century Orphan’s Study of Needlework. By S.G. Davis & S. Criswell. Two quilter designers introduce us to the sewing techniques of Sibbel, an 18th-century orphan from Belgium. As Sibbel creates motifs in her sampler and learns to master the joinery stitches, she begins to inject her own personal style into her cross stitch along, creating a stunning piece of embroidery with the charm of the Netherlands. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¼ x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95. $19.95

**368458X** MAGICAL CROSS STITCH DESIGNS: Over 60 Fantasy Cross Stitch Designs Featuring Fairies, Witches, and Dragons. By Maria Diaz et al. Offers a magical collection of fantasy designs from some of the world’s top cross stitch designers. Easy to follow full-color charts and step by step instructions will have you to create mystical designs inspired by wizards, fairies, unicorns, and more. 96 pages. David & Charles. 8 x 10½. Paperback Import. Pub. at $25.95. $19.95

**3660915** QUICK TO STITCH CROSS STITCH CARDS. By Claire Crompton et al. Illus. in color. 105 pages. David & Charles. 8 x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99. $20.95

**5727786** HOME SWEET HOME CROSS STITCH. By Helen Phillips. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. David & Charles. 8 x 10½. Paperback Import. Pub. at $22.99. $19.95

**See more titles at erhbc.com/983** - 31 -
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5493057 CREATIVE SCARVES: 20 + Stylish Projects to Craft and Stitch. By Trifty Windsor et al. Offers 24 fashionably fun and intricately easy design ideas to help you make (or make-over) your own gorgeous scarves for every outfit. Each project is finished with a special touch as you sew, stamp, stitch, dye, bead, paint, and trim your way to a complete scarf collection. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Fons & Porter, 8/ x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $2.95

586014 SWEET & SIMPLE PATCHWORK GIFTS. By H. Whittle & Y. Sanjo. A charming collection of 25 delightful, easy to make patchwork projects, originally published in Japan. Using five classic quilt patterns the projects range from inexpensive potholders and pillows to handbags, and coin purses. Contains clear construction diagrams and full pattern templates. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s, Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $7.95

* 5890564 KNIT-A-BLOCK QUILTS AND AFGHANS. By Debra Riesenberg et al. Everything you need is included to make your own “Blankets of Love” for your family, for a friend, or to cheer someone special. Includes instructions for over 60 blocks to knit, crochet and quilt. Well illus. in color. 27 pages. Fox Chapel. 8/ x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $2.95


* 5831253 THE LADIES’ HAND BOOK OF FANCY AND ORNAMENTAL WORK: Directions and Patterns from the Civil War Era. By Florence Hartley. Originally published in 1859, this guide to antique needlework and handicrafts offers instructions for making a tremendous array of the highly decorated items prized by Victorian homemakers—quirky dolls, drawstring bags, and an embossing machine for collars, purses, hair ornaments, and more. Techniques such as appliqué, beading, crochet, embroidery, knitting, lacework, and much more are included. Well illus. 240 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

5610046 SILK: The Practical Spinner’s Guide. By Sara Lamb. Learn how to create smooth lustrous yarns from a gorgeous but tricky and sometimes intimidating fiber. Includes brief discussions of spinning for both knitting and weaving, and all you’ll need to take into account while creating the yarn and using it in a subsequent project. Well illus. in color. 136 pages. Interweave. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

5536644 WELDON’S PRACTICAL NEEDLEWORK, VOLUME 7. PieceWork magazine presents an exact facsimile of a volume published in London in the late 1880s. This edition features knitting; crochet; ivory embroidery, Mountmellick work; crinkled and crepe tissue paper work; Mountmellick embroidery; knitting, and much more, with full working descriptions. 400 illus. Interweave. 9x12 Price CUT to $5.95

5550852 WELDON’S PRACTICAL NEEDLEWORK, VOLUME 8. PieceWork magazine presents an exact facsimile of a volume published in London in the late 1880s. This edition features knitting; crochet; ivory embroidery, Mountmellick work; crinkled and crepe tissue paper work; Mountmellick embroidery; knitting, and much more, with full working descriptions. 300 illus. Interweave. 9x12. Pub. at $30.00 Price CUT to $3.95

5373866 THE BIG BOOK OF MOD PODGE: Decoupage Made Easy. By PLAIR. Explore the wonderful world of decoupage crafting with the amazing all-in-one glue, sealer, and finisher, Mod Podge. Includes 90 fantastic step-by-step projects from a variety of talented designers like, a Glittered Keys and Key Holder, or a Party Beverage Bottle Send off spruce up your wardrobe, accessories or restyle your wardrobe and accessories. Includes instructions for over 60 projects. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Lark. 8/ x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

574565X STARS ALL AROUND US: Quilts and Projects inspired by a Beloved Symbol. By Cherie Ratlson. Features precise instructions to make seven quilts that include pieced and applique designs, and fourteen projects that include hooked and penny rug, printed and pieced yardage, fabric embroidery, appliqued and cross-stitch book covers and a painted sewing box. Fully illus. in color. 140 pages. Kansas City Star. 9x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95


5743333 TATTING COLLAGUE. By Lindsay Rogers. A simple way to create attractive designs by combining small motifs, ideal for anyone familiar with basic tatting techniques and looking for new ideas. Includes clear instructions for 65 small motifs, ranging from the simplest flower to complicated double dollies. Fully illus. 86 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Spiral bound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

5753683 WELDON’S PRACTICAL NEEDLEWORK, VOLUME 11. PieceWork magazine presents an exact facsimile of a volume published in London in the late 1880s. This edition features bent iron work; crocheted, knitted, and bead work; point lace; stockinette; basket knitter; and torchon lace, with full working descriptions. 300 illus. Interweave. 9x12. Pub. at $30.00

6439847 MY LIFE IN FABRIC WITH VALORI WELLS. Ed. by Lynn Koolish. Bring your fabrics to life with silk screening, printing, painting, and embroidery with this collection of 14 creative projects. Featuring Valori’s signature style and unique details, they include quilts, runners, softies, and girl’s sundresses. Includes full-size patterns and full instructions. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. Stash. Price CUT to $5.95


Craft Project Collections

272165X DECORATED BOXES. By Mary Lynn Maloney. Filled with 37 distinctive projects, this guide shows how to beautifully enhance purchased and homemade containers to suit a variety of purposes. Scores of the projects are practical and others make ideal gifts, and some are lovely enough to be decorative objects. Color photos. 128 pages. Sterling. 8/ x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

5735886 THE BIG BOOK OF MOD PODGE: Decoupage Made Easy. By PLAIR. Explore the wonderful world of decoupage crafting with the amazing all-in-one glue, sealer, and finisher, Mod Podge. Includes 90 fantastic step-by-step projects from a variety of talented designers like, a Glittered Keys and Key Holder, or a Party Beverage Bottle Send off spruce up your wardrobe, accessories or restyle your wardrobe and accessories. Includes instructions for over 60 projects. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Lark. 8/ x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $4.95

5759595 BUTTON IT UP. By Susan Beal. Craft a jewelry box full of fun vintage button baubles and accessories, or restyle your wardrobe and accessories. Includes easy instructions for sewing, slip, or wire wrap an array of housewares for you and your friends. Offers complete step by step techniques for 80 button projects. Fully illus. in color. 170 pages. Taunton. 8/ x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $3.95
Craft Project Collections

5816416 TAPE IT & WEAR IT: 60 Duct Tape Projects to Make and Wear. By Richella Fabian Morgan. Versatile, durable and colorful, duct tape is an inexpensive resource for inventive crafters of all ages. Filled with ingenious ideas and easy-to-follow instructions for wearable pieces including bracelets, cuff-links, hair clips, belts, and necklaces. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Paperbound. Price: $5.95

5838061 THE SALVAGE STUDIO: Sustainable Home Comforts to Organize, Travel, and Inspire. By Amy Duncan et al. Use "reduce, re-use, recycle" as their mantra, the gals of Salvage Studio offer a fresh approach to decorating home and garden. Whether it’s a playful game-board placement or tool candy fashioned into a toilet roll, these 35 inventive ideas turn the things you used to throw away into treasured new works. Illus. in color. 197 pages. Paperback. Price: $15.95


574735X THE PRINT MAKING BOOK: Projects and Techniques Across the USA in 50 Craft Projects. By Vanessa Mooncie. Transform ordinary items with beautiful hand-printed designs using this fun and easy to follow guide. Turn plain household objects, clothing and accessories into unique works of art. Complete instructions included. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Price: $19.95

5877571 HEATHER ROSS PRINTS. Reproduce Ross’s art to create 20 charming projects! A DVD-ROM includes the patterns needed to create each design, ranging from stationary and gift wrap to wrapping paper, clothing, and wallpaper—or incorporate the artwork into any creative project imaginable. Includes 32 perforated pattern pages. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Stewart, Tabori & Chang. 8½x10½. Paperbound. Price: $19.95

5455422 DAZZLING DUCT TAPE DESIGNS. By Tamara Boykins. Well illus. in color. 100 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Price: $14.95


Craefting Techniques & References

5841747 FUN WITH CHINESE KNOTTING: Making Your Own Fashion Accessories & Accents. By Lydia Chen. A leading authority on traditional Chinese decorative knotting (often referred to as macrame), Chen shares detailed instructions and step-by-step diagrams for creating your own stunning pieces. Nine basic knots, 19 compound knots, and three preexistent patterns, are the foundation for your own unique projects that suit your every need and whim; 14 complete step-by-step instructions, and dozens of studio samples and gallery pieces to illustrate and inspire. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. North Light. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Price: $19.95

5378937 WAX AND PAPER WORKSHOP: Techniques for Combining Encaustic Paint and Handmade Paper. By Michelle Belto. Inside you’ll find all the basics for working with both wax and paper; easy to understand instructions for making your own encaustic mixes; patterns that can be translated into all sorts of exciting projects; and 19 exciting techniques that will take your waxed and papered creations to new levels of inspiration. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. North Light. 8¼x11. Paperback. Price: $24.99

*5813937 THE ART OF LEATHER BURNING: Step-by-Step Pyrography Techniques. By Lora Susan Irish. Moving from tools and supplies to pyrography and leathercrafting basics; pattern techniques; leather-embellished objects; and many of the world’s techniques, these detailed step by step instructions provide an invaluable guide for both beginners and experienced crafters. Designs include American Indian symbols, 135 stunning knot formations. Illus. in color. 160 pages. Tuttle. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Price: $14.95


5824710 COLLAGE PAINT DRAW. By Sue Pelletier. Explore a new side of mixed-media as you use collaged images to make amazing creations! Utilizing more than 30 techniques (drawing, painting, adding texture) and over 40 materials (pencils, paper, gel, twine) these projects blend the traditional and the creative for gorgeous arts and meaningful works of art. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. North Light. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Price: $7.95


5824788 CREATIVE LETTERING WORKSHOP. ByLesley Riley. Guides you through expressive mixed-media techniques for creating words and phrases that express your art and also visually express what your favorite quotes mean to you. Using instruction and ideas for hand-writing and hand-lettering, Riley encourages you to explore your visual vocabulary through stamping, image transfers, stencilling and more. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. North Light. 8¼x11. Paperback. Price: $24.99

5863478 THE CREATIVE EDGE: Art Exercises to Celebrate Your Creative Self. By Mary Todd Beam. Go deeper into your observations and experiences following more than 100 techniques that will take your exciting new directions. You’ll heighten your awareness of color, text and design as you infuse your work with symbols and metaphors of your own significance to you. Illus. in color. 143 pages. North Light. 8¼x11. Paperback. Price: $24.99

5859255 STENCIL CRAFT: Techniques for Fashion, Art & Home. By Margaret Peot. Here are fourteen stunning step by step demonstrations—from Day of the Dead messenger bags, to faux stone tile floor cloths, to full landscape paintings. Whether your style is sophisticated or funky, you’ll find new ideas and techniques special effects with plenty of expert tips. Well illus. in color. 127 pages. North Light. Paperback. Price: $24.99

5824982 IMAGINARY CHARACTERS. By Karen O’Brien. Using the lessons in this guide, you’ll tap into your creative voice to fuse together traditions from stylized and modern face to create exciting new directions. You’ll heighten your awareness of color, texture and design as you infuse your work with symbols and metaphors of your own significance to you. Illus. in color. 126 pages. North Light. Paperback. Price: $24.99


5825067 MIXED MEDIA HANDBOOK. By Kimberly Santiago. No matter your skill level, this guide provides a complete and current working guide to today’s traditional and unconventional mixed-media materials. Each technique makes its own unique contribution to illustrate a variety of techniques, from creating a painted map substrate to using encaustics and much more. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. North Light. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Price: $24.99


5863397 PAPER AND INK WORKSHOP: Printmaking Techniques Using a Variety of Methods and Materials. By John Foster. A crash course in the history of small-press printing that takes you behind the scenes of many of the world’s most creative printmakers. These detailed step by step instructions provide an invaluable guide for both beginners and experienced crafters. Designs include American Indian symbols, 20 projects, each using a different paper-mache base; over 50 techniques to learn; a How-to-DIY section of the materials and tools you’ll need. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Rockport. 9x6. Paperback. Price: $40.00
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571351X CHARM LOVE FRIENDSHIP BRACELETS: 35 Unique Designs with Polymer Clay, Macrame, Knotting, and Braiding. By Sheri Haab. Discover how to make pretty, chic charms and beads with polymer clay, then combine them with a variety of braiding and braiding techniques for rustic, stunning treasures. Once you’ve learned the basics, create 35 fashion-forward projects, from a sweet woodlands-themed charm bracelet to a glamorous bead mosaic. Fullyillus. in color. 144 pages. Quarry. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $4.95

5630021 BOHEMIAN-INSPIRED JEWELRY. By L. Erlfort. Learn to create bohemian-inspired jewelry with these 20 projects. Includes over 50 bead patterns, plus instructions for making unusual findings, clasps, and chains. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Autor. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $5.95

5897988 SIMPLY CHARMS: 20 Beading Projects. By Jean Campbell et al. Charm your way to eye-catching jewelry! You’ll find an innovative array of spectacular beads and charms in fun projects, boasting both retro and modern motifs. Well illus. in color. 64 pages. Lark. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

5988410 ELEGANT SOUTACHE. By Annette Valkious. Learn to create superbe soutache jewelry full of graceful curves and beautiful bead embroidery. This step by step project book includes the Arabesque Necklace, shaped like stylized interlocking branches; the Vintage Bracelet on which fresh water pearls are tucked between rows of soutache, and more. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Lark. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $3.95

5786357 THE ART OF FORGOTTEN THINGS: Creating Interchangeable Jewelry from Objects with a Past. By Melanie Doerrman. Give found objects new life in gorgeous necklaces and bracelets made with one of a kind components that evoke a mysterious past. Doerrman will teach you how to transform found objects into meaningful and lovely works of wearable art with bead-weaving, stringing, and mixed-media techniques. Well illus. in color. 60 pages. Interweave. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $3.95

5786355 WEAVING WITH RINGS & SCALE MAILLE. By Karin Hendricks. Enter the wonderful world of silver chain maille! This step by step guide will teach you how to make beautiful, lightweight, flexible necklaces and bracelets using metal rings, German rings, and scale maille. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $7.95

5753708 SIMPLY NECKLACES: 20 Beading Projects. By Margaret Ashley Armony et al. Beautiful beads are the stars in this step by step guide to making 20 inspiring necklaces. Whether you want to make a grand fashion statement or something casual, the designs in this book offer plenty of options for your favorite beads. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Lark. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95


5717124 HOW TO MAKE SILVER CHARMS FROM METAL CLAY. By Sue Heaser. Create beautiful one of a kind silver charms without the high cost of silversmithing. The secret is metal clay. Includes step by step instructions for 50 projects, a review of necessary tools and materials, and guidance for essential techniques like molding, finishing, adding loops and firing. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $6.95

4595483 THE COMPLETE PHOTO GUIDE TO JEWELRY MAKING, 2ND EDITION. By Tammy Powley. With the right tools and materials and expert guidance, you’ll find that making jewelry is fun and easy. While you try new methods and build new skills, this comprehensive guide will show you how to make jewelry with a wide range of jewelry-making techniques and fun, easy projects. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Creative Publishing Unlimited. 1½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95


4618181 MOSTLY METALS: A Beginner’s Guide to Jewelry Design. By Karin Buckingham. Presents the five building blocks of jewelry design. Each chapter focuses on one of these fundamentals and the volume includes projects that incorporate each element into great jewelry designs that are made with easy to find materials and three basic tools. Fully illus. in color. 94 pages. Kalmback. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $5.95

5776557 METALSMITHING MADE EASY. By Kate Ferrington. This book teaches the essential techniques of metal working, and introduces different kinds of hotter-smaller torches. Includes step by step instructions help to hone skills in surface manipulation, stone setting, cold connections, and more. Includes 15 gorgeous projects. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

5822238 UNEXPECTED FINDINGS: 50+ Clever Jewelry Designs Featuring Everyday Components. By Michelle Mach. Features a completely new approach to working with clasps, balls, bead caps, head pins and other findings by breaking down the nontraditional uses for them. It offers a thorough overview of the many different findings available, as well as essential tools; other materials such as beads, wire, cords and ribbons; and basic techniques. Features 50 projects to make earrings, bracelets, and necklaces. Includes step by step instructions for 50 projects. Fully illus. in color. 142 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $7.95


4574392 PARACORDZ CRAFT FACTORY: 30+ Projects to Make. By Sian Hamilton. Step by step directions for colorfull, necklaces and bracelets, and much more that all use that versatile material paracord. Fully illus. in color. 41 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10½. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

540762X BEAD CROCHET JEWELRY: An Inspired Journey Through 27 Designs. By Denise Peck. This detailed, how-to guide, written by a mother-daughter team of bead experts, demonstrates the step by step techniques and skills needed to create truly elegant, intricate looking pieces with a contemporary appeal. Includes 27 gorgeous designs for beaded necklaces, bracelets, earrings, and more. Well illus. in color. 136 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $9.95

540762X WEAVE YOUR WAY WITH CHAIN MAILLE JEWELRY. By Bert R. & Dana E. Freed. This accessible guide teaches intermediate and advanced jewelers the techniques needed to make dynamic, eye-catching pieces of jewelry. Includes step by step instructions for making 27 gorgeous designs for beaded necklaces, bracelets, and necklaces. Includes step by step instructions for 15 gorgeous projects, a review of necessary tools and materials, and guidance for essential techniques like molding, finishing, adding loops and firing. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $6.95

540762X 200 TIPS FOR JEWELRY MAKING: Tips, Techniques & Trade Secrets. By K. Amato & S. Weible. Helps you learn new skills, make the most of the skills you already have, and discover new and innovative ways to work with metal and beads. Chapters cover threading and beading techniques; working with wire; metalwork basics and techniques; and more. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

580415X CHARM YOUR WAY TO EYE-CATCHING JEWELRY!: With the right tools and materials and expert guidance, you’ll find that making jewelry is fun and easy. While you try new methods and build new skills, this comprehensive guide will show you how to make jewelry with a wide range of jewelry-making techniques and fun, easy projects. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Creative Publishing Unlimited. 1½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

5758550 SIMPLE CORDS & RIBBONS IN JEWELRY. By Myzumie Jezewski. Use this easy to follow guide, with more than 35 projects, to design your own unique jewelry. Includes step by step directions for origami jewelry. Included are directions for embellishing the jewelry with beads and other ornaments, and how to attach the items to chains and clips. Fully illus. in color. 61 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.99

See more titles at erhbc.com/983
**FABRIC & TEXTILES ARTS**

- **5761516** FABRIC DYEING PROJECT BOOK. By Susie Stokoe. Add color to your life with a wide range of fun dyeing methods including tie-dyeing, marbling, and space-dyeing. Features over 30 unique projects, including a stunning marbled desk set, patchwork cushion covers, a bold and colorful tablecloth, and more. Includes round-scale and megascopic techniques and more challenging techniques for those with some experience. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Hermes House. 9x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT TO $9.99**
- **5747141** TIE-DYE & BLEACH PAINT: Jazz Up Jeans, T-Shirts, Shoes & More. By Charlotte Styles. Features 15 fun and fashionable projects to show you just what it takes to add a splash of color to any piece of fabric, from shirt to jeans to pillows and more. Projects include Doodle Shoes, Splatter Tank Top, Aztec-Style Jeans and more. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Taunton. 8½x10½. **PRICE CUT TO $5.95**
- **5861254** BEYOND COTTON: Making by Hand—Stamp, Print, Dye, and Paint. By Krista Fleckenstein. If you’ve been too timid to try techniques outside of the realm of commercially available fabrics, Fleckenstein’s beginner-friendly guide can help. She takes the mystery out of working with mixed media, detailing essential techniques and offering 19 inspirational, one of a kind projects. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Lucky Spool Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. **$11.95**

**SOLD OUT**

- **581526X** FABRIGRAM: The Origami Art of Folding Cloth to Create Decorative and Useful Objects. By Jill Stoval et al. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Tuttle. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. **$9.95**
- **5878071** KATA GOLDA’S HAND-STITCHED FELT. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Stewart, Tabori & Chang. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. **$7.95**
- **4625854** PIMP YOUR PUMPS: 35 Easy Ways to Transform Fabric, from shirt to jeans to pillows and more. Fully illus. in color. Doover. 8½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. **$9.95**

**FASHION & COSTUME**

- **1869868** LINGERIE: A Modern Guide. By Lesley Scott. Lingerie is meant both to conceal and to reveal. Today, undergarments such as basques and bustiers are commonly worn as outerwear thanks to the innovations of modern designers like Jean-Paul Gaultier and Vivienne Westwood. This guide takes you through a brief history of lingerie. Color photos. 224 pages. Thames & Hudson. 7¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95. **$15.95**
- **5700949** THE ART OF WEAVING, REVISED 4TH EDITION. By Charlotte Styles. Features 15 fun and fashionable projects to show you just what it takes to add a splash of color to any piece of fabric, from shirt to jeans to pillows and more. Includes small-scale projects for beginners and more challenging techniques for those with some experience. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Hermes House. 9x11¾. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $24.99. **$16.95**

**SOLD OUT**

- **5971845** SOUTHERN BELLES PAPER DOLLS. By Tom Tierney. The romance of the Old South is magnificently captured in this paper doll collection, highlighting the elaborate dresses and gowns and the military uniforms typical of a woman’s fashion. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. **$19.95**
- **5748577** AIRLINE: Style at 30,000 Feet. By Keith Lovegrove. Examines every aspect of airline style, from the company liveries and interior designs of planes to advertising, haute couture, and airborne haute cuisine. Spans from interior designs of planes to advertising, haute couture, and airborne haute cuisine. Color photos. 128 pages. Flame Tree. 8x10½. Pub. at $24.95. **$19.95**
- **5913128** THE DRESS: 100 Iconic Moments in Fashion. By Megan Hess. From the simple elegance of Audrey Hepburn’s little black dress in Breakfast at Tiffany’s, to the promise of the romantic fairytale in Princess Di’s never-ending wedding dress, Hess celebrates the dress’s finest moments and takes the reader on a decadent romp through couture history, from haute, to ready to wear, to the street. Fully illus. in color. Doover. 8½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99. **$7.95**
- **5910309** COCO CHANEL: The Illustrated World of a Fashion Icon. By Katherine hamilton. Hamil aton’s fully illustrated guide charts the life and career of Coco Chanel, the visionary who transformed women’s wardrobes forever. Well illus. in color. 223 pages. Periplus. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. **$17.95**
- **590577X** DESIGNER NAILS: Create Art at Your Fingertips. By Ani Vega with M. Bulzoni. Offers invaluable advice on growing and maintaining healthy nails, polished off with step by step instructions on 50 fabulous and unique nail art designs, from simple geometric shapes to more complex patterns. Fully illus. in color. 140 pages. Flame Tree. 8x11. Import. Pub. at $21.95. **$15.95**
- **5821460** ANATOMY OF STEAMPUNK: The Victorian Futurism. By Katherine Gleeson. Offers an inspirational sourcebook that includes drawing steampunk creations, as well as photos of creative steampunk fashion designers, and also details ten steampunk projects for the reader to try at home. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Race Point. 9x11½. Tentative. Pub. at $35.00. **$24.95**
- **5894299** JAZZ AGE: Fashion in the Roaring 20s. By Sarah Waite et al. Features colorful step by step nail art designs for both fingers and toes. From patterns, textures, and stamps to stickers, tape, and studs, aspiring nail artists will learn the basics of manicure and will be inspired to use their imagination to create nail art, and how to use basic techniques to create desired patterns and styles. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. **$11.95**
- **5743486** 1000 INCREDIBLE COSTUME & COSPLAY IDEAS. By Yaya Han et al. Offers a broad and detailed glimpse into the ingenious artistry and attention to detail behind some of the most fabulous costumes you can find. See how recognizable characters from videogames, comic books, anime, and more come to life in the hands of passionate cosplayers and costumiers. 320 pages. Quarry. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00. **$19.95**
- **5913203** THE VINTAGE FASHION BIBLE: The Style Guide to Vintage Looks 1920s-1990s. By Wayne & Gerardeine Hemingway. Eight decades of style are illustrated with over 500 images from the authors’ personal archive, capturing the zeitgeist of each era. Alongside the rich visual inspiration is advice on achieving authentic vintage looks, as well as collecting, buying, and caring for them. Illus. in color. 224 pages. David & Charles. 8½x11. Pub. at $32.00. **$24.95**
Fashion & Costume

4562739 VINTAGE LINGERIE: 30 Patterns Based on Period Garments Plus Finishing Techniques. By Jill Salen. Offers beautiful and historically accurate patterns of sleepwear from 1850 to 1970, covering a range of vintage pieces from 1920s French knickers to 1950s pin-up brassieres. It includes corsets, brassieres, girdles, petticoats, and more, all with each pattern accompanied by a full working pattern. Fully illus. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. 9/4x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

5913772 WOMEN IN THIS CITY: New York, Paris, Melbourne, Tokyo, Madrid, London. By Giuseppe Santamaria. Featuring interviews with the everyday women whose distinctive styles cut a fine figure in the world of fashion, this book on the world’s leading, in-demand shooting photographers collection will take you on a global sartorial adventure. 271 pages. Hardie Grant. Import. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

5772455 BUCKAROO BOOTS. By Jim Arndt. Offers a heartfelt pictorial tribute to that most iconic of Wild West accessories, the cowboy boot. Showcasing cutting-edge designs from around the globe, these 208 pages. Vivays. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95

5744490 THE BARE ESSENTIALS: A Passion for Lingerie. By Tracy Martin. Loving tribute to the silk, satin, and lace (and even the Lyca and PVC) that have become the hidden heroes of every woman’s wardrobe. Martin offers practical advice and valuable tips on how to wear on countless occasions, along with guidance for picking fashion faux pas. Illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

4807619 HOMEMADE NAIL POLISH: Create Unique Colors and Designs for Stunning Nails. By Allison Rose Speikerman. With this book and some imagination, you’ll be whipping up gorgeous polishes in no time. Learn how to fashion vibrant cremes, shimmers, and glitters; try adding adorabe labels and gifts, paint perfect patterns with pro tricks; and more. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Ulysses. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

5785919 COUTURE HATS. By Louis Bou. Offers a sumptuous showcase of hats created by the world’s most talented milliners. Featuring over 800 images, most in color, this comprehensive array of anecdotes from collectors, archivists, illustrators, and designers. Fully illus. in color. 600 pages. HarperCollins. 9x12. Pub. at $75.00 $6.95

5781510 A QUEER HISTORY OF FASHION: From the Closet to the Catwalk. Ed. by Patricia Mears. Demonstrates the centrality of gay culture to the creation of modern fashion. Fully illus., most in color. 246 pages. Yale. Pub. at $60.00 $14.95

5970610 THE WEDDING DRESS: The 50 Iconic Designs That Changed the Course of Bridal Fashion. By Eleanor Thompson. For brides-to-be or any reader with a fascination for couture. Thompson offers an essential guide to the 50 wedding dresses of modern times—the 50 iconic designs that made fashion history. Displays designs by Cristobal Balenciaga, Jean Paul Gaultier, Yves Saint Laurent, and more. Well illus., many in color. 192 pages. Prestel. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

5723388 GREAT BIG BOOK OF FASHION ILLUSTRATION. By Martin Dawber. Explore the vivid world of fashion illustration with over 1,000 luxurious images from a range of innovative artists. Showcasing cutting-edge designs from around the globe, these stunningly varied pieces are every bit as aesthetically engaging as they are chic and stylish. 416 pages. Ballast. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95


5700660 THE TRUTH ABOUT STYLE. By Susan Linstead. Moving beyond the intimidating seasonal trends of fashion, to the more valuable and enduring concept of style. London offers a way to dress that enhances and celebrates who women really are. An inspiring, practical, and often humorous guide to finding your truest self-expression. Well illus., most in color. 216 pages. Viking. Pub. at $32.95 $7.95

577330X WESTERN SCARVES. By Diane Zamost. No longer just a rag to wipe the blood, sweat, and dirt off a cowboy’s face, scarves have become a work of art. With beautiful photography, Diane takes the reader through the history of the scarf, its uses, and creative ways to tie it. 144 pages. Gibbs Smith. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

2726068 HOLLYWOOD SKETCHBOOK: A Century of Costume Illustration. By Deborah Nadan and L. Haflicek. This first volume published on costume design illustration for the movies, this groundbreaking book celebrates one hundred years of costume designers and illustrators, and their impact on the art of cinematic storytelling. Filled with never before seen sketches, along with a comprehensive array of anecdotes from collectors, archivists, illustrators, and designers. Fully illus. in color. 600 pages. HarperCollins. 9x12. Pub. at $75.00 $6.95


5740637 AUDREY AND GIVENCHY: A Fashion Love Affair. By Cindy De La Hoz. A celebration of legendary screen star Audrey Hepburn and designer Hubert de Givenchy, and the brilliant meeting of these fashion forward minds. High-quality photography of the films the actress and designer collaborated on, as well as their fashion hits for some awards shows and events off screen. Fully illus., most in color. 288 pages. Rizzoli. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

5954087 HOW TO TIE A SCARF: 33 Styles. By Natalia Moena. From designer silk squares to chunky homemade knits, this guide is filled with inspired ideas to style your scarves. Includes step by step tutorials for square, oblong, and embellished scarves; styles for summer, fall, winter, and spring seasons, and DIY scarf accessories. Fully illus. in color, 128 pages. Rizzoli. Pub. at $22.95 $9.95

5852342 JACKIE AND CASSINI: A Fashion Love Affair. By Lauren Marino. As the Kennedys took the White House in 1961, Jackie appointed famed designer and family friend Oleg Cassini as her personal “Secretary of Style.” Cassini created an enduring look for the stylish Mrs. Kennedy that endures today and that transformed Jackie into one of the most beloved style icons of all time. Well illus., many in color. 152 pages. Rizzoli. Pub. at $29.95 $12.95

5823827 HOW TO STYLE A HAT: The Techniques of Millinery. By Patricia Mears. Demonstrates the technique of millinery with step by step illustrations on how and why each technique is used, plus guidance on getting the right fit. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Rizzoli. Pub. at $34.95 $14.95
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570460X POIRET. By H. Koda & A. Bolton. Exhibition catalogue. Dominating haute couture in the first decade of the 20th century, Paul Poiret, known as the “King of Fashion,” revolutionized dressmaking by liberating women from corsets, became the first designer to relate fashion to interior design, and established the blueprint of the modern fashion show. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Metropolitan. 12x14¼. Pub. at $65.00. $14.95

5917891 THE CHRONICLE OF WESTERN COSTUME: From the Ancient World to the Late Twentieth Century. By John Peacock. More than a thousand color illustrations, is the history of Western costume, from ancient Egypt to Paris fashions. John Peacock’s meticulous drawings are organized in chronological sections and accompanied by detailed descriptions of the figures, including the individual items of costume shown and much more information. 224 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

3680452 STEAMPUNK ACCESSORIES. By N. Tedman & S. Skelton. Offers a step-by-step guide on how to nail the Steampunk style, from goggles and cell phone cases to gauntlets, jewelry, and more. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Barron’s. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99. $6.95

597979 FASHIONS IN EYELASHES: From the Fourteenth Century to the Present Day. By Harriet Parsons. The development of the refinement of eyelashes is traced over more than seven centuries, showing how the variations in their use and appearance were dictated as much by style and the desire for social status as by purely optical considerations. Over 150 period prints & drawings. 336 pages. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $99.00. $9.95

5749658 ICONS OF WOMEN’S STYLE. By Josh Sims. Examines, item by item, the most influential and iconic garments and accessories in the history of women’s fashion. Explores their provenance and history, the stories of their design, the celebrities who made them famous and the various ways they have shaped how women dress today. Well illus., maps, 147 pages. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $29.95. $12.95


5938325 A TO Z OF CLASSIC HOLLYWOOD STYLE. By Sinty Vail. Choose your favorite classic Hollywood star, and you’ll find the inside scoop on the beauty, fashion, and style that graced its pages. At $65.00.

5971098 HARPER’S BAZAAR—150 YEARS: The Greatest Moments. Ed. by Glenda Bailey. Highlighting the 150 greatest moments from the magazine’s history, this lavish volume is brimming with photos, vintage covers, and text excerpts. More than just a celebration of fashion, it offers a sweeping exploration of a dynamic, influential publication and the innumerable luminaries that shaped it. 224 pages. Abrams. 10x10¼. $51.95

5937868 PATTERNITY: A New Way of Seeing. By A. Murray & G. Winteringham. Plunging into the fashion, art, and natural worlds, this lavishly illustrated book presents innovative ways to look at and appreciate the world. It is perfect for anyone interested in a new source of inspiration for design houses around the world. Patternity comes to the page with this unique collection of fascinating photography and stunning text. 224 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10x10¼. $51.95

5971114 VOGUE 100: A Century of Style. By Robin Mckie. Celebrates the greatest moments in fashion, beauty, and portrait photography. Focuses on the faces that shaped the cultural landscape—from Matisse to Bacon, Dietrich to Paltrow and from Diana Lady Cooper to Lady Diana Spencer among others—and explores more broadly the changing form of the twentieth-century woman. Well illus., maps, 304 pages. Abrams. 10x12¼. $51.95

5938800 BESPOKE MENSWEAR: Tailoring for Gentlemen. By Bernhard Roetzel. An excellent book on classic style takes readers deep into the world of elegance and panache in this handsome volume, Roetzel introduces some of the most talented tailors in the business, from prestigious “heritage houses” to new designer-artisans, then advises for every stage of the perfect attire. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. H.F. Ullmann. Import. Pub. at $49.99. $14.95

5938627 A GUY’S GUIDE TO STYLE. By Bernhard Roetzel. Filled with practical tips and example outfits, this guide-style book has the answers that a guy wants to know. Coveting great fits, wearing the basic wardrobe, shoes, accessories, materials, cleaning and care, and more. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. H.F. Ullmann. Import. Pub. at $24.99. $6.95

5973215 WHAT EVERY WOMAN SHOULD KNOW: Lifestyle Lessons from the 1930s. By Christopher & Kirsty Hudson. The Daily Mail was one of the first newspapers to recognize that women of the 1930s ushered in the consumer revolution—they had independence, the vote, and opportunities, they had their own pockets. The newspaper offered beauty and cooking tips, led the way in capturing and sometimes creating these fashions, these facsimile pages from 1930s editions reveal an insight into the preoccupation with the new consumer age. Fully illus. 228 pages. Atlantic. 8x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $7.95

5920256 EXHIBITING FASHION: Before and After 1971. By Judith Clark et al. Provides a timely look at the evolution of the practice of fashion exhibitions, taking as its anchor the seminal 1971 Victoria and Albert Museum exhibition “Fashion: An Anthology by Cecil Beaton.” Well illus. in color. 252 pages. Yale. 9x12¼. $55.00. $39.95
FASHION—THE ULTIMATE HISTORY OF COSTUME: From Prehistory to the Present. By Steliarita Sposto. From the first clothing and body expressions to the most recent trends, this volume analyzes the importance and meaning of fashion as a distinctive feature of the evolution of human beings and culture. An essential guide to discovering the beauty and mystery that imbues the world of fashion and the icons that have played a role. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Promopress. 7¾x10¼. Import. Pub. at $42.00 | $31.95

3574739 MARTHA STEWART WEDDINGS: Ideas & Inspiration. This gorgeous guide provides inspiration and examples of every aspect of weddings, and offers practical advice on everything from buying a dress to planning the perfect day. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Clarkson Potter. 10x11½. Pub. at $60.00 | $18.95

★ 5759302 THE FASHION OF FILM: How Cinema Has Inspired Fashion. By Amber Butchart. From historical epics and romantic dramas to sci-fi blockbusters and art house cool, the world’s most creative fashion designers have long taken their inspiration from screen idols. Take a journey through the last century of cinematic style and explore its influence on the catwalk in this lavishly illustrated volume. 224 pages. Mitchell Beazley. 9x11¼. Import. Pub. at $39.99 | $29.95

★ 3633861 CREATING THE ILLUSION: A Fashionable History of Hollywood Costume Designers. By J. Jorgensen & D.L. Scoggin. The history of fashion on film, including classic moments from film favorites, and a host of untold stories about the creative talent behind them. This volume presents the history of fashion on film, including classic moments from film favorites, and a host of untold stories about the creative talent behind them. This volume presents a fascinating look at the evolution of fashion illustration. 408 pages. Abrams. 9x13. Pub. at $65.00 | $49.95


5793114 GIORGIO ARMANI. A comprehensive celebration of the fashions of one of the world’s most revered designers. On the eve of the company’s 40th anniversary, this lavishly illustrated volume focuses upon the key creations and important milestones in the history of the celebrated Italian designer and his eponymous fashion house. Slipcased. Rizzoli. 10x13¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $150.00 | $59.95

★ 4525094 KIMONO: The Art and Evolution of Japanese Fashion. Ed. by J. Merrill. The history of kimono collection covers over 200 garments and spans 300 years of Japanese textile artistry. Here, an international team of scholars examine the art and evolution of the kimono in the historical context of the 17th to the 20th century, under the editorship of Jackson. Keeper of the Asian Department of the Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 400 illustrations. Thames & Hudson. 9¾x11½. Pub. at $80.00 | $44.95

★ 4611314 THE ITALIAN ART OF SHOEWORKING: Works of Art in Leather. Ed. by Cristina Morozzi. A look into the world of Italian shoemaking, specifically the prestigous Moretti & Moro. Filled with lavish artistic photos of all steps of the process and conversations with the founder, follow the story from the arrival of the leather to boxing and dyeing to finished shoes to store. 244 pages. Rizzoli. 9x12¼. Pub. at $80.00 | $59.95

7531095 FETISH FASHION STYLE. By Mercedes & Gen. Fans of catsuits, corsets, boots, and masks—in latex, leather, and vinyl will discover extraordinary creations from these designers. Over 240 glorious color images feature the most fantastic and erotic costumes in the worlds of fashion, fetish, and cosplay. Adults only. 160 pages. GW Enterprises. 8x11¼. Pub. at $49.95 | $34.95

★ 5884268 THE COSTUME MAKING GUIDE: Creating Armor & Props for Cosplay. By Svetlana Quiso. Geared towards mortals with your costume-making skills with these step by step instructions—with no sewing! Easy to create costumes and props from items available at your local craft and hardware stores. 60 step-by-step demonstrations. The things you need to bring all your favorite characters to life. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Impact. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 | $17.95

5723728 SHOES: Instant Expert. By Linda O’Keefe. Compiled into one little book is all the information one needs to know about shoes. From clogs to high-heeleds, the latest trends to dress shoes, all is here. Fully illustrated. 150 pages. Rizzoli. Pub. at $16.95 | $12.95

PRICE CUT to $3.95

5756085 DRESSING AWESOMELY: Dysfunctional Fashion in Film. By Jonathan Fabel. Integrating fashion theory, film analysis and literature, this fascinating book proposes that clothing in film is inherently “dysfunctional”, and that while actors are often dressed flawlessly, startlingly, or in the height of fashion, it is often the queer and dysfunctional representations of dress that resonate with the viewer. Well illus., many in color. 304 pages. Rizzoli. Pub. at $70.00

PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ 3637107 VINTAGE WEDDINGS: One Hundred Years of Bridal Fashion and Style. By Mamie Fogg. Decade by decade this volume recounts over 100 years of bridal fashion history. Accompanied by archival images, fashion photography, and specially commissioned illustrations of period pieces, the most beautiful and famous wedding dresses are showcased alongside a social history of ceremonies and traditions. 224 pages. Lark. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $29.95 | $9.95

4618317 NINETEENTH-CENTURY WOMEN’S FASHION. By Felicity J. Warnes. From the first appearance of the new fashion magazine in the late 19th century to the present day. It covers not only the designs, but also the other forces in fashion such as the magazine editors, boutique owners, photographers and models. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95 | $39.95

PRICE CUT to $11.95

★ 5699657 LEE MILLER IN FASHION. By Becky E. Conklin. Fashion model, surrealist artist, photographer, writer and art patron, Lee Miller defies categorization. This volume examines how her career as a model and fashion photographer illuminates her life story and connects to international fashion history from the late 1920s to the 1960s. Fully illustrated and with some color. 224 pages. Monacelli. 7¼x10. Pub. at $45.00 | $21.95

PRICE CUT to $11.95

★ 4572505 IN VOGUE: The Illustrated History of the World’s Most Famous Fashion Magazine. By N. Angeliello & A. Oliva. Offers a fascinating look at more than 100 years of the most prestigious fashion magazine in the world. This book is bound to delight you and make you wish you had your hands on a copy of Vogue! This volume is published as a companion to the new special edition of Vogue: The Best of Vogue, 1916-2006. Fully illustrated and with some color. 448 pages. Rizzoli. 9x12. Pub. at $75.00 | $50.00

PRICE CUT to $24.95

★ 4584996 1920S FASHION: The Definitive Sourcebook. Ed. by C. Fiell & E. Dirix. Documents the season by season of the 1920s, with original photographs, sketches, and prints. A truly original guide to the fashions of the Art Deco period. It reveals the daring elegance of the fashionable flappers and “bright young things” who define this remarkable era of experimentation and modernity. Fully illustrated. 264 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x12. Pub. at $79.95 | $49.95

PRICE CUT to $27.95
**5530148**  THE KENT STATE MUSEUM: Martha Pullen’s Favorite Places Series. By Jean Druesedow. Heirloom sewing enthusiasts and lovers of vintage fashion can enjoy these many magnificent pieces from the Kent State Museum’s comprehensive collection of ornate early 20th century clothing. Elloquent description explores the history, design, and trends behind each beautiful piece. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Martha Pullen. 8½x11. Pub. at $29.95 $4.95

**4559592**  DRESSED TO KILL: Jazz Age Fashion. By Virginia & Daisy Bates. This lavish volume invites the reader into the elegance of the 1920s, and highlights the Best of the collection of a renowned antique clothing shop in London. In this carefully conserved collection of beaded dresses, feathered capes, and silky wraps, we are able to see the beauty and the stunning pieces. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Runnng Press. 8½x12. Paperbound Import. $3.95

**2729849**  60S FASHION: 50th Anniversary of the British Invasion. By Michael Heatley et al. Records the Sixties fashion revolution in words and, most importantly, pictures. Included are the swinging decade when haute couture and the high street met and married. What we wear and how we wear it has never been the same. Includes free 8x10 prints fully illustrated, 54 pages. Product Devol. 8½x12. Paperbound Import. $3.95

**4525922**  BRIDAL FASHION 1900-1950: The American Wedding Dress. By Kathleen York. From homespun to haute couture, this compact history takes readers on an elegant journey back in time, marking the impact that economics, popular culture, and even politics had on bridal fashion in the first half of the 20th century. 56 pages. Shire. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

**2714353**  CLASSIC HOLLYWOOD STYLE. By Caroline Young. Tells the story of iconic chic from the golden era of Hollywood, covering 34 films from the 1920s to the end of the 1960s. Caroline Young explores how some of cinema’s most glamorous costumes were created, describes their enduring influence, and offers tips on how to “get the look” today. Well illus. 224 pages. Frances Lincoln. 7½x10. Import. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95


**2671522**  HOLLYWOOD COSTUME. Ed. by Deborah Nadoolman Landis. Celebrating 100 years of film, this cinematic storytelling, this lavish volume introduces the history of cinema costume design and defines it for a new era of filmmaking. Essays by more than 20 experts in the field offer a fascinating insight into this remarkable world. 400+ photos, most in color. 320 pages. V&A Publishing. 9½x12¼. Paperbound Import. $39.95 $20.95

**5753767**  WHEN FASHION REALLY WORKS. By Marnie Fogg. Baker. Celebrates twenty-five years of the groundbreaking collaborations of Minogue and practically every major fashion designer in the world. Features specially written texts by some of the most important designers and photographers who have worked with including Domenico Dolce and Stefano Gabbana, Laudomia Pucci, and Stella McCartney among others. Fully illus., most in color. 26 pages. Conran Octopus. 11½x14½. Paperbound Import. $39.95 $21.95

**5766176**  KYLIE/FASHION. By K. Minogue & W. Baker. Celebrates twenty-five years of the groundbreaking collaborations of Minogue and practically every major fashion designer in the world. Features specially written texts by some of the most important designers and photographers who have worked with including Domenico Dolce and Stefano Gabbana, Laudomia Pucci, and Stella McCartney among others. Fully illus., most in color. 26 pages. Conran Octopus. 11½x14½. Paperbound Import. $39.95 $21.95

**4541292**  STEAL HER STYLE: Fashion Icons and How to Dress Like Their Look. By Sarah Kennedy. Choose the glamorous retro look that suits you best when you open this ultimate fashion and beauty guide. This comprehensive survey, generous with gorgeous photography, provides access to never-before-seen examples of his designs. 488 pages. Rizzoli. 10x13¾. Pub. at $150.00 $5.95

**3556379**  PRO NAIL CARE: Salon Secrets of the Professionals. By Leigh Toselli. Complete guide to the techniques and tricks of the professionals. Provides an extensive visual guide bringing together beautiful period photos and illustrations to give a complete overview of the period. From haute couture to ready-to-wear, this publication comprehensively documents the season by season fashions of the WWII era and the immediate postwar era. 510 pages. Carlton. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $45.00 $16.95

**5812305**  FLEETING GESTURES AND OBSESSIONS. By Manolo Blahnik. The definitive monograph of the work of Manolo Blahnik, one of the most influential icons in contemporary fashion. Featuring more than forty years of shoe design. This comprehensive survey, generous with gorgeous photography, provides access to never-before-seen examples of his designs. 488 pages. Rizzoli. 10x13¾. Pub. at $150.00 $5.95

**5563108**  VOGUE: The Shoe. By Harriet O’Connor. Images from a century of British Vogue, featuring remarkable styles that range from the humble clog to exquisite hand-embroidered haute couture stilettos. A glorious celebration of the shoe as an object of fashion, art, status, and, most importantly, pictures, documenting all the ways we have dressed in them back in time, marking the impact that economics, popular culture, and even politics had on bridal fashion in the first half of the 20th century. 56 pages. Shire. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

**5758584**  1940s FASHION: The Definitive Sourcebook. Text by Marnie Fogg. Provides an extensive visual guide bringing together beautiful period photos and illustrations to give a complete overview of the period. From haute couture to ready-to-wear, this publication comprehensively documents the season by season fashions of the WWII era and the immediate postwar era. 510 pages. Carlton. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $45.00 $16.95

**5989277**  HOW TO TIE A TIE: A Gentleman’s Guide to Getting the Look Right. By Ryan Trotan A. Provides an easy-to-follow guide to tying a classic Windsor knot or simple need to fussle up an acceptable bow tie, this is your personal guide to dressing seriously well. Includes guidelines for matching cufflinks to shirts, folding pocket squares, and other finishing touches. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Crown. Paperbound Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**5530156**  THE KENT STATE MUSEUM, VOLUME TWO: Martha Pullen’s Favorite Places Series. By Jean Druesedow with A. Johanson. This second volume is a glorious compilation of children and women’s clothing created more than 100 years in fashion and sewing, from an 1820s ball gown to a sweet smocked party frock from 1934. Elquent description explores the history, design, and trends behind each beautiful piece. 144 pages. Martha A. Pullen. 8½x11. Pub. at $29.95 $4.95

**585910X**  WEDDINGS IN COLOR. By V. Broussard & M. Cho. Two style experts offer a wealth of ideas for a modern wedding that is simple yet chic and, most importantly, don’t take itself too seriously. From pretty floral crowns to DIY veils, die-cut invitations, all made from beautiful materials. These are bursting with creativity and character. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $32.50 $14.95

**5982020**  WOMEN IN DIOR: Portraits of Elegance. Text by Emmanuel le Diriix. Includes a wealth of ideas for a modern wedding that is simple yet chic and, most importantly, don’t take itself too seriously. From pretty floral crowns to DIY veils, die-cut invitations, all made from beautiful materials. These are bursting with creativity and character. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $32.50 $14.95

**4855003**  1930S FASHION: The Definitive Sourcebook. Ed. by C. Fiell & E. Dinr. Documents the season by season fashions of the pre-war era with over 500 original photographs, sketches, and prints. A truly comprehensive guide to fashions of a tumultuous and world-changing decade, it reveals the enduring significance and style of the early 1930s. 511 pages. Carlton. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $49.95 $34.95

**5619251**  HOW TO STITCH A SMOCKED PARTY FROCK FROM 1934. Eloquent sourcebook.
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**4595548 FASHION DESIGN ESSENTIALS:**
100 Principles of Fashion Design, By Jay Calderin. Packed with inspiring fashion design details that extend around the world. The advice offered throughout supplies a selection of starting points for fashion designers of all levels. It provides a wide variety of useful examples for each stage of the design process. Fully illus., color. 208 pages.

[Price: $22.95] [Paperbound: Pub. at $17.00] [**PRICE CUT to $3.95**]

**4527127 STYLE & THE MAN:**

[Price: $9.95] [Paperback: Pub. at $17.00]

**1859005 DRESSING MARILYN:**
How a Hollywood Icon Was Styled by William Travilla, By Andrew Hansford with K. Homer. One of the most sought-after costumes during the golden age of Hollywood, Travilla created outfits for Jane Russell, Paul Newman, Judy Garland and Lauren Bacall. However, his most famous client was Marilyn Monroe. This volume features original sketches, patterns, costume test shots, and interviews. Illus., many color. 191 pages. Applause. 8¼x11. Pub. at $29.99

[Price: $9.95] [Paperbound: Pub. at $29.99]

**2715619 VODOO DOLL DOLLS.**
By Kwei-lin Lum. Enter the spirit world with this authentic, but tongue-in-cheek interpretation of the voodoo culture of the Louisiana bayou. Five stylish dolls, each with colorful outfits, include a voodoo priest and priestess, a robed loa, a witch doctor, and loveliness. From handling careers and philosophies to matters of health, these dolls will appeal to those with an interest in Voodoo and the related resurgence of Gothic horror fiction. Illus., in color. Dover. 8¼x11. Pub. at $11.99

[Price: $9.95] [Paperbound: Pub. at $9.99]

**5759943 DIANA VREELAND—THE MODERN WOMAN:**
The Bazaar Years 1936-1962, Ed. by Alexander Vreeland. Through images of over 300 spreads from the magazine and commentary from seven leaders in today's fashion world, this volume shows how Vreeland's boundless love of fashion's most iconic imagery. 304 pages. Rizzoli. 9¼x13. Pub. at $60.00

[Price: $24.95] [Paperback: Pub. at $19.95]

**5764707 WEDDINGS.**
By Colin Cowie. The ultimate stylebook from the designer of weddings for celebrities profiles nine weddings, with guest lists from 30 to 450, and discusses every aspect, from invitations to attire, flowers to music. 300 color photos. 256 pages. Little, Brown. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $75.00

[Price: $5.95] [Paperback: Pub. at $29.95]

**45533X LAURA ASHLEY.**
By Martin Wood. Drawn from first-hand accounts of the designer's family, friends and colleagues, this is the story of a remarkable woman, an extraordinary partnership, and the creation of a highly successful and influential fashion and home furnishings brand. The story is richly illustrated with more than 200 photographs and drawings from the company's archives and the Ashley family's private records. Fully illus. 368 pages. Clarkson Potter. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

[Price: $14.95] [Paperbound: Pub. at $19.95]

**575464X DUCE TUBE BAGS.**
By Richella Fabian Morgan. Easy-to-follow guide to creating 40 handbags to fashion, you won't believe they're actually made of duct tape. Part art piece, part usable accessory, each of these gorgeous projects can be re-created, one manageable section at a time. Well illus. in color. Clarkson Potter Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

[Price: $9.95] [Paperbound: Pub. at $16.99]

**5728583 PEope Fric An Peper DOLLS.**
By Tom Tierney. A unique salute to Pepe Francisco, this book features paper dolls and a full array of papier mâché, from the ordination robe to the mitre and crosier. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

[Price: $9.95] [Paperbound: Pub. at $19.95]
4572483 HALSTON: Inventing American Fashion. By Lesley Frowick. Written by the iconic fashion designer’s niece and confidant, this first monograph to chronicle Halston’s life and glamorous, minimalist aesthetic. Exploring his entire journey, from his homespun roots to the acme of urban fame, it is copiously illustrated through the lens of his personal archives. Halston’s early sketches, and nearly 200 previously unpublished illustrations. 280 pages. Fully illus. in color. 190x25. Import. Pub. at $29.95


PRICE CUT to $5.95

4551861 CLOTHES that CHANGED the WORLD. By Michael Czerniawski. Some dresses hold a special place in history and have taken the art to a new level and now you can learn their secrets. This easy to follow how-to book is all you need to make and engage in the art of cosplay. Includes original designs and patterns. Fully illus. 196 pages. One Peace ISBN: 9781782490672. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

PRICE CUT to $13.95

4551864 TALK ABOUT FASHION. By Catherine Schwaar. Offers a sociological, practical, and historical overview of fashion, retracing its crucial dates, principal players, and noteworthy events. Also contains the tools and vocabulary necessary to appreciate contemporary styles and understand the language of fashion. Fully illus., most in color. 256 pages. Flammarion. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $24.90

457064X GLAM: The Culture of Style. Ed. by Darren Fh with E. Clayton. Leading writers use the glam stylistic phenomenon as a prism to explore fashion, music, and art, in the 1970s, shedding new light on the extravaganzas of that decade. An in-depth exploration of a decade’s art and personas, this book follows the migration of fine art ideas into the front line of pop culture. Adults only. Well illus., most in color. 160 pages. Tate. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $40.00

PRICE CUT to $6.95

4551789 DENIM: Icons of Style. By the Daily Street. Celebrates 50 of the most important designs of all time, from the earliest Levi’s to the labels that are pushing the boundaries today. With photography and detailed analysis of each entry, this is the definitive guide to one of the most influential denim in the world. 128 pages. Mitchell Beazley. Import. Pub. at $20.00

PRICE CUT to $6.95

4551634 TALK ABOUT FASHION. By Catherine Schwar. Offers a sociological, practical, and historical overview of fashion, retracing its crucial dates, principal players, and noteworthy events. Also contains the tools and vocabulary necessary to appreciate contemporary styles and understand the language of fashion. Fully illus., most in color. 256 pages. Flammarion. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $24.90

4578183 COSPLAY BASICS: A Beginners Guide to the Art of Cosplay Play. By Y. Takasou & RUMINE. Japanese cosplayers have taken the art to a new level and now you can learn their secrets. This easy to follow how-to book is all you need to make and engage in the art of cosplay. Includes original designs and patterns. Fully illus., most in color. 256 pages. Flammarion. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $24.90

4585976 SEVEN SISTERS STYLE: The All-American Preppy Look. By Rebecca C. Tuttle. Their style was synonymous with an intelligence and American grace as they became a marker of national pride and status all over the world: jeans and baggy shorts, Bermuda shorts and blazers, soft Shetland sweaters and saddle shoes. This book explores the multifaceted foundations of this style. Well illus., some color. 144 pages. Rizzoli. 7½x10. Pub. at $35.00

PRICE CUT to $9.95

4528255 COUTURE IN THE 21ST CENTURY. By Deborah Bee. Photographs by Rankin. Seen through the eyes of 30 cutting-edge fashion designers this comprehensive study offers a rare look inside the world of couture. Each designer describes her or his own particular relationship to haute couture with accompanied by beautiful photographs and illustrations, as well as a portrait of the designer by Rankin. 160 pages. A & C Black. 9x11/14. Import. Pub. at $59.95

PRICE CUT to $9.95

4599748 TARTAN: Romancing the Plaid. By C. Banks & de la Chapelle. Takes a 21st century look at the roots, growth, and offshoots of that quintessentially classic collegiate way of dressing and, often, living; from its pragmatic WASP origins and its presence on East Coast campuses to its ultimate evolution as a global ambassador of clean-cut American style. Well illus., many in color. 170 pages. Rizzoli. 8½x11. Import. Pub. at $99.95

PRICE CUT to $11.95

1800s PREPPY: Cultivating Ivy Style. By C. Banks & de la Chapelle. A 21st century look at the roots, growth, and offshoots of that quintessentially classic collegiate way of dressing and, often, living; from its pragmatic WASP origins and its presence on East Coast campuses to its ultimate evolution as a global ambassador of clean-cut American style. Well illus., many in color. 170 pages. Rizzoli. 8½x11. Import. Pub. at $99.95

PRICE CUT to $11.95


PRICE CUT to $15.95


PRICE CUT to $15.95

4578000 IVY STYLE: Radical Conformists. By Patricia Mears et al. Focusing on menswear dating from the late 19th century to today, this volume traces the main periods of the “Ivy League” look: the interwar years when classic items were appropriated from the English man’s wardrobe and redesigned by pioneering American fashion designers, right up to today. Well illus., most in color. 192 pages. Yale. 9x11. Pub. at $55.00

PRICE CUT to $7.95

5652553 THE EMPIRE’S NEW CLOTHES: A History of the Russian Fashion Industry, 1700-1917. By Christine Ruane. In 1701 Tsar Peter the Great decreed that every Russian man should wear the traditional dress and wear European fashion. This engaging volume explores the symbolic, political, and social ramifications of that shift, illustrating how the fashion industry became a forum through which Russians debated and formulated a new national identity. Well illus., some in color. 216 pages. Yale. 9x11. Pub. at $35.00

PRICE CUT to $6.95

6435785 GLAM: The Performance of Style. By Paolo Riva. Illustrated with archive images, many never before published, and drawing on interviews with the people who created the band’s world of fashion, this stylish celebration recounts the fascinating tale of how the many faces of the Fab Four influenced both the past and the future of pop style. 239 pages. Prestel. 11¼x11¼. Pub. at $45.00

PRICE CUT to $6.95

7657277 FAB GEAR: The Beatles and Fashion. By Paolo Hewitt. Illustrated with archive images, many never before published, and drawing on interviews with the people who created the band’s world of fashion, this stylish celebration recounts the fascinating tale of how the many faces of the Fab Four influenced both the past and the future of pop style. 239 pages. Prestel. 11¼x11¼. Pub. at $45.00

PRICE CUT to $6.95


PRICE CUT to $5.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/983
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**ANATOMY OF STYLE.** By Haim Raz. Learn a variety of stitchery techniques including chain stitch, satin stitch, running stitch, and bullion stitch. Also includes tips on using variegated embroidery floss, the use of color, and combining stitches. 224 pages. North Light. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99


**5758354 DRAW FASHION NOW.** By Danielle Meder. Presents a comprehensive introduction to the process, from basic drafting through essential poses and gestures for runway, street style, and red carpet fashion for both male and female figures. For fashion illustrators and designers at all levels of drawing skills. Fully illus., some in color. 143 pages. Rockport. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**593591 CHAMPAGNE SUPERNOVAS.** By Maureen Callan. Just as movies were the driving cultural force in the 1970s and art that was in flux, 1979 was a transformative year in fashion when the popularity of the old New Wave movement and the rise of punk culture were redefining the rules of style. 237 pages. Abrams. 9¼x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.50 $26.00

**271292 THE DRESS: 100 Ideas That Changed Fashion** By Colleen Hill. Well illum. in color. 275 pages. Yale. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $50.00


**5718001 FASHION IS... By Metropolitan Museum of Art. Fully illus. in color. 9x12½. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

**1609274 STAINED GLASS: The Aspiring Artist’s Studio. By Haim Raz. Learn a variety of techniques using standard stained glass tools and materials. Create interesting small projects like a Watas Spiders, a Purple Lace Lampshade, Flowers Fuchsias, and Birds on a Perch.” Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Sterling. 8x11. Pub. at $24.95 $2.95

**2720026 STAINED GLASS.** By Emory Harris. More than 150 colorful projects to create your own glass projects or add to your collection. With step-by-step instructions and color photographs, you will be amazed by just how easy it is to create glass projects. 216 pages. Sterling. 8¾x11. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

**5274090 A STAINED GLASS JOURNEY.** By Diane van den Brand. Tells the story of her journey to stained glass. From her love of glass, to learning the craft, to mastering it, and finally sharing it with other artists. 126 pages. Mango. 8½x11. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

**5239277 STAINED GLASS: A Step-by-Step Lookbook.** By New York Fashion Week Spring 2015 Collections from Atelier to Runway. By Andrea Killoren. Paperill, with color photos 120 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Pub. at $45.00 $19.95

**5634025 A HISTORY OF COSTUME.** By Carl Kohler. Examines the costumes of the ancient peoples of the Mediterranean lands and Asia Minor, then progresses to the Teutonic prehistoric period, the Middle Ages, Renaissance, Baroque, 18th and 19th centuries. Here Kohler covers male and female fashions, outer and under garments, material used, designs, and making. Well illus. 464 pages. Prestel. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.75 $13.95

**4573278 JOURNEY OF A DRESS.** By Diane von Furstenberg. Blends a photographic journey through Diane von Furstenberg’s work with a captivating tribute to the iconic wrap dress that launched her into the stratosphere. 420 pages. Ziff. 10x12½. Pub. at $75.00 $14.95

**4526572 ENGLISH COUNTRY PAPER PULLS IN THE DOWNTON ABBEY STYLE.** By Eileen Rudisill Miller. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Sterling. 8x11. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**5176289 JEWELRY TIME TRAVEL.** By Heidi Daus & Hudson. 11x9¾. Import. Pub. at $50.00 $7.95

**5176289 JEWELRY TIME TRAVEL.** By Heidi Daus & Hudson. 11x9¾. Import. Pub. at $50.00 $7.95

**4526572 ENGLISH COUNTRY PAPER PULLS IN THE DOWNTON ABBEY STYLE.** By Eileen Rudisill Miller. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Sterling. 8x11. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**5718001 FASHION IS... By Metropolitan Museum of Art. Fully illus. in color. 9x12½. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

**5718001 FASHION IS... By Metropolitan Museum of Art. Fully illus. in color. 9x12½. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95


**5718001 FASHION IS... By Metropolitan Museum of Art. Fully illus. in color. 9x12½. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

**5718001 FASHION IS... By Metropolitan Museum of Art. Fully illus. in color. 9x12½. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95
8½x10¼. Pub. at $12.99

resource in your studio. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Crestline.

have you generating beautiful clay projects in no time. Once the

your own ceramic studio and teaching you the techniques that will

Muller. Guides you through the process of designing and equipping

*EDITION: A Practical Guide.

well illus. sketch the history of ash glazes used by potters, and discusses the

basic foundation in kiln-forming with glass. Chapters include Airbrushing, Sandblasting, Mold Making & Casting, Printing; Marbling; Making Pastels; and more. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Lark. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00
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**5894284 WOODWORKER’S PATTERN BOOK: 78 Realistic Fretwork Animals. By Jackie & Jamie Fowler. A creative sourcebook of ready-to-use scroll saw patterns for a wide variety of animals. The authors include advice for beginners on getting started, along with expert scrolling tips and techniques plus information on wood preservation, blade selection, finishing and display options. Fully illus. 96 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99**

**5908572 PINEWOOD DERBY FAR AND FURIOUS SPEED SECRETS: Tips & Tricks for Building Winning Cars. By David Meade et al. Develop winning designs, materials, and technologies to build and display an array of amazing patterns in this comprehensive guide to Pineewood Derby building. Provides 19 phenomenal designs and inventive ideas, and step by step instructions for building a “Diesel” Dodge Charger or a VW Beetle Race Car. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95**

**5824567 WOODEN PUZZLES: 25 Handmade Puzzles and Brain Teasers. By Brian Menold. What could be better than a woodworking project that expands your woodworking skills, results in a gallery-worthy project that you will bring home, and could even make a dent in your pile of scrap wood? Menold takes you step-by-step through the construction of 25 ingenious puzzle designs. The final puzzle range from relatively simple to devilishly difficult. Fully illus. in color. 170 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95**

**5762367 COUNTRY FURNITURE PROJECTS IN 1/12 SCALE. By Allison J. White. Introduces the miniature enthusiast to a wide range of country furniture projects in full-size, wooden 1/12 scale projects. The projects are set out in an increasing order of difficulty, so that anyone trying all fifteen projects will learn new skills progressively while gaining confidence. Color photos. 102 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99**

**5653063 WOODSUITE: 800+ EASY TO MAKE WOODWORKING PROJECTS. By A. Jones & C. Meade et al. Derby-winning dads share their tips, techniques, and amazing patterns in this comprehensive guide to Pineewood Derby building. Provides 19 phenomenal designs and inventive ideas, and step by step instructions for building a “Diesel” Dodge Charger or a VW Beetle Race Car. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95**

**570033 THE ART OF WHITTLING: Classic Woodworking Projects for Beginners and Hobbyists. By Walter L. Faurot. This is an unabridged edition and contains instructions for making such items as continuous wooden chains, working wooden scissors and pliers, balls in cages, entwined hearts, fans, and ships inside bottles. Illus. 91 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95**


**586069 WILD & WACKY BIRDHOUSES AND FEEDERS. By Paul Reisel. Presents a colorful guide with creative projects that will bring out the fun in building birdhouses. Whether it’s the birdhouse designed to look like a football helmet, or the player piano squirrel feeder, you are sure to find a project that will delight and amuse. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95**

**5740695 CREATIVE DOLL CLOTHES DOLL. By Patti Medaris Culea. Includes tips for using time-tested and new materials, vintage fabrics, beautiful notions, and quality craftsmanship. Shares a custom pattern and simple instructions to sew, personalize, and accessorize your own rag doll. Illus. in color. 136 pages. Interweave. Pub. at $24.95**

**565627 THE BIG BOOK OF A MINIATURE HOUSE: Design and Decorate a House Room by Room. By Christine-Lea Frisoni. Explains everything you need to know to build and furnish a beautiful miniature French country house in 1/12 scale. Includes step by step instructions along with information on the tools needed to complete the project. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $35.00**

**5768586 CHAINSAW CARVING A BEAR: A Complete Step-by-Step Guide. By Jamie Dowling. Chainsaw carvers are quickly becoming a popular hobby for woodworkers and a lucrative way to earn money selling carvings. Now, you can learn the secrets to transforming an ordinary piece of wood into an amazing work of art. This easy to follow instruction found here. Fully illus. in color. 68 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99**

**5873248 U.S. MILITARY DESIGNS FOR WOODWORKING & OTHER CRAFTS, REVISED 2ND EDITION. By Mike Lewis et al. This creative sourcebook of U.S. military art offers dozens of full-size patterns for use in Air Force, Army, Coast Guard, Marine Corps, and Navy-themed projects. Perfect for everything from scroll sawing and woodworking to pyrography, papercrafts, and leatherwork. Fully illus. 80 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95**

**5855095 BURNING NIGHT, THE Art of Negative Woodburning. By Sue Walters. Let one of today’s finest woodburning artists teach you the dynamic technique known as negative pyrography. In 15 lessons, Walters reveals her process as she creates Burning Night, a dramatic depiction of the New York City skyline. Includes a bonus booklet with hours of inspiring patterns and tips, 60 minutes. Fox Chapel. Pub. at $19.99**


**2775906 COMPLETE STARTER GUIDE TO WHITTLING. By Chris Lubkemann et al. Inside you’ll find 24 easy to make whittling projects you can complete in a weekend. Includes step by step instructions and ready to carve patterns; techniques for twigs and branches; the four basic knife cuts that whittlers use; and much more. Fully illus. in color. 86 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99**


**2875494 WOODWORKING: Patterns & Projects. By Philip R. Eck. Includes ready-to-use scroll saw patterns for a wide variety of animals. Full of animal-related projects such as Navy-themed projects. Perfect for everything from scroll sawing and woodworking to pyrography, papercrafts, and leatherwork. Fully illus. 80 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99**

**2689375 WOODSUITE: 800+ EASY TO MAKE WOODWORKING PROJECTS. By A. Jones & C. Meade et al. Derby-winning dads share their tips, techniques, and amazing patterns in this comprehensive guide to Pineewood Derby building. Provides 19 phenomenal designs and inventive ideas, and step by step instructions for building a “Diesel” Dodge Charger or a VW Beetle Race Car. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95**

**584608X WOODLAND CRAFT. By Ben Ljaw. A seasoned woodworker demonstrates the variety of craft production materials found in the woods—brooms, rakes, spoons, chairs, baskets and more. Detailed instruction and advice is joined by essential topics on tools and devices, plus fascinating information on the crafting traditions of earlier days. Includes a gallery of ready to use, full-scale patterns for buttstock and grip carvings, and decorative accents and borders. Illus. 198 pages. Stackpole. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95**

**5800635 NAVY THEMED PROJECTS. By Dave Smith. Shows you how to make model ships, planes, tanks, and other projects that are reminiscent of the Navy. Includes detailed patterns for a variety of Navy-themed projects. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95**

**5660297 MAKE YOUR OWN WALKING STICKS: How to Craft Canes and Staffs from Rustic to Fancy. By Charles Self. From rustic walking sticks to fancy canes, you will find everything you need to know in order to craft a stick from a dozen different starts in this fun and easy to follow book. Well illus. in color. 141 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95**

**5660297 MAKE YOUR OWN WALKING STICKS: How to Craft Canes and Staffs from Rustic to Fancy. By Charles Self. From rustic walking sticks to fancy canes, you will find everything you need to know in order to craft a stick from a dozen different starts in this fun and easy to follow book. Well illus. in color. 141 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95**

**5660297 MAKE YOUR OWN WALKING STICKS: How to Craft Canes and Staffs from Rustic to Fancy. By Charles Self. From rustic walking sticks to fancy canes, you will find everything you need to know in order to craft a stick from a dozen different starts in this fun and easy to follow book. Well illus. in color. 141 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95**

**5775906 COMPLETE STARTER GUIDE TO WHITTLING. By Chris Lubkemann et al. Inside you’ll find 24 easy to make whittling projects you can complete in a weekend. Includes step by step instructions and ready to carve patterns; techniques for twigs and branches; the four basic knife cuts that whittlers use; and much more. Fully illus. in color. 86 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99**

**5775906 COMPLETE STARTER GUIDE TO WHITTLING. By Chris Lubkemann et al. Inside you’ll find 24 easy to make whittling projects you can complete in a weekend. Includes step by step instructions and ready to carve patterns; techniques for twigs and branches; the four basic knife cuts that whittlers use; and much more. Fully illus. in color. 86 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99**
WOOD CARVING & PAINTING NOAH’S ARK. By Betty Padden. Carve and paint your own Noah’s Ark with Padden’s easy layered techniques for transforming a major project into simple, achievable carvings, while adding a touch of whimsy along the way. A bonus pullout pattern pack provides full-size patterns for the Ark, Mr. & Mrs. Noah, 20 animals, and fun accessories. Fully illus. in color. 88 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.

CHOOSING A THEME. By Patricia Schulte. Discover the proper path into woodcarving with this unique book. It carefully leads readers through the construction process, step by step instructions plus basic information on safety, cutting, sanding, finishing and equipment. Thirty-four original puzzles cover all the most popular dinosaur species. Patterns also provided for toys that are safe for very young children. Fully illus., many in color. 120 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99.

SAFETY, SAFETY, SAFETY! By John Bies. A comprehensive guide to the various forms of safety equipment and techniques that you will need for woodcarving. The book provides easy-to-follow instructions and photos for proper use, emphasizing that, when used properly, safety equipment can protect you in any studio activity or in the outdoors. 176 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

PUZZLES IN WOOD: Simple Patterns for Creating 45 Classics. By E.M. Wyatt. In this book, 45 projects will liberate your thoughts and free your mind to create your own designs to fit your experience. 256 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $45.00. PRICE CUT to $31.95.


THE LITTLE BOOK OF WHITTLING. By Chris Lukkem. Whether you’re in front of a campfire or on the front porch, this guide will help you unwind while you create useful and whimsical objects with nothing more than a stick, a knife, and a bit of time. Includes 18 projects, from an ornate knife to a working whistle. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. 

CARVING ANIMALS: Bunnies and Chipmunks. By Rosalyn Leech Daisey. Roz carefully leads readers through the creative process, from cutting out the blank to painting and completing the four projects. The 739 color photos show each step, while the text explains what to do and how to perform that particular procedure. Speaks to all levels of experience. 256 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $45.00.

WOOD, CRAFT, LOVE: Vintage-Inspired Home Decor Projects You Can Make. By Deborh Pomponio. This collection puts thousands of woodworking design possibilities at your fingertips. With a treasure trove of patterns to select from—individual elements, borders, and central images—this guide allows you to mix and match patterns to create an infinite number of works of art. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

SPORTS CARVERS GALLERY. By Kenji Toy. The 10 skill-building projects offered here, 160 pages. Fox Chapel.

CARVING ANIMALS: Swans, Ducks & Geese. By Rosalyn Leech Daisey. Roz carefully leads readers through the creative process, from cutting out the blank to painting and completing the four projects. The 739 color photos show each step, while the text explains what to do and how to perform that particular procedure. Speaks to all levels of experience. 256 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $45.00.

MAKING WOODEN DINOSAUR TOYS AND PUZZLES: Jurassic Giants to Make and Play With. By Judy & Chip Petrie. Shows you how to transform a simple piece of wood into a dinosaur, along with instructions on cutting out the various parts to create a three-dimensional toy. 145 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95.

WHITTLING HANDBOOK. By Keith Randich. Even if you’ve never held a knife, you will be able to create your own simple projects after reading this book. Learn the proper technique to use on the hundreds of patterns. Full color. 112 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95.

CARVING & PAINTING NOAH’S ARK. By Dave Peterson. Award-winning scroll saw artists offer step by step instructions plus basic information on safety, cutting, sanding, finishing and equipment. Thirty-four original puzzles cover all the most popular dinosaur species. Patterns also provided for toys that are safe for very young children. Fully illus., many in color. 120 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95.

COLORFUL LOVESPOONS. By Lora S. Irish. One of the most popular forms of decorative carving, the lovespoon is a simple, charming carving that has become a fashionable craft. Learn the basic techniques for creating the most classic and modern lovespoon designs. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.
Paperarts

587172 ANEELA'S BIG BOOK OF POP OUT BOXES. By Aneeja Hoey. Contains 30 adorable pop out boxes, plus 38 cards, tags, and bookmarks. Ready to pop out, fold, and decorate, with no scissors needed. Every box has a hidden inside, with full-color designs by Aneeja Hoey, and one side that's black-and-white for you to color, or blank to decorate with your own designs. Fully illus. in color. Fun Stitch Studio. 8½x11. Paperback. 4.95

585529 SURPRISINGLY SIMPLE KNEE CARDS. By Sue Nicholas. More than 20 step-by-step photos with easy to follow instructions to create cards that are always sensational to receive. Features hidden message cards, box of delights, inside out cards, jigsaw cards, and ruffle n shard cards. 112 pages. David & Charles. 8½x11. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $19.99 5.95

588538 PAPER BIRDS: 25+ Projects to Copy, Cut & Fold. By Hiroshi Hayakawa. Offers projects for every skill level, from an easy to make Toucan, to a more challenging Bald Eagle. The simple step by step instructions will show you how to use a combination of paper folding and cutting techniques to create birds that are three-dimensional and full of expressive details. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Lark. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 5.95

588755 COLLAGE STUDIO COUTURE DOLL DOLLS. By Julie Nutting. Introduces five fashion forward paper dolls from the world that you can dress up in the outfits provided or design your own. Includes step by step instruction for building mixed media backgrounds and stand ins for your dolls, or create journals, banners, and other art, tags, and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. North Light. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 6.95

589058 CUT UP THIS BOOK! Step-by-Step Instruction for Artworks, Greeting Cards, Keepsakes, and More. By Emily Hogarth. Offering a wealth of accessible guidance at work as well as plenty of inspirational and creative projects, this guide to the art of papercutting is the perfect companion for beginners and experts alike. Includes 50 templates for practice and projects. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Running Press. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00

592286 SEND SOMETHING BEAUTIFUL. By Emily Hogarth. Whether you're looking for new ways to correspond or just love crafting with paper, this resource is perfect for beginning paper crafters. Includes a huge array of techniques and templates plus 25 inspiring projects to help you impress your friends and family. Create collectible keepsakes and memorable mail. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Tuttle. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 3.95

584195 ORIGAMI IKEBANA. By Benjamin John Coleman. The Japanese art of Ikebana, or flower arranging, comes together with the beloved papercrafting techniques of origami and makigami in this accessible guide. You'll learn how to fold eight different leaves and more than 30 different flower types, then create arrangements that stay beautiful all year round. Includes an instructional DVD. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Tuttle. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 7.95

589611 BOOKCRAFT: Techniques for Binding, Folding, and Decorating to Create Books and More. By Heather Weston. From unique journals, albums, and notebooks to decorative boxes filled with treasures, this book teaches the fine arts and skills needed to create beautiful handmade books. The art of design is at your fingertips with lots of step-by-step projects covering binding techniques, decorative finishes, and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Tuttle. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 7.95

5851076 JAPANESE ORIGAMI PAPER PACK. Features over 250 sheets of beautiful origami paper in 16 traditional Japanese patterns, with black and white patterns to color and fold. Includes basic folding instructions, hints, and illustrated instructions for folding a crane and a box.Suitable for beginners. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Quarry. 8¼x10. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 5.95

586510 JAPANESE ORIGAMI PAPER PACK. Features over 250 sheets of beautiful origami paper in 16 traditional Japanese patterns, with black and white patterns to color and fold. Includes basic folding instructions, hints, and illustrated instructions for folding a crane and a box. Suitable for beginners. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Quarry. 8¼x10. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 5.95

527457 JOURNAL YOUR WAY: Designing & Using Handmade Books. By Gwen Diehn. From a flexible notebook you can slip into your back pocket to an elegant, satin-covered book filled with watercolor paper, you can design and create a custom-made journal that will both inspire you and enhance the experience you’re documenting. Features instructions for 16 different book formats and ten cover styles, plus two full-sized bookbinding guides. Illus. in color. 180 pages. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 2.95
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5971713 CUT & ASSEMBLE THE CAPITOL BUILDING. By Matt Bergstrom. Model enthusiasts, fans of Neoclassical architecture, and history buffs of all ages will delight in putting together this replica of the U.S. Capital Building. Includes detailed directions and diagrams that explain every step of the assembly process. A brief history chronicles the building’s slow progress from the initial planning stages to its status as an international landmark. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

5929999 ORIGAMI JEWELRY MOTIFS. By Julian Laboy Rodriguez. Choose from 30 origami models, including animals, flowers, and figures, and follow the detailed instructions to fold your own jewelry-sized motifs. For skill levels ranging from beginner to intermediate. Master a few simple jewelry-making techniques and you’ll be able to create endless variations. Fully illus., many in color. 25 pages. Interweave. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $11.95

1831917 BOOKS, BOXES AND PORTFOLIOS: Binding, Construction, and Design Step-by-Step. By Franz Zeier. In this introduction to the techniques of bookbinding, Zeier guides you step by step through projects for making a variety of portfolios, boxes, book covers, photograph albums, mats, and sewn and adhesive-bound books. With a combination of practical information and creative inspiration this volume will appeal to designers, artists, photographers, and craftpeople of all levels. Fully illus., some in color. 304 pages. Design Press. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95

2705341 UBER ORIGAMI: Every Origami Project Ever! By Duuy Nguyen. Using a few easy-to-follow, cutting, and folding techniques, you can make fantastic origami figures that span time, space, and legend. From prehistoric dinosaurs to animals that roam from America to a B-2 Bomber, over 130 projects can be found in this fantastic collection. Fully illus. in color. 512 pages. Sterling. 8x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $8.95


5866596 CREATIVE ORIGAMI AND BEYOND. By Jenny Chan et al. Learn how to create dynamic origami models with this engaging guide, packed with folding techniques, tips, and step-by-step projects. From traditional origami models to origami to wet-fold origami and more, you’ll discover just how many ways there are to take this well-loved technique to new heights. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Walter Foster. 8x11/1. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $14.95

5733723 PAPERCLACT ANIMALS. By Ellen Giggenbach. Discover the bright and colorful art of papercraft with this collection of 20 whimsical folk-inspired papercraft animal projects for you to make. Includes complete instructions and more than 200 stickers to complete your projects. Fully illus. in color. 68 pages. Walter Foster. 8x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

5733722 CREATIVE ORIGAMI AND  BEYOND. By Franz Zeier. In this engaging guide, packed with folding techniques and color illustrations, you can create an origami model for virtually any subject. Includes 20 origami models featuring animals, flowers, and figures. Includes over 200 origami techniques and hundreds of step by step photographs. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Walter Foster. 8x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $17.95

5733724 STAR WARS—YODA AND THE FORCENote! ArtFolds, Color Edition No. 6. Contains simple and easy folding instructions that let you transform the pages in this volume into a universe of paper sculptures. With just a few folds, you can turn a simple square of paper into something really wild! From a lion or a tiger to a polar bear or a parrot, this guide is packed with amazing animal models to create. Step by step instructions make each project easy to master and lots of fun to fold. Includes fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95


5971470 THE EXQUISITE BOOK OF PAPER FLOWER TRANSFORMATIONS. By Livia Cetti. Learn how to create 25 vibrant flower stems in a variety of natural styles. Each of these gorgeous collections of paper origami flowers is designed to create something simple but special. These colorful blossoms will brighten any room, and best of all, you can make them in a day! Fully illus. in color. 60 pages. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

5946697 MANILA ORIGAMI CARDS: Techniques for Cardmaker's Celebration. By Fransie Snyman. This engaging guide provides 30 of her intricate, highly unique projects, each made from one sheet of Manila paper. Includes 50 of her unique designs, with clear step by step instructions. Fully illus. in color. 175 pages. Abrams. 8¾x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

5971640 WEDDING ORIGAMI: The Ancient Tradition of Love and Celebration. By K. Fujiwara & D. Nguyen. This handcrafted volume will turn you into an expert wedding stylist! Fully illus. in color. 196 pages. Roost. Pub. at $26.95 $5.95

5916009 IDEAS FOR CARDMAKERS: Over 50 Templates and Hundreds of Variations. By Frances Yang. Find ideas for cardmaking at all levels, this fabulous collection of templates will simplify the process of creating beautiful cards. Includes over 50 templates and numerous examples of exquisite cards made using one each. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $6.95

5923397 IDEAS FOR CARDMAKERS: Over 50 Templates and Hundreds of Variations. By Frances Yang. Find ideas for cardmaking at all levels, this fabulous collection of templates will simplify the process of creating beautiful cards. Includes over 50 templates and numerous examples of exquisite cards made using one each. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $6.95

**Papercrafts**

**4587988 BUILD YOUR OWN PAPER AIR FORCE: 1000s of Paper Airplane Designs on CD to Print Out and Make.** By Trevor Bourdon. Contains 95 designs to print, fold and fly. Detailed instructions in the book explain how to assemble each aircraft, and the included CD-ROM contains ready to print templates, plus a whole range of patterns of thousands of aircraft to be built. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Chartwell. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**5734238 PAPER CUTTING: 20 Projects for Friends to Make.** By A. Phipps & C. Culley. Features 20 quirky projects and the technical know-how you need to get started snipping away and filling your world with color and fun. Projects include party hats, pictures, stationery, lampshades and anything else you fancy. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**570328X ANIMALS: Origami Adventures.** By Nick Robinson. Join the origami adventure and learn to make 14 fantastic animals. Offers clear step by step instructions, as well as tips, techniques, and decorations. You will be amazed at what you can create from a simple origami paper. The specially designed paper included with this kit. Make elegant creations for floral arrangements or decorations for special gifts. Includes step by step directions for all projects. Illus. in color. 48 pages. Silver Dolphin. 9x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $15.95 **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**5734239 BUSINESS CARD ORIGAMI.** By Nick Robinson. 20 original, wity, and fun origami projects, all using one or more business cards. From geometric shapes to animals and office-related shapes, this project adds a bit of creativity, joy, and accomplishment into your work day. 96 pages. Silver Dolphin. 9x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**


**5730524 BUILDINGS, BRIDGES, AND LANDMARKS: A Complete History.** By Tony Chapman. Travel through history and across the world visiting iconic buildings, bridges, and monuments, from the wonders of ancient civilizations to the most technologically advanced modern structures. The collector’s guide details each landmark’s place in architectural history and the detachable model compendium contains pieces to make 25 ultra-sharp models. Fully illus. in color. 116 pages. Thunder Bay. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**5706505 ORIGAMI PLANES: 10 Iconic Planes to Create.** Ed. by Masao Doi. Trace the history of aviation by folding ten replica models of historical aircraft, from military planes of WWI and WWII to jetto k model jets that shaped modern commercial air travel. Kit includes 30 sheets of specially designed paper, plus a guide full of step-by-step diagrams and instructions. 80 pages. Thunder Bay. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**5808540 DOG ORIGAMI: 20 Different Origami Dogs to Create.** By Joost Langeveld. Offers twenty unique origami flower projects, using the specially designed paper included with this kit. Make elegant creations for floral arrangements or decorations for special gifts. Includes step by step directions for all projects. Illus. in color. 80 pages. Thunder Bay. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

**5866526 ORIGAMI FINGER PUPPETS.** By Munie Fuchimoto. Includes everything you need to make 24 adorable and entertaining paper finger puppets—animals, characters, flowers and more! Includes a guide with detailed step-by-step instructions, a helpful basic folding section for novices, and 25 sheets of specially designed origami paper. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Silver Dolphin. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 **$9.95**

**5738301 ORIGAMI RACERS.** By Munie Fuchimoto. The fine art of origami has been reinvented for the space age. Welcome to a futuristic world where paper racers transform into animal-shaped nomes for space battles. Includes instruction book, 25 sheets of origami paper, and decorative stickers for your racers. Illus. in color. 64 pages. Silver Dolphin. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 **$9.95**

**5738800 ROBOGAMI.** By Munie Fuchimoto. Create a 3-D sci-fi world filled with blips, blongs, robots, machines, weapons, and mutant scorpions using the traditional Japanese art of origami. Includes instructions and 25 sheets of origami paper. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Silver Dolphin. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 **$4.95**

**5704373 THE ORIGAMI ARTIST’S BIBLE.** By Ashley Wood. Easy to follow diagrams and step by step instructions how to create over 50 beautiful projects using a combination of traditional papers and more modern prints. Fully illus. in color. 312 pages. Chartwell. Spiralbound. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

See more titles at erhbc.com/983
Calligraphy

450473 THE ART OF CALLIGRAPHY & LETTERING. By Cari Ferraro et al. Features instruction from four accomplished calligraphers and lettering artists who will introduce you to various ways of mastering this ancient art form. Contains an array of exciting alphabets and provides instruction on how to replicate, space, and layout professional looking letters and words. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Waterford Press. 8x10¼. Spiralbound. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

462118 THE ART OF CHINESE CALLIGRAPHY. By Yat-Ming Cathy Ho. Practice the art of Chinese calligraphy with this step by step guide to rendering more than 300 individual characters for use in arts, crafts, and design projects. This elegant script can be used to embellish just about anything, and a single character can convey myriad thoughts and emotions. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Chartwell. Spiralbound.

462193X MORE CREATIVE LETTERING: Techniques & Tips from Top Artists. By Jenny Doh. Whether you’re a journalist, mixed media artist, scrapbooker, or simply enjoy lettering, this is a visually dynamic way to enhance your work. Fifteen artists provide guidance, inspiration, and instruction, encouraging you to creatively experiment with lettering and develop your own style. Fully illus. in color. 184 pages. Adams Media. Spiralbound. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

4533674 COPPERPLATE CALLIGRAPHY. By Dick Jackson. 82 pages. Dover. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

Papercrafts

463604X COLOR-GAMI: Color and Fold Your Way to Calm. By M. Donahue & E. Kwei. The relaxation of coloring meets the artistry of origami with these 20 unique designs. First, bring your choice of vivid color to any one of the 100 gorgeously designed sheets of origami paper. Then, fold a variety of animals, flowers, and objects using the 80-page guide’s accessible step by step instructions. 80 pages. Thunder Bay. 8x10¼. Spiralbound. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

PRICE CUT to $7.95

367272 DOLLAR BUG-GAMI: 10 Origami Projects. By Won Park. Explore the world of Bugs with this handy field guide before re-creating each of the ten critters featured in this kit. Use the practice money provided to perfect each model before moving on to using real U.S. paper currency. Models include a moth, dragonfly, praying mantis, beetles, and more. Illus. in color. 80 pages. Thunder Bay. 8x10¼. Spiralbound. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

PRICE CUT to $9.99

5798532 DOLLAR ANIMAL ORIGAMI: 10 Origami Projects. By Won Park. An origami master teaches you how to construct ordinary dollar bills into a variety of land, air, and sea animals, including a viper that requires seven dollar bills to create! Kit includes 100 sheets of practice money, plus a guide filled with step-by-step diagrams and instructions. 80 pages. Thunder Bay. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.99

PRICE CUT to $9.99

5741831 THE ART & CRAFT OF HANDMADE BOOKS. By Shereen LaPlantz. Beginning with instructions for a simple accordian-fold book, the successive projects build on methods that have been mastered and introduce new skills. Includes easy-to-color instructions for more than 25 patterns, and seven different kinds of books with features like pop-up panels, pages that explode from the spine, slippcasses, and tassels. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Dover. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

SOLD OUT

4621787 ORIGAMI STATIONERY: Elegant Folded Note Cards and Envelopes for a Personal Touch. By M.G. Lafosse & R.L. Alexander. Tuttle. Pub. at $17.95

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT


12.95


7.95

1824872 ORIGAMI STATIONERY: Elegant Folded Note Cards and Envelopes for a Personal Touch. By M.G. Lafosse & R.L. Alexander. Tuttle. Pub. at $17.95

SOLD OUT

3684423 ART OF LAYERS. By Ronda Palazzari. Here are 50 fabulous and simple step by step techniques that will be valuable for all crafters, from beginner mixed-media artists to advanced paper-crafters and scrapbookers. Includes 75 imaginative layers and projects. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. North Light. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

$9.95

453514X PAPERMADE PAPER MONSTERS. By D. Stark & M. Palazzari. Here are 50 fabulous and simple step by step techniques that will be valuable for all crafters, from beginner mixed-media artists to advanced paper-crafters and scrapbookers. Includes 75 imaginative layers and projects. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. North Light. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

$9.95

4612609 DIY HANDLETTERING: From Monogrammed Pillows to Personalized Stationary. By M. Averinos & A. Kroll. Whether it’s monogramming a pillow, designing a striking hand art design or adding an important date to a pillow, hand-lettering is the way to add a touch of personality to any object. Step by step instructions included for projects like monogrammed pillows, weddings, and business logos. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Tuttle. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

PRICE CUT to $9.95

3575968 DREAMING FROM THE JOURNAL PAGE: Transforming the Sketchbook to Art. By Melanie Testa. Thirteen step by step mixed media art techniques, from resist to transfers to stencils and more, plus “jumping off” techniques that grow upon each chapter’s content while teaching unique advanced skills. Includes detailed chapters describing art journaling supplies and exploring ways to incorporate hand letters, stationery, journals, calendars, and lettered Mugs. Well illus. in color. 191 pages. Adams Media. Spiralbound. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

SOLD OUT

3684458 CREATIVEPAPER TECHNIQUES FOR SCRAPBOOKS: More Than 75 Fresh Paper Craft Ideas. Ed. by Marylo Regier. It’s never been easier to create eye-catching art for your scrapbooks, paper crafts, and other paper design projects. This book provides a complete sheet of paper and a touch of ingenuity—and the tips and techniques you’ll find here. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Memory Makers. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

PRICE CUT to $2.95

3684644 SCRAPBOOK PAGE MAPS: Design Ideas for Creative Layouts. By Becky Fleck. This guide makes whipping up a creative page design a breeze by featuring 60 original sketches adaptable to any page theme or style. In addition, you’ll find 40 designing layouts based on user-friendly templates offering a wealth of design ideas and inspiration. 128 pages. Memory Makers. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.99


$2.95

Scrapbooks, Albums, & Journals

3684423 ART OF LAYERS. By Ronda Palazzari. Here are 50 fabulous and simple step by step techniques that will be valuable for all crafters, from beginner mixed-media artists to advanced paper-crafters and scrapbookers. Includes 75 imaginative layers and projects. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. North Light. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

$9.95

461418 TRAVEL ORIGAMI: 24 Fun and Functional Travel Keepsakes. By Cindy Ng. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Tuttle. 8x8. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $14.95

$7.95


$14.95

SOLD OUT


$5.95

2722568 CRAFT BOOKBINDING. By Linda Ornis. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Crowood. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95

SOLD OUT

3653978 PAPERMADE PAPER MONSTERS. By D. Stark & M. Palazzari. Here are 50 fabulous and simple step by step techniques that will be valuable for all crafters, from beginner mixed-media artists to advanced paper-crafters and scrapbookers. Includes 75 imaginative layers and projects. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. North Light. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

PRICE CUT to $2.95

368444 SCRAPBOOK PAGE MAPS: Design Ideas for Creative Layouts. By Becky Fleck. This guide makes whipping up a creative page design a breeze by featuring 60 original sketches adaptable to any page theme or style. In addition, you’ll find 40 designing layouts based on user-friendly templates offering a wealth of design ideas and inspiration. 128 pages. Memory Makers. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.99


$2.95
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5880610 WELCOME WREATHS. By Paula Phillips. With color photos of the supplies used and instructions for each of the 17 wreath projects, you’ll see how easily it is to create wreaths for your home. Change the colors of the flowers to suit your decor and personality. 19 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

5944800 CREATIVE FLORAL ARRANGING. Stunning photographs show you step by step how to design and create countless beautiful arrangements. Includes complete design basics, materials, tools, and methods using fresh, dried, or silk flowers. Create centerpieces, wreaths, garlands, swags, topiaries, and much more. 228 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95


5714516 BEAUTIFULLY BOLD FAUX FLOWERS. By Sylvia Hague. With a stunning pictorial gallery to inspire you and detailed step by step instructions to guide you, beautifully decorate your homes with elegant and lasting floral arrangements. Includes 128 pages, Barron’s, 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT to $4.95


4607465 CRAFTING WITH PARACORD: 50 Fun and Creative Projects Using the World’s Strongest Cord. By Chad Poole. Incredible strong, supple, colorful and highly versatile, paracord is ideal for crafting stylish and functional items. Using easy to follow, step by step photos, this full-color guide shows you how to master dozens of projects, from bracelets and key chains to holiday ornaments and lights. ShopWork, 112 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

3606058 INDIAN BASKET WEAVING. By the Navajo School of Indian Basketry. First published in 1903, this guide begins with basic techniques, covering material, preparation, completing, splicing, the introduction of color, principles and methods of design, and more. Describes a great variety of baskets and weaves from many cultures, illus. 104 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

5929380 MADE UP: 40+ Easy Make-Up Tutorials & DIY Beauty Products. By Laura Jenkinson. Offers over 40 step by step and easy to follow make-up tutorials that can be mastered in minutes using inexpensive drugstore products. For DIY beauty products, this guide is perfect for anyone who wants to mix up their look with make-up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Hardie Grant. Import. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

359565X DUCT TAPE LOVER’S WORKSHOP: Easy & Stylish Duct Tape Designs. By Tonja Jenny. With this guide, you’ll learn techniques to make working with duct tape easy and stylish. Features: 40 projects for fashionable accessories, cards and gifts, home decor, and all of your on-the-go needs; dozens of tips and tricks for convenient and manageable duct tape design; and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. North Light Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95


4595165 IN THIS GARDEN: Explorations in Mixed-Media Visual Narrative. By Angela Carwright & S. Fishburn. Showcases the altered work of the leading mixed-media artists of today, each of whom has created a captivating art garden, based on the shape of a garden gate, which opens like a book or stands accordion style. Includes the artwork of Susie Lalone, Hede Soderlund, Otero, Pilar Isabel Pollock, and others. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Quay. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $3.95


596346X CRAFTER’S MARKET 2016, 2ND ANNUAL EDITION. Ed. by Kerry Bogert. More than 400 listings for complete, updated contacts and guidelines for submissions for a total of more than 1,200 craft market resources, including craft shows, magazines, book publishers, online market places and more. This guide will not only open doors to a whole new world of marketing opportunities for your craft, Photos. 347 pages. Fons & Porter. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

190360X PLANNING TECHNIQUES FOR MODEL SHIP BUILDERS. By Donald Dressel. Presents a modeler’s reference for planking wooden ships, both scratch and scratch models. Here is a complete explanation of several different planking procedures, 138 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $7.95

3679462 MAKE IT AND MEND IT: Over 30 Ideas to Make, Bake, Sew and Grow! By Clare Flynn et al. Be inspired to make more and use less with this creative guide on sustainable living. Try upcycling kitchen cupboard doors, building your own barbecue from scratch, creating handmade cards for special occasions, stitching cushions and quilts from old clothes, baking delicious homemade sourdough bread, and more. 160 pages. David & Charles. Paperback Import. Pub. at $23.99 $3.95

2612840 HOW TO SELL YOUR CRAFTS ONLINE: A Step-by-Step Guide to Successful Sales on Etsy and Beyond. By Pam Wing. Includes 42,000 sales and 10,000 marketplace dedicated to buying and selling all things handmade, how can you make your shop stand out and increase your sales? This guide can teach you how to attract more customers, boost your Etsy sales, and expand your online presence. 206 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $7.95

4609468 PHOTO ART: 35 Ways to Use Old and New Photographs. By Ellie Laycock. Make the most of your photos with these 35 stylish projects. With four chapters—framing and display, paper prints, photo transfer and using light—there’s plenty to inspire you to give loved pictures a new lease on life. Complete step by step instructions included. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. CICO Books. Import. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

2749955 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF ARTS & CRAFTS. Ed. by D. Cussick & M. Kibby. This encyclopedic collection of projects offers simple instructions for learning any craft you’d like to try. Master a variety of techniques in Glass Crafts; Wood Crafts; Mixed-Media Visual Narrative; Clay Crafts; Fabric Crafts; Bead Crafts; and more, then try your hand at a treasure trove of delightful projects. Well illus. in color. 528 pages. Fall River Press. Import. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

5799562 DES PAWSON’S KNOT CRAFT & ROPE MATS 200 Ropework Designs Including 20 Mat Designs. Discover how to make 60 different ropework projects using the author’s celebrated technique and recipes. Pawson provides step-by-step instruction for putting knots together to form the finished article, as well as advice on size and lengths of materials required. Illus. 176 pages. Adlard Coles. 8¼x8¼. Paperback Import. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/983


**MODELLING NARROW GAUGE RAILWAYS IN SMALL SCALES.** By Chris Ford. Offers invaluable, comprehensive guidance in building small, narrow-gauge model railway layouts. Ford explores the history and development of narrow gauge railways in the British Isles, then turns his eye to every aspect of constructing your own. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Crowood. Paperback Import. Pub. at $34.95

**MODELLING RAILWAY STATIONS: A Practical Guide.** By Ian Lamb. Reveals how almost anybody, regardless of their modeling skills, can construct a pleasing and presentable model railway station. Beginning the basics of modeling, Lamb delivers an invaluable and accessible primer to taking your first steps in this satisfying hobby. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Crowood. Paperback Import. Pub. at $34.95

**BALL OF STRING: 16 Beautiful Projects for Your Home.** By Martha Stewart. Let Martha Stewart inspire your creativity with the most beautiful party favors, and kids' crafts, as well as holiday specific activities you'll be inspired to go vintage! Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Crowood. Paperback Import. Pub. at $34.95


**CUT to $19.95**


**7549997 MARTHA STEWART’S HANDMADE HOLIDAY CRAFTS: 225 Inspired Projects for Year-Round Celebrations.** By Martha Stewart. Featuring 225 inspired projects for holiday crafts. The 225 handmade projects include cards and greetings, decorations, gift and wrapping, tablecloth ornaments, party favors, and kids’ crafts, as well as holiday specific activities from eggnog to pumpkin carving. Well illus. in color. 365 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $24.95

**2722089 A VERY BEADED CHRISTMAS: 46 Projects That Glitter, Twinkle & Shine.** By Terry Taylor. Whether you’re an avid crafter, enthusiastic beader, or just want to go all out for the holidays, so grab your brushes and get ready to paint. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. American Crafts. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**WRAP IT UP: 100s of Fast, Fun, and Festive Wrapping Ideas.** By Espen Markussen. Learn how to make all your gifts really special with this guide filled with striking effects that are actually very easy to make. Includes simple wrapping techniques for making gift bags, templates for tags and decorating ideas to coordinate with the package. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages.

**8906488 COLOR, CUT, AND FOLD CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS.** Let your holiday spirit shine with these fun and intricately patterned ornaments. When you cut, you fold—it’s a snap! Make one-of-a-kind creations for your own enjoyment or to share with others as a special gift. Skyhorse. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99

**2262299 COLOR YOUR OWN CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS.** Features 30 punch-out designs that you can color providing hours of fun. No folding, no cutting, no mess. Trimming the tree has never been so much fun. Perforated pages. Adams Media. 8x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

**5843111 PAPER HOLIDAY: 20 Easy-to-Make Ornament Projects.** By Daniel Stark et al. Bring a joyous holiday tradition into your home with 20 charming holiday ornaments that you can create yourself. Each project is pre-cut and scored with easy-to-follow tabs and slots—no glue, tape or tools needed! Make a snow globe, carousel, Christmas tree, holiday wreath, and more. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. powerHouse Books. 9¾x12. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**5860203 THE NEW CHRISTMAS TREE: 24 Dazzling Trees and over 100 Handcrafted Projects for an Inspired Holiday.** By Carrie Brown. The easily replicated, one-of-a-kind in this project collection do more than just celebrate Christmas—imaginative designs that will astonish your neighbors. Features twenty-eight beautiful ornaments with complete instructions, step by step worksheets, and patterns by 26 of today’s finest decorative artists. The collection includes a year’s worth of holidays, so grab your brushes and get ready to paint. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Impact, 8x8. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**5944884 ORNAMENT EXTRAVAGANZA.** Features twenty-eight beautiful ornaments with complete instructions, step by step worksheets, and patterns by 26 of today’s finest decorative artists. The collection includes a year’s worth of holidays, so grab your brushes and get ready to paint. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Impact, 8x8. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**STEEL HORSE.** By Neely Hall. Originally published in 1915. From windmills and airplanes to gas station signs, this volume showcases the work of more than 150 historic lead shapes and patterns. Perforated pages. Adams Media. 8x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99


**5822629 ST. MARTIN’S GUIDE TO MODERN CRAFTING.** Companion to Modern Crafting. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

**5718732 GERMAN BATTLECRUISERS: ShipCraft 22.** By R. Brown & S. Backer. With its unparalleled level of visual information, paint schemes, models, line drawings and photographs, this volume is the best reference any model-maker setting out to build one of these charismatic ships. 64 pages. Seaforth. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95

**1985158 WOODLANDS.** By John Markussen. Use these charming ships. 64 pages. Seaforth. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95
This catalog contains publishers’ closeouts, overstocks, imports, remainders, and current titles at special prices. Current titles are marked with a ★.